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PREFACE

The organisation of a goat industry seminar/workshop at

Lincoln College falls in line with the College's general support

for innovation in the New Zealand farming industry.

The seminar /workshop was held at the College over two

days, with papers on markets, production, economics, and

future potential occupying the first dayo The second day was

one of discussion where various groups of invited participants

focussed on particular sectors and aspects of goat production

and marketing. This was an invaluable exercise, as the exchange

of views by various participants was informative, stimulating,

and constructive.

Those involved in the seminar /workshop were drawn from

a wide range of organisations and activities as can be seen from

the list of participants' names included in these Proceedings.

This paper reports the Proceedings of the seminar/workshop.

It is divided into two parts reflecting the papers delivered on the

first day (Part I) and the discussion and conclusions reached on

the second day.

It is hoped that these Proceedings, together with two other

A. E. R. U. Discussion Papers concerning goat farming published

by the A. E. R. U. (No.' s 42 and 43) provide a base for further

discussion and development of the small but fast growing New

Zealand Goat Industry.

Professor J. B. Dent

Director. A. E. R. U.
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SUMMARY

The Seminar/Workshop was organised to provide a forum
for the exchange of information on the New Zealand Goat Industry.
It was also designed to provide a meeting point for various
representatives of industry groups to discuss the industry
future.

A. Day 1

The first day of the Seminar/Workshop was utilised by the
presentation of papers by experts in appropriate fields on
various aspects of the industry. The following is a summary
of these papers:

1. MARKET POTENTIAL

The first major area covered was the "Market Potential"
available for goat products and this was examined through
papers on:

(i) Meat and Skins;
(ii) Mohair and

(iii) Milk Products.

(i) Meat and Skins (R. H o Co Morris)

This paper reviewed the estabhshment of Mr Morris's
company (N. Z. Goat Exporters Ltd) and briefly covered the
history of goat meat exports from New Zealand. The main
markets for goat meat were discussed (West Indies. Fiji.
Europe) and the types of product sold were reviewed. Most
goat meat is sold in carcase form although there is a demand
from many markets for cubed goat meat. Problems are
experienced. however. in obtaining a suitable return on further
processed goat meat as a result of freight difficulties where
minimum export container weights for processed meat are
unable to be met so incurring a freight penalty. Goat meat is
usually airfreighted to Fiji as this form of transport has become
competitively priced o

Mr Morris indicated that the major problem restricting
expansion of goat meat exports is the availability of produc t
rather than the lack of adequate markets and that expansion

1.
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of production could readily be accommodated by the market place.

With regard to goat skins, Mr Morris indicated the market
is very irregular and the selling of skins in a wet salted state
was currently the preferable option (versus further processing).

(iil Mohair (D. G. A. Cassells)

Before reviewing the market potential available for mohair,
Mr Cassells emphasised the problems associated with building
up an acceptable Angora goat breed within New Zealand. Questions
concerning the range of fibre quality, animal structure and
size and breed characteristics were raised and it was suggested
that these points must be considered when looking at the market
ing implications.

The market potential was then reviewed through looking at
the world demand situation and the marketing procedures
available. It was recognised that a strong, on-going interna
tional market exists for mohair and that a wide variety of uses
for mohair is becoming available. When reviewing marketing
procedures, Mr Cassells made the point strongly that a brand
ing system is essential in order to effectively market the product,
especially in view of the large amount of cross-bred fibre
becoming available. The establishment of centralised New
Zealand auction selling of the mohair clip was considered essen
tial and the use of a high degree of expe rt sor~ing and binning
was recommended in order to achieve the maximum possible
returns.

(iii) Milk Products (M. L. Thompson)

Internationally, goat milk products are seen as a commodity
and therefore subject to mass marketing efforts. However, as
the New Zealand supply is very limi. ted, Mr Thompson I s company
has adopted the approach of selling goat mi.lk prodUcts by brand.
The point was made that the market for goat milk products tends
to be variable and price conscious. The present market can be
divided into six segments: infant feeding, convalescent and
elderly folk, ulcer patients, allergy sufferers, manufacturing,
and speci.ality supplements.

The main goat milk product for New Zealand is goat milk
powder. This provides the greatest return to the producer at
present but the market is considered too unstable and limited
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to absorb a large quantity of product from New Zealand. It
was therefore sugge sted that the future for goat milk on the
export market would be with Fetta cheese once a large supply
base was established. The local market is seen as absorbing
limited quantities of goat milk, mostly in a liquid form, but
large scale expans ion was not considered likely.

2. PRODUCTION POTENTIAL

The second major area covered on the first day was the
IlProduction Potential ll for goat products. Two papers were
presented; the first reviewing the overseas situation and the
second cove ring the New Zealand potential.

(i) Overseas (S. R. Moorhouse)

Goats are found predominantly in tropical countries where
they have extensively adapted to the environment and are par
tic ularly useful in providing, with a low cost food input, the
products needed by nomadic and poorer peoples. Goat milk
is the most important product for these people followed by
meat, with hides and fibre being of relatively less importance.
Production of goat products in these areas is largely on a sub
sistence basis and, although the potential exists for greater
production as a result of the high numbers, this is not likely
to be achieved.

Although 46 per cent of world goat milk production occurs
in Asia, the major commercial production area is Europe (23
per cent of world production in 1977). Most of this mHk is
used in cheese production.

In contrast, 90 per cent of world goat meat production
occurs in 'Developing Nations' and, as this is not usually on a
commercial basis, the potential f~:>r expansion of output from
other nations must be great. Within New· Zealand's present
goat meat markets, the West Indies has limited meat production
potential as their industry is dairy goat orientated while Fiji
has cultural problems associated with expansion of the Fijian
goat meat industry.

Goat skin produc tion is based mainly in Asia and Africa
(88 per cent of world production in 1977) and the potential for
expansion is similar to that for meat.
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Angora goats (mohair producets) are generally found in
low rainfall areas. The main production countries are Turkey,
U. S. A. (Texas) and South Africa. Populations are declining in
Texas and the Government is encouraging inc rea sed production
in Turkey. South African production potential is seen to be
uncertain as a result of changes in labour policies.

In general, the potential for increased goat production is
seen to be within the more developed nations and where govern
ment encouragement is given. As the commercially orientated
goat numbers are limited, the potential for immediate increases
in goat production must also be limited.

(ii) New Zealand (G. J. Batten)

The New Zealand production potential was examined in terms
of the resources available and the interaction between those
resources. Mr Batten identified the resources as stock, land,
people, skills and knowledge, and capital.

Stock number s are low with only a small proportion of
good animals but the potential exists for significant improve
ments. The land re source identified can be said to extend to
four million hectares of sown grassland plus two million
hectares of native grassland and an additional one million
hectares of "other" land with suitable browse species. However,
as a result of climate, the West Coast of the South Island,
Southland and the central North Island are probably not suitable
for goats.

The people resource is limited to those farmers with some
knowledge of goats and, in order to successfully farm goats, a
significant amount of individual attention is required. There
may be only a few farmers interested in this type of enterprise.

There is a severe limitation on the skills and knowledge
applicable to comrnercial goat farming under New Zealand con
ditions. This factor will probably significantly restrict the
expansion of goat farming until intensive research and associated
extension activities are undertaken.

Capital is usually only limited by the relative rewards
available. 1£ goat products can be sold for a competitive return,
capital will probably not be a limiting factor.
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The major limitation on development was identified as the
lack of stock and this factor tends to over- ride the others. It
is suggested that if goat numbers are increased, the other
resources needed would become available. The required
increase in goat numbers would only occur, however, if the
industry became organised and presented a unified front to
the institutions that can assist in this area. Government
acknowledgement of the export potential was considered neces
sary and Mr Batten suggests that this would be justified if the
emerging industry itself demonstrates commercial orientation
and responsibility.

3. ECONOMIC AND FARM MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF GOAT
FARMING

The third section of the first day was spent covering
economic and farm management aspects of goat farming.
papers were presented followed by a panel discussion.

the
Three

(i) Meat. Skins and Weed Control (M. Horgan)

Mr Horgan is a North Island hill country farmer who is
using goats primarily for weed control and obtaining meat and
skins from culled animals. The goats are run in conjunction
with sheep and beef.

The major weed problem is blackberry and Mr Horgan
described the management aspects of using goats for weed
control. These include the need for dipping twice a year,
drenching in a similar way to sheep, fencing to ground level
and the use of elec tric fencing, and the need for shelter.

Weed control is achieved through heavy mob stocking over
a short period followed by more extensive grazing and a return
to heavy stocking to remove regenerating growth. Oversowing
and fertiliser is then used to provide competi tion to any further
regenerating blackberry. Mr Horgan has compared the cost
of spraying for weeds with the cost of goats and the goats are a
significantly better proposition, especially when the returns
from meat and skins are considered. He concludes his paper
with a series of questions and suggestions for further industry
development.
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(ii) Mohair (A. R. Aitken)

Mr Aitken, the Superintendent of Land Development, Lands
and Survey Department, Whangarei, presented a paper reviewing
his experience with Angora goats on the Lands and Survey farm
at Wai tangi •

The fac tor s affec ting the economi.c s of Angora goat farming
were identified as the size of operation, animal quality, type
of country, availability of shelter and kidding facilities and the
quantity and quality of labour available. Mr Aitken suggests that
an economic unit would involve 300 breeding doe s and supporting
stock of good quality. The country should be rolling and it was
suggested that altitudes of 450-1 000 metres with low rainfall
are desirable. Shel ter is essential and if goat numbers are to
be increased and quality improved, kidding facilities will be
necessary to ensure high kidding rates. Experienced and high
quality labour is also essential as goats are animals that require
individual attention in order to ensure maximum output.

Management considerations include the need to provide
adequate protection for the goats, especially after shearing, as
they are susceptible to cold. Feed requirements include the
need for browse and mature pasture and it was noted that feed
ing can affect mohair quality. Drenching, dipping and foot-rot
prevention are also necessary.

Mr Aitken has also given a full description of the features
required in good Angora stock.

(iii) Dairy Products (B. W. Rees)

Mr Rees is a milking goat farmer in Northland. His is an
extensive paper which reviews the establishment and management
of his herd of goats. Only the major points are included in this
summary.

As there is a wide variation in production from different
goats within a breed, it is possible to achieve significant pro
duction increases through a vigorous selection (culling) pro
gramme. Individual management attention is required, however,
if the potential is to be achieved.

The major management aspec ts include the need for foot
trimming, drenching, dipping, cor rec tion of trace element
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deficiencies and mastitis detection and cure. Shed management
is also important as stress can significantly affect production.
Shelter is the most important consideration in paddock manage
ment and adequate fencing is a considerable cost. In order to
achieve optimum milk production, good quality topdressed pasture
is requi~ed with hay as a supplement. The level of water intake
is not as significant as for cows. Goats tend to return to a per
manent camp at night and it is therefore advisable to locate the
milking shed near to this area to minimise mustering times.

Kids are fed from the doe over the first three days but after
this they can be fed on cows I milk or a milk substitute. Feeding
from a bucket is, however, not advisable. Weaning takes place
at 40 lb liveweight and tupping at 80 lb.

Mr Rees also presents an indicative budget and this indicates
that dairy goat farming under present conditions (in conjunction
with some beef) can be a very profi table ope ration.

(iv) Panel Discussion

A panel discussion was held following the presentation of
the previous papers. The participants were Mr G. Goodger,
a farmer from Central Otago, Mr R. Adams, a mohair producer
from Blenheim, and Mrs A. Harris, a dairy goat farmer from
Nelson.

Mr Goodger uses wether goats for weed control and finds
them very effec tive in controlling briar. Fenc ing needs to be
substantial and competition with other animals is minimal.

Mr Adams described the problems he encountered in
achieving acceptance of Angora goat farming as a serious enter
prise. These problems ranged from obtaining suitable stock
and advice on desirable goat characteristics to the retaining of
his flock in the face of poachers and historical police apathy.
Difficulty in disposing of mohair and having cull stock slaughtered
has also been experienced.

Mrs Harris described in some detail her management prac
tices on a small goat unit providing goat milk to a fetta cheese
producing factory. Her major problem has been to obtain suf
ficient quality stock as well as the labour input her goats require.
In general, the lack of a substantial milk supply in the reg-ion
was seen to be the main problem in improving the viability of
the cheese manufacturing operation.
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4. THE FUTURE

The last se s sion on the fir st da y of the Seminar covered
the future of the goat industry. Two papers were presented,
one cove ring the genetic aspec ts of achieving higher production
and one putting forward some thoughts on the future of the
goat in the 1980's.

(i) Genetic Improvement of Goats for Meat. Mohair and Milk
Production (G. A. Wickman)

Dr Wickham first of all established that the present goat
population appears to have an adequate gene pool for genetic
improvement. It is therefore important to set objectives for
improvement and it is suggested that milk producing goats are
required, mohair and meat producing animals are a second
group and a specialised meat producer / scrub controller is
also desirable. The methods of genetic improvement available
were then outlined. Importation of new material is one alter
native which could be beneficial in the mohair and milk pro
ducing areas but quarantine restrictions are likely to rule out
this avenue. Crossbreeding is a further method which is being
used, especially in upgrading feral goats by crossing with
Angora bucks. Desirable genes can be introduced and empha
sised by this method and hybrid vigour may become a significant
factor. Selection is the third method available and this is the
main basis of long- te rm animal improvement. Artificial
selection (by man) is most effective where the animals are
individually identified and the numbers to select from are large.

Dr Wickham then addressed his paper to the three main
production areas.

(a) Meat The most important factor in meat production is
the reprodllctive rate of the female. Therefore, selection of
strains with the greatest fertility will result in the maximum
production of meat per hectare grazed.

The next most important factor is the growth rate of the
young animal. The young goat should grow quickly to its
slaughter weight and those animals not slaughtered should not
grow much larger. This should occur at about six months
under ideal circumstances. Crossbreeding of ferals with dairy
goat breeds offers improvements in this area. Selection based
on meat quality/quantity is probably not important in the goat
as this may result in more fat rather than more meat and be
undesirable in the market.
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(b) Milk Improvements in this area are mainly related
to selection of animals with high production characteristics and
the use of artificial insemination to introduce these desirable
characteristics. The major objectives are increased production,
increased solids-not-fat content and greater milking speed.
Selectio.n on production volume would appear to be the mos t
important.

(c) Mohair The base stock is largely of a feral goat type
which has interbred with pure Angora stock introduced in the
late 1800's. Natural selection has favoured shorter hair goats
and therefore, there is little of the desirable long-hair types
available. Two objectives in obtaining more mohair are there
fore the enlargement of the number of goats carrying genes of
Angora origin and the increasing of the weight of reasonable
quality mohair produced by each goat.

Topcrossing with Angora bucks and subsequent interbreeding
is required to meet the first objective. The extent of topcrossing
could be more limited in large flocks with selection of the best
produced bucks relatively earlier. but in smaller flocks, inter
breeding would be relatively less useful. The original female
base goat is important when interbreeding at an early stage.

To achieve fleece weight inc rease s, selec tion on the basis
of the first two fleeces (shorn twice yearly) seems to be the most
reliable.

Achievement of improvements in fleece quality can best
be attained through selec tion against medullation, and, once
this has been achieved. selection for lustre. fineness and soft
ness. A further objective is selection to overcome the seasonal
pattern of fibre growth so as to avoid fleece cotting.

It is apparent that progress from selection will be relatively
slow in comparison with gains that could be made if it was pos
sible to import semen from high-producing goats bred in the
U. S. A. or South Africa.

In his conclusions, Dr Wickham observes that most improve
ment in New Zealand will come through selection. There is a
need for good animal testing systems for dairy goats and there
is a possible problem of excessive in-breeding as a result of
the small population.
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Increasing the number of Angora goats and fleece quality
are the important parameters for mohair production and the
size and growth rate of the Angora is also important for meat
production. High levels of inbreeding may become a problem.

Meat production parameters are high fertility and growth
rates plus greater ease of handling.

Overall, production records must be accurately maintained
if selection is to be effective.

(ii) A Role for the Goat in New Zealand Agric ulture in the 1980 IS

(J. M. W. Ritchie and A. H. Kirton)

The paper commenced by outlining the problems associated
with providing an answer to the implied question, in that reliable
information on goat products and their value is very difficult to
obtain. In addition there are no reliable statistics on the current
numbers of goats in New Zealand on which to base a view of the
future.

The future of the goat will however, be determined by the
relative profitability of goats to other farming enterprises. The
paper has therefore set out a series of gross margins under
varying production and price assumptions to give some indication
of the future. In addition, the point is made that the development
of goat farming will be dependent on the succe s s of export market
ing of goat products.

Meat (Chevon) is exported with little marketing effort and
the return to the farmer is very small when compared to lamb.
It is suggested that farming for meat is uneconomic unless there
is a major scrub clearing factor involved.

Mohair produc tion is cur rently extremely profitable if there
are surplus stock for sale as it is through the se sale s that the
vast majority of income is earnt. Over a longer term, high
stock prices cannot be expected to continue, but even with more
realistic stock pricing, the value of mohair is such that an
Angora goat farm can compete effectively with a breeding ewe
enterprise.

Com'TIercial dairy goat farming is also profitable provided
production is in an established area where collection a.nd pro
cessing is already organised. Prices for goat milk are signif
icantly higher than for cows I milk at present but, if in an
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established industry the goat milk price fell to the cows I milk
level, the competitiveness of a dairy goat farm would be poor.

In addition to gross margin analysis, Ritchie and Kirton
have prepared tables indicating the number of goats that would
be required to produce an income typical of more conventional
livestock enterprises. From these analyses it is apparent that
Angora and dairy goat farming should be able to compete effect
ively with conventional farming. Meat production is unlikely
to become a primary objective but in conjunction with weed
control, may be a useful enterprise.

Ritchie and Kirton then go on to review the advantages and
disadvantages of goats before giving their conclusions.

(a) Advantage s At pre sent economic advantage s exi st
for dairy and Angora goats. Additional advantages are the
diversification opportunities offered (both for the farmer and
the nation through exports), weed control prospects, production
efficiences (high output to input ratios, especially for dairy
goats and for fibre production) and their suitability for small
scale operations.

(b) Disadvantages The present lack of knowledge on goats
is seen as a major impediment to progress and future effort
must be put into the research area. Further disadvantages are
the need for adequate shelter, possible disease problems,
unique management requirements, limited numbers of Angora
and milking goats, the absence of developed domestic and export
markets, the high labour input required, the extent of i\ngora
fleece contamination problems, the lack of goat slaughtering
facilities and the susceptibility of the goat (especially Angoras)
to theft.

(c) Conclusions Pre sent demand for stock indicate s that
Angora and dairy goats will become established as more sig
nificant enterprises in future. Economic analysis tends to
support this situation. However, the reliability of the infor
mation used to evaluate these enterprises is not high and further
investigation is necessary before reliable long-term forecasts
are possible. In the dairy goat sector, problems with market
ing milk are significant in areas away from the main producing
area in Northland. Increases in dairy goat numbers may result
in this being overcome as processing in other areas becomes
economic.
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Intensive marketing of goat meat and skins is required
before this type of production will become economic, however,
weed control prospects appear significant.

The future of the Angora goat depends on the ability of this
breed to survive under New Zealand farming conditions and the
continuance of acceptable mohair prices at a premium over
wool. Increased mohair production could improve the outlook.

B. Day 2

The second day of the Seminar was organised as a series
of workshops wherein groups discussed a set topic and reported
them to the plenary sessions. The workshops have been com
bined into three groups; Processing and Marketing, Production,
and Extension. Research and Policy. The following summary
presents the conclusions reached by each workshop.

1. PROCESSING AND MARKETING WORKSHOPS

(a) Marketing It was considered by the group that while
problems with obtaining the correct product were being exper
ienced, the potential for substantial marketing activity was
limited. As supplies of goat meat are still very small, New
Zealand does not have a strong base to work from in the market
ing field as any attempts at promotion of the produc t would
probably result in a rapid development of excess demand (in
relation to supply) and the marketing effort would therefore
accrue to the benefit of those competitors who have the ability
to supply.

It was also considered that there was no need for a market-
ing authority to over see the development of goat meat markets
and the marketing of the product as the supply base is too small
to justify such an organisation. The group generally considered
that sufficient competition existed in the present marketing
system to ensure maximum returns were achieved by farmers
although in the South Island the diffic ulty in having stock slaugh te red
and processed meant that such competition was limited"
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(b) Processing The group considered that urgent action
was required on the revision of freight rate setting procedures
and that the revision of freight rates/container minima would
contribute significantly to the achievement of better returns
for the exporter and farmer.

The general lack of available killing and processing facil
ities, especially at the best times for slaughter, was an area
where the group thought further urgent action was necessary.
Action in terms of specifying a requirement for goat slaughtering
facilities within export licences was suggested and it was also
suggested that the regulations (as laid down by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries (M.A.Fo))regarding goat slaughter
and the export of goat meat were too strict. Also, in view of
the problems experienced in obtaining slaughtering facilities,
Mo A oF. may be persuaded to allow goat meat exports from
local abattoirs.

In the opinion of the group, the method of setting killing
and freezing charges also needs revision. At present the
product preferred by the market is being penalised through the
setting of killing and freezing charges on a per head basis and
it is recommended that the charge be changed to a per kilogram
basis to ensure equal cost structures for both large and small
carcasses.

The group considered the need for a grading sys tern but
felt that with the present largely unsophisticated market demand,
the cost of a detailed system would not be recovered in additional
returns. Continuation of the present individual system where
exporter s prepared orders according to c us tome r specification,
was therefore thought desirable.

A formal grading system was considered to be more appro
priate when volumes increased significantly and customers became
more selective.

(ii) Skins

The major problem for New Zealand, both in the processing
and marketing of goatskins, is the low volume and variation in
quality. In view of this unsuitability for international markets,
it was recommended that the maximum possible number of skins
be used locally in "small-runll and tourist industry applications.
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Skins not required on the local market should be disposed
of on the world market through merchants at the going price.
In the longer term it was recommended that local processing
of an increased volume of skins be encouraged; however,
because of the limited number of skins available for processing
at present, it was felt that only a few selected processors be
encouraged to process goat skins in order to achieve higher
quality through more concentrated efforts.

It was concluded that New Zealand goat skins are a low
quality, low value by-product, providing only a small return
to the producer. New Zealand is and will remain a llprice
taker II in the world goat skin market while the produc tion base
is small and quality poor.

(iii) Mohair

(a) An end product definition is required for the crossbred
fibre cur rently produced.

(b) At this stage, there is no need for a specific fineness
objective in breeding.

(c) It would be desirable to rationalise or restrict selling
points to one or two,

(d) There is an urgent need for a grading system. In this
respect the workshop suggested that brokers, the Mohair
Producers I Association and technical experts should form
a group to as se s s the Aus tralian and South African grading
systems with a view to setting up a system applicable to
New Zealand. It was suggested that the Mohair Producer s i

Association take the initiative in forming such a group.

(iv) Milk

(a) There is a need for well-defined hygiene control if producers
are to avoid legislation on pasteurisation.

(b) Re source s should be pooled into mi.lk
this is the most lucrative at present.
bulk side of the market.

powder production as
Fetta cheese is the

(c) A combined approach is needed on the export market.
Producers should freeze the ir milk and transport it to
Northland for drying and marketing.
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(d) A scheme should be developed to enable a common price to
be paid to all producers irrespective of transport costs.

2. PRODUCTION WORKSHOPS

(i) Meat Farming and Weed Control

Four areas were isolated as being of importance to the
development of the goat industry.

(a) The use of goats in weed control activities has clear cost
and environmental advantages over chemicals. The sub
sidy on chemical herbicides is a disincentive to use goats.
Government should remove this disincentive; the most
effective method suggested would be a subsidy on the cost
of temporary electric fencing to farmers using goats for
weed control. One beneficial spinoff effec t of introducing
government subsidies to the goat industry would be official
recognition which may stirnulate greater interest and
support from the goat product processors and could raise
business expectations throughout the industry.

(b) To give the goat producers parity with other livestock types,
the goat should be introduced into the Livestock Incentive
Scheme, just as deer recently have been. Farmers currently
find more incentive under the present support arrangements
to use sheep for weed and bush control although they are
more inefficient at this than goats. This situation should
be remedied.

(c) In efforts to encourage the farrner to consider the benefits
of farming goats, the emphasis should be placed on the
complementarity between goa ts and existing sheep and
cattle enterprises. The correct managernent of goats can
provide returns to supplernent, not supplant the revenues
frorn sheep and cattle systerns. The idea of goats as a
substitute alternative is encouraged by the current measure
rnents of relative value (gross margins) which suggest to
the farmer one activity is better than (and should thus be
substituted for) any other system. This problem should
be resolved with a different valuation method which empha
sises the increased benefits over and above current returns
from the complementary introduction of goats. Furthermore,
the expression of goat stocking rates and feed requirements
based on ewe equivalents also suggests competition exists
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between sheep and goats. This is also misleading, since
in the case of feed for example, goats will eat scrub and
weeds which sheep, or cattle, would not. This competitive
impression would be alleviated by the introduction of a
standardised goat equivalent"

(d) The last area of importance to goat industry growth concerns
the developnlent of management systems to encourage pro
duction to meet ·market requirements. Farm goat systems
will be different in the future, especially when the meat
market is better understood by producers. Broadly, meat
production is low because producers prefer to cull male
kids at birth in view of the costs and poor returns of carry
ing them through to heavier weights before slaughter. More
attention should be given to locating market outlets and to
reduce the uncertainties in the goat meat marketing system.
When this occurs, goat farmers will make changes in pro
duction in response to higher returns and sure markets.
The results will be a lower waste of kids as potential meat
animals, and goat producers are likely to produce larger
goats for meat than the present stocks of feral and feral
crossbreds,

(i1) Milk Farming

(a) The number of milking goats which one man could comfort
ably handle was around 50 animals.

(b) The quantity of milk usually produced per animal per day
on milking goat farms averaged 1.7 to 2.25 litres (3-4 pints)
although one producer was achieving 4.5 litres (1 gallon)
per animal per day.

(c) One cur rent problem with the production of goat milk for
Fetta cheese production is the low price being received.

(d) An essential requirement for kid raising is a farm building
for shelter.

(e) Secure buck containment is needed to prevent both milk
odour contamination as well as for herd management purposes.

(f) At present the standards of hygiene on goat milking units are
high. Because compulsory pasteurisation
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to maintain the high standards of hygiene so that there will
be no need for pasteurisation.

(g) The group felt that there was a need for further re search
into breeding, the freezing of goat milk, and optimum
stocking rates.

(h) The need for better financial information was identified
in order to provide better back- up for applications to the
Rural Bank for finance.

(i) The present very limited availability of suitable milking
does was identified as a problem.

(j) More herd testing information was requested to enable
better informed stock purchase decisions.

3. EXTENSION, RESEARCH AND POLIC Y WORKSHOPS

(1) Extension

(a) The major feature of the goat industry is the lack of New
Zealand production and management data, Therefore, it is
a priority that present knowledge be gathered, collated and
widely dis seminated wi th priori ty being given to:

Prod uc tion/Management
':' Education
,;, Marketing

(b) That the collated information be made available to producers
through the Breed As sociation I s publicity and journal outlets:

':' Mohair Producers Association
,;, New Zealand Goat Breeder s As sociation

(c) That Advisory Services Division, Department of Lands and
Survey, Rural Bank and Livestock Improvement Associations
have a policy of, and give a degree of priority to, extension
to existing goat farmers in 1979/80 so as to enable the
industry to become established throughout New Zealand and
to consolidate on its present position.

(d) That Livestock Improvement Associations, through their
federation, should actively promote the availability of
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their herd testing service for dairy goat breeders to pro
mote better herd management and provide more statistical
information for research and extension.

(e) Recognizing that mohair, milk and meat producers have
certain problems/needs in common, it is recommended
that there should be a combined approach to small group
extension activities, e. g. co-operation at field days.

(f) That an information booklet be compiled by The Advisory
Service s Division of M. A. F. Ii sting all information source s
and data on goats in New Zealand.

(g) In establishing an extension service to the goat industry,
it is important to involve both Government and private
personnel, ensuring that within each group the people
servicing the industry are fully informed.

(h) All extension officers should take an educational and leader
ship role in changing community attitudes to goat farming,
particularly aiming at servicing sectors such as stock firms.

(i) That county councils be encouraged to include goat farming
as part of the training for Noxious Plant officers.

(j) Reliable information on goats should be made available
for students through regular or occasional courses e. g.
Flock House. Telford. Technical Institutes, and University
veterinary courses.

(k) Recommendation to Research Divisions of M. A. F. and
D. S. L R.: Given the limited knowledge on farming goats
for their various products, there is a real need for research
at a basic level on goat farm management. Therefore, the
group recommended that the Research Division commence
research in the general area of goat management, with a
major priority in the areas of feed supply and demand
throughout the year, and disease control.

(1) That a working group (consisting of, say, two representatives
from M. A. F., and one each representing the Mohair Producers
Association, the Goat Breeders Association, veterinary
surgeons and the Department of Lands and Survey, and a
commercial firm) be formed to assist in actioning these
recommendations.
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The working group could be set up initially on a short
term basis, but it is vital that the right people are chosen
as members. That is, members must have a good work
ing knowledge of some aspect of the goat industry, be
personally interested, and have some decision/policy
making influence in their respective organisations.

(ii) Research

(a) Accumulation of basic statistical information is needed.

(b) Re search is needed into:

':< feed requirements
':< nutri tion

disease
reproduction
shelter

(c) Research will only successfully advance if farmers com
municate with and support the efforts of those scientists
who become involved in the goat industry.

(iii) Policy

(a) That farmed goats (earmarked) be included in the livestock
incentive scheme along with sheep, cattle and deer.

(b) It is strongly suggested that goats be eligible for noxious
weed and plant control subsidies in appropriate classes
of country and that District Noxious Plant Authorities
consider the goat for subsidy purposes.

(c) Recognising the 'infant status' of the goat industry, it was
suggested that the Rural Bank should favourably consider
the role of goat farming for lending purposes, and that the
Bank should develop policy guidelines for such lending.

(d) That relevant organisations be encouraged to make full use
of existing incentive schemes.
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CONCLUSION

The Seminar /Workshop was organised by Lincoln College
to provide a forum for disc us sion on the Goat Industry. The
discussions that took place covered what producers and market
eers are doing at present and what potential there is for future
development of the industry. Two papers covered the future in
terms of improvement of goats and the competi tivene s s of goats
with other animals.

The workshops outlined the problems in each area and pro
vided sugge stions as to where further effort should be directed
to improve the position of the goat industry.

Through most comments ran the common themes of a short
age of suitable goats (in each sector), the need for further research
and the desire for outside support to enable the infant industry
to become established o These common themes should be enough
to encourage goat producers to join together in an effort to find
solutions to their common problems. It is anticipated that this
seminar/workshop will have provided the catalyst for this to
occur.
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MARKET POTENTIAL FOR MEAT AND SKINS

by R.H. C. Morris
Manager

New Zealand Goat Exporters Limited
Mt. Maunganui

By way of introduction to New Zealand I s role in marketing

goat meat products and goat skins worldwide it is perhaps appro

priate for me to outline in brief the formation and history of our

Company. New Zealand Goat Exporters Limited was incorporated

in 1975 after a careful evaluation and feasibility study of goat

trading as it existed at that time. It was felt by the prime movers

of the Company that there was a need for a small Company to

specialise in the marketing of goats, goat meat and goat skins

to be offered to the available markets on a basis of regular

shipments year round and offered in the form requested by the

customers.

Up to that time a goat slaughter had taken place at three

freezing works in the North Island, after the end of the ewe kill

but before the commencement of the bobby calf kill, usually late

June or early July. This kill was regarded by the freezing

companies as a good 'fill-in' for an extra few weeks utilisation

of the slaughter chain and available labour, and was regarded

by the majority of farmers as a ser'/ice to the farming commun

ity to dispose of largely unwanted animals tresspassing on the

property. It is interesting to note that in.1975 our feasibility

indicated that the average return per goat to the farmer was

likely to be less than $1.50. Parallel with this method of dis-

posal of the live goats some farmers chose to offer their goats

to the game companies who were, and still are, in a position to

offer to rid the farm of goats at other times of the year perhaps

more convenient to the farmer, and to this end the game companies

23.
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herded a mob of goats into the farmer's woolshed, slaughtered

and gutted them on farm property leaving the farmer to dispose

of the offals, heads, etc. Although this practice contravenes

both the Game Regulations and the Meat Regulations, many farmers

took advantage of this method of sale as the per head return, at

that time, was higher as there was no slaughter charges for goats

killed in the woolshed.

The major purchasers of New Zealand goats at that time

were the West Indies, Mediterranean countries and Fiji, and it

appears that all sales that were made were carcase sales with

little or no attempt being made to grade carcases according to

sex, size or weight. From the outset our Company graded

carcases by weight, most buyers indicating that they would

prefer goats under 15 kilos. Carcases which were" in any way

blemished were further processed either into cuts or boneless

goat. The Company has an arrangement with Aotearoa Meats

Limited at Cambridge to kill goats in any week of the year, and

with very few exceptions goats have been put forward for slaughter

every week up to date, which has enabled us to be more orderly

in our marketing arrangements as the necessity for clearing out

the freezer store before the heavy lamb or beef kill does not

arise and the great influx of goats into store in the short space

of four or five weeks is avoided. Sales of goat carcases are

regular to the West Indies in container vessels, airfreight sales

to Fiji regular weekly, with irregular sales to Italy, Japan,

Okinawa, the United Kingdom, France, SWitzerland and Malaysia.

It has always been the policy of our Company to accede to

customers requests for further processed product either in cut

or boneless form. However, carcase sales still constitute by

far the largest proportion of sales made. One of the difficulties

of marketing goat cuts is the freight differential. For example,
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whilst our FOB price for bone-in goat pieces is only 5c per kilo

more than our carcase price, it is not possible to achieve more

than 10 tonnes weight in a 20 ft container and the container

minima is set at 15 tonnes. In the case of carcase loadings the

container minima is 7 tonnes which weight our Company almost

always achieve, with the result that consumer packs of cubed

goat pieces to the West Indies where there is a ready market are

penalised with a 50 per cent 'dead freight! payment.

For over two years we have offered goats to those buyers

who have requested Halal kill at the same quoted price. This

service has been gratefully received, but surprisingly the market

for goats slaughtered in accordance with Muslim rights is

remarkably small, e. g. regular weekly shipments to Fiji are in

the vicinity of 300 - 400 goats to various buyers (most buyers

order 50 - 100 carcases at a time and of the total less than

15 per cent request Halal killed goat carcases. Almost all sales

that are made to Fiji are dispatched from Mangere Airport weekly

on Air New Zealand scheduled flights, the freight being only 1 c

per kilo dearer than refrigerated shipping. Almost all sales

into Fiji are our medium weight range of goats (9-16 kilos) and

the most sales are for frozen carcases. Sales of chilled goat

carcases are airfreighted to Nadi but this trade is neither very

regular nor very profitable due to the high cost of transporting

small numbers of chilled carcases on rails in the hanging position.

Sales of chilled carcases are usually for only 20 or 25 goats at

a time which results in a very uneconomic freight cost. We

regard the Fijian market as aver y valuable part of our busine s s

because of the regular weekly shipments but it is surprising that

most buyers in Fiji prefer to deal through their New Zealand

Export agent of long association rather than deal directly with
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our Company despite our personal representations to the Islands.

The West Indies still remain the largest buyer of New

Zealand goat meat accounting for 50 per cent of our total output.

Unfortunately it is not as regular or as loyal as is the Fijian

market. At times of the year the West Indies seem to buy almost

exclusively from Australia whose product is always sold at

between 6-10c per kilo less than our own product. Naturally we

believe the Australian goat to be an infe rior produc t, but in the

last two years there appears to have been some degree of

rationalisation in marketing goat meat from Australia. In

addition, carcase goats and bone-in goat cuts processed by the

New Zealand Game Industry also offer fairly severe competition

in the West Indies market; this meat is usually offered at prices

of at least 16c per kilo lower than freezing works slaughtered

goats; this price would be absolutely uneconomic as far as our

Company is concerned.

I mentioned earlier that in 1976 a farmer could expect to

receive no more than $1.50 per head for any goat he sold to the

freezing companies;' he can now reasonably expect to receive a

minimum of $5. 00 and we take a large degree of credit for this

situation because of our marketing policy. Perhaps the greatest

limiting factor in the low return to the farmer compared to other

classes of stock is because of the lack of a sufficiently large

available goat population for annual slaughter. That is to say

that of the 50 000 goats that our Company handles annually

(probably about 75 per cent of New Zealand's total) this through

put is barely sufficient in economic terms for even the smallest

processing plant. In the case of our Company, primarily

established for the goat market, we find it necessary to further

process almost as great a volume of sheep and/or lambs; the
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high capital cost of constructing buildings and refrigeration

plants to a standard required by the Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries is a considerable factor with low volume output.

Though I am trying not to bore you with too many figures I can

best elaborate the last comment regarding the economics by

quoting a few bare factual figures; our processing plant, built

within the last three years with a designed maximum processing

and/or freezing capacity of 3 000 goat carcases per week or

equivalent, has a capital cost in excess of $200, 000; this figure

does not include any cold storage facility, this being provided by

an associate Company in an attached cold storage building with

a storage facility of some 2 000 tonnes. If it were possible to

achieve the throughput of 50 000 goat carcases per annum at a

regular number of 1 000 per week, the direct labour content

needed for grading, freezing, loading, unloading and shipping

would probably b2 considerably less than half the labour input

required for the erratic nature of goat musterings which has been

the pattern over the last four seasons. Depending on weather

conditions and availability of willing helpers, goats mustered

(often a weekend job) from our total purchasing area can vary

from 100 to 5 000 goats available in any given week. This last

factor of course gives our stockbuyer some 'very interesting

times' in organising the payment for, transport of, and grazing,

so that the actual throughput for both the slaughtering process

and our freezing process remains a little less erratic than

mustered numbers would suggest. I make the last two obser-

vations as a comment on some of the less obvious costs associated

with the proc urement, proce s sing and forwarding costs that somehow

must be minimised in order that goat meat and meat products

can be marketed at a price which the poorer countries are able

to afford, whilst on the othe r hand endeavouring to encourage
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the farmer to make the effort to muster goats for a reasonable

financial return, rather than chase them off his property when

feed is in short supply as so often used to happen. The advantages

of being able to process goats on a 'year round! basis has, we

believe, resulted in a better quality product reaching the con

sumer with a resulting higher realiseable price. It is noticeable

that goats killed between early November and late June will

average between one or two kilos heavier than the June-July

A',lgust killed goat. In fact after a particularly cold or wet

spell in July-August, condemnation rates from emaciation can

be as high as 25 per cent with an equal number of carcases being

merely skin and bone rather than covered with meat.

The market in Europe is also rather irregular, the largest

buyer being Italy and although we have made sales into Italy at

frequent intervals during each year we find that young goats of

less than 9 kilos in weight are in great demand for the pre

Christmas period and the stocks that are available then command

a premium price. It is I believe, the only market where whole

carcase goats are more valuable than the whole carcase YL lamb.

At othe r time s of the year the Italian buyer s show a marked

preference for carcase lamb. Several smaller markets have

been developed with occasional sales to France, Malaysia and

Okinawa, and more recently in the Persian Gulf area. Sales of

bon-::less product have also been made in Switzerland and Japan.

I think we can claim that all inquiries for the supply of goat,

goat meat or by-products have been followed up and whilst in some

ways it is a pity that the small total volume of available product

does not justify the expense of personal representation from our

Company to all the markets, most enquiries other than from the

countries outlined above appear to be a price comparing exercise,
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e. g. we persisted for over two years with a firm enquiry from

Canada, complied with Canadian labelling regulations and sent

samples only to learn that the buyer has a regular source of

supply from another country and would only be interested if long

term lower pricing arrangements could be made.

The sale of goat skins, in common with other animal skins,

is a very specialised business so my comments here are fairly

brief. We have usually sold skins through the New Zealand

brokers and I personally find it difficult to understand how such

a product can vary so widely in price. Wet-salted goat skins

have, on occasions been difficult to sell at $1.80 each and on

other occasions there has been more than one company trying

to buy at $4.80 each. However, on several occasions we have

had skins further processed on our behalf in New Zealand,

further processed on our behalf in the United States of America,

and sold within New Zealand for further processing by local

tannery interests, but these attempts at selling further processed

skin products have not proved a very successful venture par

ticularly due to the much more limited market of a very specialised

nature that is then available for processed leathers.

In summarising the above rather brief outline of the

markets and potential markets for goat products, I certainly

believe that a much larger potential market for a well presented,

well covered goat carcase exists, but in saying this I must

repeat some comments already made and perhaps tabulate our

cautious approach to new markets:

1. The numbers of goats that can be slaughtered in any calendar

year cannot be sustained at much over 75 000 goats annually,

particularly if young stock are sent for slaughter within their
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first year of life (our polic y has always been to encourage

the farmer to release the young stock from each muster).

2. Until much more intensive goat farming is achieved in

New Zealand and careful c ros s- breeding produce s a bigge r

volume of meat, the limited tonnage will preclude a very

aggressive, expansive marketing policy.

3. Costs of course will always be a major consideration and in

the case of the goat which is a much lighter carcase than

either lamb or sheep and because the by-products are not

as acceptable as ovine by-products, killing charges con

stitute a greater cost per kilo than in other classes of

stock.





MARKET POTENTIAL FOR MOHAIR

by D. G. A. Cassells
Manager

Stud and Bloodstock Department
Pyne Gould Guinness Ltd

Chri stchurch

INTRODUCTION

As I indicated to the Agricultural Economics Research Unit

of this College, the organisers of this forum, I have serious

doubts that any of my opinions have much academic worth,

certainly they do not merit publication as a learned treatise.

However, allowing that this ivory tower of academia is merely

the venue for a practical workshop, and that the purpose of such

a forum is the exchange of viewpoints, then I somewhat reluc

tantly submit this offering. No doubt many of the viewpoints

exchanged today will be quite divergent. This is to be expected

when one considers that we are now dealing with a new aspect

of farm diversification, and given the fact that this new upsurge

of interest in the Caprine race has been rapid, to say the least,

and probably somewhat haphazard because of it.

I see the topic given to me as being enti tled Market Potential

for Mohair. That I find, one, frightening, and two, rather

limiting when I look at the calibre of the participants, and other

speakers. Certainly I wish to make due reference to mohair,

and its market potential, but before doing so, I believe there are

other matters antecedent to, but very pertinent to, the ultimate

marketing of our fibre on the world market.

Current Breed Problems

If we see as our ultimate goal the successful marketing of

a national clip of good quality mohair, then there are certain

basic questions of breed type to be considered. Because of the
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limited genetic base available to the Angora breeders of this

count ry, these basic problems are emphasised all the more.

If it were not for certain veterinary requirements, then obviously

Australia or South Africa would be the source of fresh material.

However, this is not possible at the moment, and the practices

of the newer cattle breeds can serve as a model in our attempts

to evolve the New Zealand Angora producing a New Zealand clip.

I use the term New Zealand Angora because it may well be, given

the history of our genetic base and the geography of our environ

ment, we evolve a New Zealand type.

It has been accepted by the Mohair Producers Association

that this evolution may be achieved either by a process of

upgrading, or eros sbreeding using the feral or Sa anen female

as base stock, and this in itself allows the possibility that the

end product will differ in some ways to other animals of the

same breed in other countries. Moreover, not only do we have

exotic cattle in New Zealand as a model of upgrading, but more

significantly, we have the whole history of the sheep breeding

industry in this country. Certainly, this has more pertinence

for the mohair producer, as, like a large part of the sheep

industry, we are concerned with the production of a natural fibre.

Thus we have the example of many, in the technical sense,

upgraded or crossbred sheep. It has become almos t axiomatic

that the tenure of a Chair in Animal Husbandry in thi s country

ultimately involves the creation of a new and specialised breed

to contribute to our natural fibre industry. Perendale, Coopworth

and Drysdale are all making their significant contribution to

animal industry. Of even greater importance we have the example

of the Corridale and its place on the world scene.
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But we become faced with many of the same problems which

confronted, and still confront, the se other fibre breeds:

1. What is the range of fibre quality suitable and acceptable

within a breed standard? The answer to this question of

course, must be influenced by market demand.

2. In a fibre producing animal 10 ow much emphasis should be

placed on structure? Should we be so influenced by market

demand in fibre quality that we accept structural fault.

In most of the specialised breeds we find, even today,

certain structural faults which have quietly crept in to the

detriment of the breeds concerned. For example, the

Merino has much homework to be done on his hocks, leg

and foot setting, the Border Leicester needs a closer exam

ination of his mouth, and the Corriedale has his droopy

rump. The old saying, "you can hang wool on a fence, but

you grow wool on a sheep" holds true for the mohair producer.

I am a conservative at heart in animal breeding, and any

animal, especially a fibre producer, must be able to graze

effectively and be able to walk for that grazing.

3. What is the optimum size for the Angora under New Zealand

conditions? During its long history, going back to Biblical

times, the Angora has been reared under harsh conditions,

and as a result of this has come to be regarded as a small

animal. It has been demonstrated within the wool breeds of

sheep that the more emphasis placed on fibre quality and

excellence, the smaller the sheep. The question becomes

then, "Do we wish to have a traditional Angora type with

excellent hair or will our flocks more truly repre sent their

kinder environment?" Is the choice between a larger

animal with a stronger fleece, or an animal of smaller size,

but wi th an excellent fleece?
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4. What emphasis should be placed on the les s important

commercial, but important breed characteristics? I am

referring to pigmentation, horn shape, horn setting, set

of the ears, the tail, etc. All these considerations have

marketing implications. Many of them will be resolved as

we proceed. Many will become clear as our role in the

fibre market becomes more defined, but certainly they are

worthy of consideration now.

MARKET POTENTIAL

1. World Demand

There can be no question that a ready market currently

exists for good quality mohair. In fact, our own very recent

New Zealand experience has demonstrated this fact. Historically

the fibre has always been limited in supply. The export of mohair

to Europe from Turkey was prohibited from the 16th Century

until 1820. Both the United States and South Africa established

their flocks as recently as the 1850's, and even more recently

Australia, Argentina and Peru have only been able to offer small

quantities to the world market. In most of these countries, mohair

production is on the increase, and production is certainly not on

par with the demand. Publicity for the fibre has created a new

demand by the public never seen before, causing the channel of

consumption to broaden, and giving a wider scope to its use.

Mohair now ranks first among the specialty fibres (such as

Cashmere, Alpaca, Vicuna and Camelhair) in the number of uses

to which it may be put. It is used in the manufacture of light

worsteds, braids, draperies, laces, knit goods and piled fabrics

for upholstery. It is finding one of its greater uses today in both

men and women's suitings. Sweaters and cardigans have gained
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wide acceptance in women's apparel; they are beautiful, light,

and very warm. Moreover, mohair blends very well with all

types of fibres used in clothing. It is resilient, dyes easily and

retains its own colour very well.

2. Marketin~ Procedure s

Given such a demand, our problem is now to so order our

production and marketing procedures to take advantage of this

specialised market. The South Africans take the view that mohair

should be marketed, not just sold. 1£ we have a luxury fibre, it

sh ould be treated as such.

(a) Description Of necessity, our national clip for some

years will be limited in the amount of quality fibre available wi th

a disproportionately large supply of the poorer categories of

crossbred. Certainly those involved in upgrading programmes

can quite reasonably expect some economic return from their

fibre production. Indeed, the Australian and New Zealand auctions

in the last year have realised values for these categories ranging

from $1.50 per kilo to $9. 00 per kilo. However, if our ultimate

expectation is to properly service this special market, then these

categories must be properly described in an accepted fashion.

Consequently, a branding code similar to that adopted in Australia

should be considered:

Fineness: Super Fine Kid - 23 microns up

Fine Kid - 23 - 27 microns

Young Goat - 27 - 30 microns

Adult - 30 - 33 microns

SFK

FK

YG

H

Length:

Strong Adult - 33 microns and stronger SH

A length ove r I 5a mm AAA

B length 100 - 150 mm

C length under 100 mm

AA

A
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Stains:

Locks:

Coloured:

Cotted:

Fineness:

Stains:

Cotted:

Coloured:

Best Stains

Average Stains

23 microns up

23 - 30 microns

30 37 microns

Best cotted

Shabby cotted

Crossbred

27 mic rons up

27 30 mic rons

30 33 microns

33 microns and stronger

Combing stains

Carding stains

Best cotted

Shabby cotted

27 mic rons up

27 - 33 microns

33 mic rons and stronger

A STN

STN

LKS

C SFK

CYG

CH

C COT

COT

XFK

XYG

XH

XSH

AX STN

X STN

AX COT

X COT

CX FK

CX YG

CXH

(b) Auction An argument can be made out for a continuation

of the system of shipping direct to Bradford for brokerage and

marketing. This system does have some personal advantages

for the larger flocks, and the bigger producer. However, the

majori ty of New Zealand flocks are small in number, and the

amount of mohair limited. South African experience has shown

the advantage s of proper binning and sorting. It seems clear

that a mohair fleece requires much more expert sorting than

does even a wool fleece. The pooling of the national clip, the
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acceptance of a central sorting and binning system, and the

proper use of the auction system, which despite its critics has

served the New Zealand wool grower well, seems to be the

next logical step. Only one attempt at auction of mohair has

been attempted in New Zealand. It was clear the demand existed,

but the repeated comment referred to the size of the offering,

rather than the quality from the categories. Pooling, and

auctioning of course, have certain logistical disadvantages.

Some form of transport subsid y would have to be devi sed to

assist those growers furtherest from the selling centre. Also,

some form of co-operation among the brokers would have to be

devised to recognise those mercantile loyalties already estab

lished between grower and broker as is the case in the wool

trade. All these questions, however, are matters which can be

resolved by discussion and debate. One other advantage of such

a concept would be the availability of the local mohair to the local

mills and processors. It is difficult to obtain accurate statis

tics on New Zealand domestic demand, but from conversation

with some local organisations and processors, there is

significant use of the fibre in this country already.

There are many other considerations relating to this fibre

which must be researched if we are to market rather than sell

our end product. For example, what are the demands of the

trade concerning stapling, concerning fibre diameter, etc?

When is the be st time to market the clip in relation to the

world demand? How will seasonal differences affect our

decision on that matter? And finally, what does the trade

expect from our crossbred fibre?
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CONCLUSION

On reading these comments I fear I have asked more

questions than I have answered. Perhaps this is an advantage

that such a paper bestows on its author, but, for what they

are worth, I believe all these matters are relevant to our

marketing problem. Mohair farming is an interesting diver

sification. We have certain models that we can follow in our

enterprise, but, we have much research to do for ourselves.



MARKET POTENTIAL FOR MILK PRODUCTS

by M. L. Thompson
Marketing Director

Healtheries of N. Z. Ltd
Auckland

In considering the Market potential for Goats I Milk

Products, one must first decide either what markets are avail

able or what markets can be developed, and once this has been

decided, what is the best presentation for the market concerned.

Against this, one must realise that Goats 'Milk Powder inter

nationally should be treated as a commodity, but that within

New Zealand supply and the potential demand is insufficient

for mass marketing. Complications therefore, are that with

the very small amount of powder available (for the 1978/79

season we are talking of approximately 15 tonnes), it is not

eas y to market the product in diverse markets, as there is

insufficient available for anyone market or purpose. I there

fore intend, in this brief paper, to outline our philosophy on

the marketing of Goats' Milk, explain wh y we have marketed

in this manner, and the potential we foresee.

We have now been selling Goats' Milk Powder for nearly

five years, and in this time have been in and out of several

markets. For example, five years ago one of the major

markets was the prescription market in Australia, when at

one time we believe two dozen cans per person were available

on prescription per year, but this was soon dropped to, I believe,

six cans. The prescription market is more concerned about

supply than price, and the American product was soundly

established in this market. Our company was competing against

powder produced by roller-drying within Australia and was soon

39.
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able to demonstrate a superior quality and a more regular

supply. This market, at its peak, was purchasing on an

annual basis, up to five tonnes of Goats I Milk per year, and

further purchasing a similar quantity from the United States.

I mention this because this market has since disappeared due

to establishment of local industry within Australia, and also

due to the rapid advancement of other infant feed preparations

that are available at a lower price and on a more regular basis.

I refer to this as it was a market that was capable of absorb

ing all the surplus production over and above the dome stic

market and disappeared virtually overnight.

We also had a similar experience in 1975 when we received

an order for 5 000 cans (2i tonnes) from Taiwan. We had a

great deal of trouble to have this proces sed, and eventually it

found its way to the wharf before being refused permission to

be imported into Taiwan. To dispose of this extra milk (which

was over and above our requirements at that time) took us

nearly a year and caused great concern. The message I am

giving is that no market can be relied on to last for ever, and

that it is crucial that we do not literally put all our eggs in

one basket in terms of customer groups. We have followed

this polic y by refusing to sell bulk powder as this has no brand

identification. We see no future in only supplying out of season

peaks and there would be no reliance on regular demand. All

our powder is sold under easily identifiable brand names, and

in New Zealand and Australia our own 'Healtheries I brand

name is soundly established. In Taiwan and other other countries

of South East Asia, we have established a Healtheries pack

written in Chinese, and also a Meadow Croft pack which is

another of our brand name s we are using in South East Asia.

Our main competition in these markets was from Spain and
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the United States, but due to quality problems, Goats I Milk

Powder from Spain is now a prohibited import into many

countries. This re-inforces the importance of quality stand

ards that are applied in New Zealand. Our main competition

now is the United States, and with both of us offering a sim

ilar product, it come s back to direc t competition based on

quality, service and price. The current American price is

less than $3.00 per 450g can for the new season, and this

year we will be paying out approximately $2.20 per 450g of

powder into our store. As you will see, the margins involved

are extremely fine, and we cannot afford to take risks in

marketing. Our policy is to sell by forward contract approx

imately one-third to one-half of our estimated production at a

fixed price, supply the domestic market, and use the other

portion to explore new markets or new products.

Before going any further on the marketing, I would

firstly like to look closer at the markets we are aiming at and

comment on their potential.

1. For Infant Feeding It is an acknowledged clinical fact that

many infants have been succe ssfully nourished on Goats I Milk

when other formulas have failed. Goats' Milk closely resembles

human milk in digestibility and its soft curds are more easily

and thoroughly digested. The Infant Food Market makes up the

bulk of the New Zealand domestic market. On our overseas

market there is only really Australia that is using Goats'

Milk for infant feeding. For the rest of our markets in the

South East Asian markets, the product is too expensive to spend

on infants, and cheaper, highly advertised, formulated products

are available.
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2. For Convalescents and a a Food for the Elderly Goats I

Milk supplies essential fat for fuel, protein for muscle building,

carbohydrates for energy, and minerals for body systems, and

with its soft curd characteristics, is the ideal food for con

valescents or those with weak digestive systems. This market

forms only a small part of the New Zealand domestic market,

but is of significant importance for the Chinese and Asian

markets.

3. For Ulcer Patients Goats' Milk increasingly is being used

in the advanced Western market for patients suffering from

ulcers. Goats t Milk acts as an ideal body food, and at the

same time puts minimum strain on the infected digestive

system.

4. For Allergies Goats I Milk as you all know, is helpful in

relieving Colic, Eczema and other symptoms of sensitivity to

proteins in cows' milk. For example, in England it has been

found that 92 per cent of people who have food allergies also

have bovine or cows I milk allergy. It must be remembered

that an allergy to cows I milk also usually means an allergy to

cows I milk products, i. e. cheese, butter, toffee, cake mixes,

packet soups, etc. It is found that a course of Goats t Milk

given to an infant will often lead to the allergy against cows I

milk greatly decreasing and often, after 12 months, the allergy

may disappear or at least lessen to allow the use of dairy

products. This market forms the major part of our infant

feeding market.

5. Manufacturin~Market This market is principally concerned

wi th producing Goats I Milk Products such as yoghurt, chee se,

cakes, spreads, drinks, etc., and is in fact one of the maj or
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users of fresh and bulk Goats I Milk. The bulk price the

manufacturers of these prepared food products are prepared

to pay is very low, as their sources of supply can vary widely.

This is not a market we have cultivated or encouraged for

these reasons, but looking many years ahead, it could form a

possible market for volume Goats I Milk Powder, although at

a far lower return than our producers would accept.

6. Speciality Supplements A more recent market is the use of

Goats I Milk Powder in various tableted products incorporating

Goats I Milk with other vitamins or food supplements. This

market has often been over-exaggerated in the past, but we

believe this year this -section of the market could use up to

one tonne of Goats I Milk Powder. The returns available are,

of course, far higher, but the manufacture, marketing effort,

selling expertis e and general servicing is far more skilled

and technical, and of course a lot more expensive.

7. Future Development As far as the New Zealand production

is concerned, future products will come with such things as

U.H. T. Milk, Canned Evaporated Milk, Canned Liquid Milk,

and possibly even Bottled Milk. I have made no reference to

Goats I Milk Cheese except to say that the world market for

this is extremely large, and while the current world price does

not match the return being offered to farmers for Goats! MH~

Powder, we see the production of Fetta cheese as the long term

solution of the Goat Milk industry in New Zealand. However,

for this operation to be successful, it would have to be large

scale, and until a minimum of 1 200 to 2 000 litres is available

for daily collection, the economical production of Fetta cheese

could not really be contemplated as a viable proposition. I

am aware, of course, that others have gone into production,
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and in some cases successfully, but to make a viable industry

we would still stand by our statement.

What then is the market potential and the future of the

Goats I Milk industry in New Zealand? As we see it, it is a

steady increase in production, the bulk of milk being converted

to powder and marketed. as at present, thoughout New Zealand,

Australia and South East Asia. We believe our existing markets

could absorb up to 30 tonnes, based on the present cost struc

ture, and after that volume of sales has been achieved, that of

the powder will definitely depend more on price and the market

become less secure. It may well be that a two tier pricing

structure will need to be incorporated to encourage the industry

to grow, as 30 tonne represents only 300 000 litres. Alterna

tively, based on current yields and allowing a certain amount

for rearing purposes, this is approximately the output of

I 000 milking goats. On top of this there is the fresh milk

ll1arket in New Zealand which is very hard to assess, but based

on a cottage industry basis, with small farms supplying their

nearest town etc., I believe a reasonable figure, of at least

another 250 milking goats could be used in this area. It may

well be that future regulations etc., may rule this market out in

the longer term, and perhaps this market segment should be

left at the cottage industry stage, and the serious Goats I Milk

producers concentrate on the production of Goats t Milk powder

as an interim to the eventual production of Fetta Cheese. The

industry must decide whether or not it is seeking a large

expansion of volume or, I believe, conversely higher returns

with a much reduced volume. This is a decision that can only

be reached by the producers, and the decision will need to be

made in the light of world, not New Zealand markets. While

the next season will show significantly higher returns to
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farmers with a payout of $4.80 per kilo of powder, there is

no guarantee that this price will be maintained or inc reased

for the forthcoming seasons. At a price level of $3. 80 to

$4.00 per kilogram, there is no feasible limit to sales poten

tial because we would be lower in price than our main opposi

tion in the U. S. A., but conversely there will always be a

market for a small amount of powder at any price. I would

like to advise that at present our company has committed one

third of this year's forthcoming production at a base contract

price, but it was only the recent devaluation of five per cent

that allowed us to sell at a price above cost. Therefore, this

product is no bonanza to the exporter. Indeed it is factors

such as our weakening currency and consequent deductions

that may prove the deciding factor and allow the goat farming

industry to grow on a sound profitable base.

The final points I would like to make are that producers

be more aware of their responsibility to produce a biologically

sound product, that there must be cohesion amongst the

producers and finally, uniformity in the market place. For

our part, we will be pleased to continue to work with producer

associations, but I believe that the present system of one year

supply contracts is not sufficient to allow sound marketing

practices to be followed and limits sustained establishment

efforts.

In summary, however, I am here today because I believe

in the future of the Goat Milk industry and will do everything

possible to assist its growth.
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PRODUCTION POTENTIAL OVERSEAS

By S. R. Moorhouse
Sheep and Beef Officer

Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries
Rangiora

INTRODUCTION

Of the 3 000 different mammals in the world few have been

successfully domesticated to co-habitate with man. The goat

is reputed to be one of the first domesticated animals and from

prehistoric times has demonstrated an ability to extract nutrients

from areas unable to support larger livestock (French, 1970).

Other advantages of the goat are its ability to learn quickly and

its complete mobility to transport its products in readily use

able quantities as and when desired by nomadic peoples. As a

result it is one of the most widely spread domestic animals in

the world. World numbers of goats approximate 40 per cent

of sheep numbers but in many tropical countries goats equal

or exceed sheep (Table 1).

Goats make their most significant contribution in developing

countries within the tropics. They are multipurpose animals

but perform best for single or 'dual purpose uses; thus, their

contribution is dependent on the desires of the owner. Many

owners are nomadic or subsistence farmers keeping goats for

their own needs with little thought of national or world produc

tion' quality of products or processed product values. Hence

the majority of goats are farmed on small units often as

tethered animals where survival from feed available is fore-

most. While governments may attempt to foster production,

social values such as prestige and goats assurance value with

respect to high personal expenses (marriage or death) often

outweigh progre s s.

47.
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TABLE I

Numbers of Sheep and Goats by Countries
1977

SHEEP GOATS

Africa

Ethiopia
South Africa
Morroco
Sudan
Nigeria

North and Central America

Haiti
Mexico
U.S.A.

South America

Argentina
Brazil
Peru
Uruguay

Asia

Afganistan
China
India
Iran
Iraq
Mongolia
Pakistan
Turkey

Europe

France
Greece
Romania
Spain

Oceania

Ausnalia
New Zealand

U.S.S. R.

Developing Nations

Developed Nations

World Total

No's
(oao's)

160 555

23 149
31 200
14 300
15 248

8 100

22 400

83
7 861

12 766

102 755

34 000
17300
14 500
17 839

282 345

22 000
76 000
40 352
35 441
11 400
13 906
19 749
41 504

125 812

10 915
8 135

14 331
15 590

194 158

135 350
58 800

139 834

523 451

504 408

1 027 859

15.6

2.3
3.0
1.4
1.5
0.8

2.2

0.1
O. 8
0.1

10.0

3.3
1.7
1.4
1.8

27.5

2.1
7.4
3.9
3.4
1.1
1.3
1.9
4.0

12.2

1.1
0.8
1.4
1.5

18.9

rI3TJ
I~

13.6

1
5"0:91
~

100.0

No's
(OOO's)

131 126

17 064
5 250
4 940

11 592
23 600

12 333

1 400
8 343
1 400

18 230

3 500
6 800
2 060

231 453

3 000
62 196
70 060
14 375

3 600
4 548

22 722
18 508

11 506

1 012
4 524

444
2 231

155

42

5 539

386 344

23 999

410 343

32.0

4.2
1.3
1.2
2.8
5.8

3.0

0.3
2.0
0.3

4.4

Gill
.9

1.7
0.5

56.4

O. 7
15.2
1 7. 1
3.5
0.9
1.1
5.5
4.5

2.8

0.2
1.1
0.1
0.5

D
1.4

fDl
I 5.8 I
100.0

Source: F. A. O. Production Year Book (1977)
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GOAT PRODUCTS

GQat Milk

GQats are cQnsidered tQ be mQre efficient cQnverters Qf

vegetatiQn tQ milk than CQWS if bQdy size is cQnsidered (Devendra,

1970). HQwever, the size Qf gQats relative tQ CQWS makes them

mQre suited tQ peQples in underdevelQped cQuntries where

stQckfQQd is scarce. LabQur requirements are cQnsidered tQ

be frQm tWQ tQ fQur times greater than with CQWS (SheltQn,

1978); thus, where bulk milk supplies can be handled dairy CQWS

are mQre suitable.

GQat milk prQduced in EurQpe is used widely in cheeses.

FQr example, in France gQat milk is used almQst entirely fQr

cheese manufacture and less than five per cent Qf gQat milk is

cQnsumed fresh.

It appears the majQr limitatiQn tQ expansiQn Qf prQductiQn

Qf gQat milk prQducts is the small size Qf prQductiQn uni ts and

tQ a lesser extent the acceptability Qf hygiene standards in

many prQducer cQuntries.

GQat Meat

GQat meat prQvides a significant cQntributiQn tQ animal

prQtein in family diets in mQre remQte areas where butchering

facilities are nQt available and the family slaughters, prepares

and CQnsumes its Qwn animals (French, 1970). AmQng the

develQped natiQns there are few cQuntries expQrting gQat meat

with New Zealand and Australia hQlding a virtual mQnQpQly

(MQQrhQuse, 1976). HQwever, cQnsumptiQn is mainly by

peQples frQm develQping cQuntries and there appears tQ be

little prQspect Qf develQping .high priced markets such as has

Qccurred with deer prQducts.
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Australia and New Zealand export to a wide range of

countries (see Table 2). Obviously Australia is marketing on

a broader front than New Zealand but much of this could be

explained through a freight advantage and thus being able to

sell at lower price s.

The U. S. A. exports many live goats from Texas to Mexico

owing to close proximity and cheaper proce s sing ac ros s the

border. The U. S. A. also supplies Caribbean Nations.

Goat meat importations, livestock numbers and internal

goat meat production of importing countrie s are given in Table

3.

Some countries with large goat numbers import goat meat,

suggesting low internal production levels. Others, such as

Bahrain slaughter more goats than their total numbers; it is

apparent they obtain s upplie s of live animals from neighbouring

countries.

Thus the potential for overseas countries to increase goat

meat production is dependent on the following:

(i) goat numbers

(ii) type of goat farming

(iii) current levels of production

Most of New Zealand I s traditional goat meat markets have

insufficient goat numbers to supply internal demand. Trinidad

and Tobago have a dairy orientated goat industry strongly

fostered by Government, and is importing high quality dairy

stock for subsidized matings to local stock. However, this

will have little long term effect on meat demand as there is

no goat meat production industry (Moorhouse, 1979).
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Destinations of Goat Meat Exports

from Australia and New Zealand

51.

Sourde:

Destination:

EUROPE

AMERICAS

ASIA

OCEANIA

AUSTRALIA

Belgium/Luxembur g
France
Germany
Greece
Is rael
Italy
Norway
Uni ted Kingdom
U.S.S. R.

Canada
U.S.A.
Bahama Islands

French West Indies
Jamaica
Mexico
Panama
Trinidad & Tobago
Windward Island

Bahrain
Hong Kong
Iran
Japan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Liberia
Malaysia
Mauri tius
Singapore
United Arab Emirates

Fiji
Nauru
New Hebrides
Okinawa
Papua / New Guinea
Western Samoa
Solomon Island

NEW ZEALAND

France
Germany
Greece

Italy

Sweden

As soc. State s of the
East Carribean
Bermuda

Jamaica
Nethe rlands Antillies

Trinidad & Tobago

Hong Kong

Japan

Singapo re
United Arab Emirates

Australia
Fiji

Source: New Zealand Statistics Department (Holst et al (1976))
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TABLE 3

Countries Importing Goatmeat and their

Internal Production

Importing Live Animals Local Meat
Country (head 000 IS) slaughterings produced

(000 IS head) (OOOf S tonnes)

Europe Belgium/ Luxemburg 6
France 1 012 690 12
Germany 42 34
Greece 4 524 4 088 42
Italy 948 460 3
Norway 69 22
Sweden 13
Uni ted Kingdom 6
U.S.S. R. 5 539 2 857 40

Americas Canada 25
U.S.A. 1 400
Bahama Islands 16 6
Jamaica 330 80 1
Mexico 8 343 1 430 15
Nth Antillie s 21 6
Panama 6
Trinidad & Tobago 43 22
Windward Island 39 14

Asia Bahrain 8 15
Hong Kong 18
Iran 14 375 4 904 61
Japan 94 15
Kuwait 89 26
Lebanon 330 200 3
Malaysia 378 72 1
Singapore 2 1

Oceania Fiji 55 17
New Hebrides 7 2
Papua I New Guinea 15 4
Western Samoa 3

Source: F. A. O. Production Year Book (1977)
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Fiji has a traditional goat meat production system but

levels of production have been low until recently when a

United Nations Development Programme was set up to provide

an improved source of meat-type sires. In addition, the

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forests (M.A.F.F.)

has employed specialist goat advisors to extend improved

husbandry and management practices. Financial assistance

is encouraging more farmers to raise goats and numbers are

increasing, as more "professional" goat herds appear (Fiji's

7th Development Plan 1976- 80J Local production is expected

to increase from 73 600 head in 1976 to 90 000 in 1980 to

produce 530.3 tonnes of goat meat per annum (Moorhouse, 1976).

In 1972 some 821 goats were killed in registered slaughter

houses in Fiji to produce 7 698 kg of goat meat; however, it is

readily acknowledged that few goats are actually killed in

registered slaughter houses. In 1974, 1 069 751 kg of sheep

meat and 115 407 kg of goat meat were imported for local

consumption.

The general belief of most Fijian authorities is that at

present sheep meat is being substituted for goat meat. However,

long term it is envisaged Fiji will provide all its own meat

requirements from goats, beef, pigs and poultry.

Ggat skins

Goat skins are famed for their use in expensive products.

Many skins are referred to by the country of origin (e. g. "Morocco

leather s ") and have gained a reputation because of high quality

(French, 1970).

Many countries produce goat skins and export them green

for processing, most of which is undertaken in Western Europe.
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New Zealand is such a country, it being considered that there

is insufficient goat skins of any particular size to warrant

economic processing.

Goat skin production is mainly from Asia and Africa where

goat flocks are gradually increasing in line with the human

population but rapid changes in total production or improved

quality are unlikely in these areas.

Of the millions of goats slaughtered annually, a high

percentage of skin wastage occurs through lack of care during

slaughter, poor preservation or inability to market skins

effectively (French, 1970).

The principle consuming countries are Italy, and to a

lesser extent the U. S. S. R. In minor roles are the U. S. A.,

Germany, France, the United Kingdom and Spain. Very few

skins are imported for processing by developing countries.

Goat fibres

Goat fibres are of several types. Common goat hair is

mainly produced in Pakistan with an annual production of

approximately 3 500 kg. Longer hair is more valued but this

appears to conflict with the skin trade where short haired goats

have the best skins. Other countries producing goat fibre are

Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Argentina (Devendra, 1970).

There appears to be little published information on this product

or production levels. Common goat hair is used in the felting

trade and in clothing to obtain special effects (Devendra, 1970).

Cashmere is mainly produced from a goat with the same

name mainly found in China. The Cashmere goat has a long

outer coat of coarse hair, and below this a fine fluffy coat, or
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pasha (French, 1970). Cashmere is a speciality fine fibre

used inexpensive clothing. The fibre has to be combed out of

the fleece, a very labour intensive task (Devendra, 1970).

Mohair, derived from the Angora goat, is the most impor

tant goat fibre. It amounts to less than one per cent of all

natural fibres in use and being a specialist fibre, is subject

to large variations in demand and price (Antrobus, 1974).

Mohair has commanded a better price than wool over the years

but is only produced for the world market by a limited number

of countries (Stapleton, 1977).

Approximate Angora goat numbers are given in Table 4.

The U. S. A. produces nearly 45 per cent of all mohair with

South Africa close behind. However, most Angora goats

thrive in areas with les s than 500 mm of annual rainfall; the se

areas are subject to droughts lasting several years, which is

reflected in world production figures.

From Table 4, it is obvious the decline in U. S. A. Angora

goat numbers is due to more than drought, in fact, it is the

pressure from conservationists to preserve the predator, the

coyote, that has caused many Texan Angora goat breeders to

give up their large scale extensive operations. Coyote numbers

are still increasing and producers are investigating many methods

to overcome the problem but without much success (M. Shelton,

pers. com.).

Turkey has the largest numbers of Angora goats of any

country; however, per head production is low and active

encouragement to improve production is underway. Increases

are possible but will be limited by farming type.
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Table 4

Angora Goat Numbers and Approximate Production per Head

Year
U.S.A. South Africa Lesotho Turke y

Total

mil kg/ mil kg/ mil kg/ mil kg/
mil

animal animal animal animal

1954- 63 3.6 2. 8 1.0 3.2 0.6 1.0 5.5 1.6 11. a

1964 4.6 2.9 1.7 3.4 0.7 1.4 5.6 1.5 12.6

1965 4.8 3.1 1.8 3.3 0.7 1.4 5.5 1.5 13. a

1966 4.7 2.9 1.9 3.3 0.7 1.4 5.6 1.6 12.9

1967 4.1 3.0 1.7 3. 1 0.7 L4 5.5 1.5 12. a

1968 4.0 3. a 1.5 3.3 0.6 1.8 5.5 1.6 11.7

1969 3.2 2.8 1.5 3.4 0.6 1.7 4.9 1.5 10.2

1970 2.6 2.9 1.2 3.7 0.6 1.7 4.4 1.6 8. 8

1971 0.9 4.8

N. B. All values in terms of greasy mohair and represent annual production.

Source: Commonwealth Secretariat - "Industrial Fibres ". Various issues.

Kinghorn (1972)

von Bergen (1963).
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South Africa as a major supplier is causing much concern

to fibre users owing to political instability and its dependence

on cheap labour policies. The insecurity and remarks from

producers that increased labour costs (which are bound to

occur) will seriously reduce returns to producers, is causing

mohair users to look for other possible suppliers.

Table 5 indicates additional sources of supply for the

United Kingdom, one of the major processors of mohair.

However, quantities available from these additional sources

are not encouraging as a potential for rapid increases in world

mohair production. The current world shortfall estimated at

15 million kg will continue.

World production of various goat products are detailed in

Appendix 1 to this paper.

OTHER FACTORS

One of the most important factors affecting agricultural

production is government policies. In Fiji Government policy

is supporting increased meat production from goats through

favourable lending attitudes. Marketing systems are being

co-ordinated and the whole industry is advancing on a unified

basis.

However, this approach occurs in only a few countries;

more often disincentives of lump taxation at time of sale, lack

of organised marketing channels and tariffs discourage rapid

inc rease s in production of goat products.

The Caribbean government policies of importing quality

stock to be bred up in numbers and then be made available to

local farmers at very reasonable prices for mating to improve
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Table 5

Imports to United Kingdom _. raw. cleaned. scoured/carbonised mohair

1975 1976
Country

Qty. Value Qty. Value
(tonne s) (£'000) (tonnes) (£'000)

West Germany 2 3.5 1 1.0
Netherlands 27 13.5 17 7.0
France 31 17.1 128 37.1
Italy 0.1 157 54.4
Turkey 2 214 1 136.4 8 766 3 051.9
Hungary 10 5.0
Kenya 7 4.3 22 6.4
South Africa 4 684 2 125.1 9 142 2 099.2
Aus tralia 12 7.0 41 20.2
U.S.A. 6 382 3 429.9 11 696 3 131. 2
Canada 189 50.1
Swi tzerland 50 18.8
Swaziland 26 12.6
Lebanon 4 5.5
Argentina 1 483 1 028.6 2 343 844.9
Saudi Arabia 1 1.1
Mexico 17 11. 3
Brazil 17 5.2 47 18.2
Irish Rep. 11 5.5
Lesotho 289 95.3
New Zealand 75 15.6

14 918

Source: Stapleton (1977)

7 806.1 32 973 9 456. 8
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local stock are to be comrnended, but do not necessarily

encourage increased produc tion.

The Caribbean Islands are heavily populated and land is

usually the scarce resource. Thus what land is available for

agriculture is best used for intensive cash crop production;

income generated from exports of products is used to buy

commodities not home grown. A good example is Grenada

"The Spice Island" which uses income generated from spice

exports to purchase other commodities.

Land tenure can be another limitation. In Fiji much of the

land is tribally owned (82 per cent) by Fijians who farm the land

for the needs of the community or village and not the nation.

Furthermore owing to the two ethnic groups (Fijian/Indians) a

social stratification has occurred whereby Fijians prefer not

to raise goats as they are considered to be an "Indian thing"

since the Indians cons ume mos t of the goat meat (Moorhouse,

1976 ).

In addition, few Fijians are prepared to lease tribal land

to Indians. Hence those that desire to produce goats have

little opportunity to obtain access to land to farm them on.

Virtually each producing nation has its own specific limita

tions, but identifying them in relation to specific products can

only be achieved through individual production or marketing

studies.

One major general limitation is the "home kill" consumption

of goat products within countries. The actual size of production

and consumption, particularly of meat "butchered in the back

yard II c an only be gue s sed at. Most predictions will be erroneous
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and to gauge market shortfalls on such figure s is even more

hazardous. Also, to confidently supply the supposed shortage

of product (e.g. goat meat) in a processed form requires a

change of attitude from purchasers to accept the product in a

new form.

The special requirements of religious beliefs also need to

be considered for although they do not appear to restrict

potential production of goat products they are important to some

ethnic groups when it comes to consumption. For example,

the "Halal" kill is very important to moslems consuming goat

meat (Moorhouse, 1976).

SUMMARY

Goat numbers approximate 40 per cent of world sheep

numbers, the other major small ruminant used for meat

production.

o
Within 30 latitude of the equator goat numbers equal or

exceed those of sheep. The reasons for this are considered

to be the hardy nature of the goat to thrive in areas of Ie s s

than 500 mm of annual rainfall and their particular suitability

to nomadic or subsistence farming systems. As a multi

purpose animal providing milk, meat, skins, fibre, a form

of economic assurance and prestigous social standing, they

have become more numerous in developing countries, partic

ularly Africa and Asia. Production systems based on providing

family needs give little consideration to product quality or

international consumption levels, thus increases in world pro

duction will be more dependent on favourable economic situations

or government encouragement within the more developed nations

possessing adequate basal goat numbers.
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World Production of Goat Products

World Milk Production by Animal Types

(OOO's Tonnes)

Developed
Nations

Developing
Nations

TOTAL

Cows

347 547

61 545

409 092

Buffalo

82

27 353

27 435

Sheep

3 593

3 675

7 268

Goats

1 91 7

4 631

6 548

Source: F. A. O. Production Year Book (1977)

World Production of Goat Meat

(OOO's Tonnes)

Beef &
Buffalo

Mutton &
Goat Pigs

Veal Lamb

Developed
Nations 32 982 16 3 340 161 29 452

Developing
Nations 13 257 1 293 2 246 1 559 14 356

TOTAL 46 239 1 309 5 586 1 720 43 808

Source: F.A.O. Production Yearbook (1977)

World Production of Skins

(000 IS Tonnes)

Cattle &
Sheep Goats

Buffalo

Developed
Nations 3 628 533 21

Developing
Nations 3 130 450 308

TOTAL 6 758 983 329

Source: F.A.O. Production Year Book (1977)



Goat Milk Production by Countries

63.

(000 I S Tonnes) Percentage

Africa 1271 19.4

Algeria 138
Nigeria 118
Somalia 145
Sudan 370

North and Central America 233 3.6

Mexico 204

South America 126 1.9

Asia 3 027 46.2

Bangladesh 306
China 267
India 708
Iran 222
Pakistan 316
Turkey 637
Yemen 128

Europe 1 491 22~8

France 389
Greece 413
Italy 119
Spain 298

U.S.S.R. 400 6.1

World 6 548 100.0

Source: F. A. O. Production Year Book (1977)
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World Production of Goat Meat by Countries

(OOO's Tonnes) Percentage

Africa 425 24.7

Ethiopia 55
Nigeria 77

North and Central America 23 1.4

South America 64 3.7

Asia 1 075 62.5

China 281
India 275
Iran 61
Pakistan 134
Turkey 105

Europe 92 5.3

Greece 42

Oceania 1 0.1

U.S.S.R. 40 2.3

World 1 720 100. a

Source: F. A. O. Production Year Book (1977)



Fresh Goatskin Production
65.

(OOO's Tonnes) Percentage

Africa 83.6 25.4

Egypt 2.8
Ethiopia 11. 6
Le sotho 3.6
Mali 2.1
Morocco 2.0
Niger 3.1
Nigeria 19.2
Somalia 4.1
South Africa 2.0
Sudan 4.4
Tanzania 3.1

North and Central
America 5.8 1.7

Mexico 4.3

South America 14.2 4.3

Argentina 2.6
Brazil 5.7
Peru 2.1

Asia 206.6 62.8

Afghanistan 3.8
Bangladesh 9.0
China 42.8
India 70.2
Indonesia 5.1
Iran 9. 8
Iraq 2.6
Mongolia 3.4
Nepal 2.9
Pakistan 28.2
Saudi Arabia 2.0
Turkey 13.0
Yemen 6.2

Europe 12.4 3. 8

Greece 4.9

Oceania 0.2

U.S.S.R. 6.6 2.0

World Total 329.4 100.0

Source: F.A.O. Production Year Book (1977)
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World Mohair Production and Prices

U.S.A. South Africa Lesotho Turkey Total
Year

rn. kg U.S.c/kg m.kg S.A.c/kg m.kg m.kg m.kg

1954- 63 9.9 182 3.3 166 0.6 8.9 23.3

1964 13.5 208 5.7 145 1.0 8.5 28.6

1965 14.7 144 6.1 125 1.0 8.3 30.0

1966 13.4 118 6.4 110 1.0 8. 8 29.6

1967 12.3 90 5.3 100 1.0 8.4 27.0

1968 11.8 100 5.1 125 1.1 8.5 26.5

1969 9.1 144 5.1 139 1.0 7.5 22.7

1970 7.6 86 4.3 107 1.0 6. 8 19.6

1971 6. 8 67 4.3 70 0.9 4.5 16.5

1972 6.6 1 71 3.6 167 O. 8 4.0 15.0

1973 4.5 411 3.5 345 0.8 4.5 13.3

1974 4.4 301 3. 5 240 >:< ':< -,--,-

1975 3.8 407 4.0 438 -'- -'- ':<-,- -,-

1976 4. Of 81l 4.i 693 -'- 4.3 12. 7-,-

N. B. Production and prices are quoted for greasy mohair

f
Estimates ':' Unavailable

Source: Commonwealth Secretariat - "Industrial Fibres". Various issues.

Hibbert (1974)

Timme (1977)

von Bergen (1963)
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POTENTIAL IN NEW ZEALAND

by G. J. Batten
Senior Advisor y Officer

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Nelson

One definition of the word potential is "existing in possi

bility", which gives considerable scope for a paper such as

this. However, there has been an endeavour to constrain the

scene setting with facts and realism.

It is perhaps historical chance that this meeting is tack

ling this subject at this time. Our basically Anglo Saxon

background and strong trade ties with the United Kingdom

concentrated our farm development on sheep and cattle produc

tion - animals and their products that we re well known to our

forebear s. If New Zealand had been settled by other nations

we perhaps would now have a goat industry of similar import

ance. Captain Cook did try with his gift of a buck, a doe and

kid to a Maori chief two centuries ago, but it is not really

known whether this was to start a production enterprise or to

provide a meat source as an alternative to that of visiting

sailors.

Since then goats have been farmed in small herds for milk,

and to a lesser extent fibre production, waxing and waning in

the number of farmers and numbers of goats involved. What

did develop was an increasing population of feral goats through

out the country that provides a resource for ad hoc weed control

operations by some landholders, a resource for casual

slaughter musters for export meat, and a noxious animal that

damaged native flora and contributed to erosion.

67.
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So goat farming is currently a minor agricultural industry

in national terms. The seminar/workshop is to discuss whether

that can or will change. This paper firstly assesses production

potential by examining the re source s of stock, land, people,

skills and knowledge, and capital, and draws conclusions about

them.

PRODUCTION POTENTIAL DESCRIPTION

Goats

Fundamental to goat farming are goats. In New Zealand

the milking breeds of Saanen, Toggenberg, British Alpine,

and Anglo Nubian, the Angora fibrebreed and perhaps other

breeds are represented. Deliberate liberations and escapes

have created a feral population representing all of these in

varying proportions. It is estimated that there are about

6 500 purebred milking does, about 600 purebred Angora does

and perhaps 200 000 feral does.

Stock quality of the Saanen and Toggenberg milking breeds

is well up to world standard and a tribute to the small group

of dedicated enthusiasts who have bred goats for little commer

cial reward in the last 50 years. There are a few high quality

Angora stock, but this breed has benefitted from concentrated

activity only in recent years. Feral goats are a result of

environmental influences and inbreeding that have produced

small, low producing stock, although there are some strain

differences with notable qualities.

This then is the stock resource that we have to work from 

relatively low in numbers and with a small proportion of good

animals.
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Land

Goats are herbivores that require more dietary fibre than

sheep or cattle. Their a"gility and mobile upper lip enables

them to eat more of a plant than sheep or cattle and in addition

they eat a larger range of plant species. However, they are in

direct competition with other categories of farm stock for our

national pasture resource.

It would be easy to say that the potential feedstock is all

the dairy and sheep country in New Zealand. While this might

be true and one could envisage goats grazing Waikato pastures

and nibbling barberry hedges, this assessment is based on

commercial goat farming competing directly from a non

established base with other established enterprises.

Our farming philosophy and economic s are based on mobile

animals harvesting their fodder rather than cutting and/or

carting feed to them and goat farming will mainly fit into this

pattern, so that the quantity of growing high fibre foodstuff is

important in asses sing potential goat productivity. New Zealand

is estimated to have about 9 m ha of sown pasture and crops,

nearly 5 m ha of tus sock and native pasture and 6 m ha of other

land in the occupied portion. (It is notable that only 55 per cent

of the sown grassland is topdressed).

It is suggested that:

(a) We are unlikely to see farmed goats on tus sock land

because of soil erosion considerations.

(b) The one third of sown grassland that is ploughable is now

likely to have other more profitable or established uses

than goat farming.
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(c) Most of the ploughable land in grass will be topdres sed.

(d) Therefore there are about 4 m ha of sown grassland plus

perhaps 2 m ha of native grassland that is not topdressed

that will be growing browse species on some of it. There

are also 6 m ha of "other land" that will also be carrying

some goat feed, and there could be about 1 m ha of browse

available for goat feeding on that land.

Climate alone (and in relation to land) is also another con

sideration. Goats do not thrive in wet conditions as they suffer

from pneumonic and foot problems. Angoras especially are

suited to hot, dry conditions. Despite the widespread goat

feral range there are areas of New Zealand that are not sui table

for goat farming such as parts of the West Coast, Southland and

central North Island.

Farmers

Proportionately few farmers in New Zealand have a back

ground in goat farming. Most goat breeders have no commer

cial experience and many are unlikely to ever wish to enter

commercial production. A few farmers have experience of

using goats for weed control and others with their inbuilt

intere st in animals have developed some knowledge of goat

behaviour from observation.

Goats as a species respond to individual attention more so

than sheep and cattle and the success of running goats in large

numbers such as our sheep flocks and dairy herds remains to

be seen. There is no doubt that a successful goat farmer has

to like goats and just how many are prepared to devote the

individual attention required, plus developing the necessary

skills and expertise, will no doubt depend on human nature and

the associated rewards.
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Skills and knowledge

Goat farming skills and knowledge in New Zealand are

based mainly on the experience of non-commercial New Zealand

goat breeders and overseas information. Neither are necessarily

very applicable to commercial goat farming under our pastoral

situation.

Goat farming in other countries falls largely into three

categories - intensive housing/feeding such as with dairy goats

in France, extensive flocks using cheap labour such as in

South Africa, or small herds in village situations such as in

Fiji. Climatic and feed conditions are different as are mana

gerial inputs and financial rewards. For example, major

problems in several countries are theft and depredations by

wild animals.

New Zealand goat breeders through the small size of their

activities, the lack of commercial pressures and often lack of

training, have not been able to contribute greatly to the fund of

skill and knowledge needed for successful goat farming. There

are large gaps in our knowledge about goat nutrition under

graZing/browsing, in goat management and goat breeding that

need to be filled now if commercial farming is to be successful.

Similarly spreading existing and new knowledge involves

advisory people whose education and training has not included

goats, but who will be vitally necessary in assisting producers

in a new industry.

Capital

The development of any enterprise requires capital in money

and resources. Often existing farm improvements can be
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upgraded or modified for goats. However, dairy sheds and

equipment are a specific capital input required for dairying,

and there are also associated milk handling and processing

c a pi tal cos t s •

Lending institutions are naturally cautious about any new

enterprise and it is pleasing to note Rural Bank loans to goat

farmers.

Rewards

Any farm management systemi s based on rewards in some

form. While some people may gain pleasure from watching kids

gambolling on the green, potential new goat farmers are more

likely to be motivated by financial rewards. The previous

papers covered market potential and the ability of other coun

tries to cater for it. It will be up to New Zealand producers to

determine whether the financial rewards are large enough to

enter into the development phase of goat production. (1 believe

that there will be sufficient reward on which to establish a viable

goat industry for the various caprine products).

Sc rub weed control is another reward outside immediate

market force s. We are slowly building on the knowledge of

earlier farmer experience in defining the parameters of goat

weed control. With some species, goats can replace fire,

chemicals, bulldozers and chainsaws and as these methods

become more expensive or more emotionally unacceptable, the

return from goats in saved land development costs can increase.

Already it is significant.
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THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF PRODUCTION FACTORS

This paper, in as ses sing production potential ass umes that

viable markets are available and looks at production parameters

to supply such markets.

1. It is obvious that an initial major limitation is lack of stock.

With only 6 500 purebred milking does in the country, and con

siderably less Angora does, the stock base is very small on

which to base a production industry.

Although goats are prolific and exhibit a degree of double

kidding, i. e., two crops of kids a year, biological factors

suggest that even if all suitable female kids were reared it

would not be until 1985 that the purebred dairy breeding herd

would reach 20 000 does. The same problem exists in building

up Angora stock numbers.

The feral herd is a resource for increasing farrned stock.

However, most of these goats require long term upgrading to

be of commercial value. While they may have some desirable

traits, for instance in feet and udder conformation that could

benefit existing breeds, it appears that at least two upgrade

crosses will be needed to produce goats worth milking and five

to produce suitable Angoras.

Meat production is not so critical in that feral goats already

provide the export meat source. However, there is obvious scope

here for stock improvement when it is considered that the South

African Boer meat goat is twice as heavy as the New Zealand

feral goat.
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The main problem is using feral goats as a source of

stock for increasing numbers is getting them. While the value

of deer can justify helicopter capture this does not generally

apply to goats. Mustering on foot and subsequent transport is

not easy in much of the country where feral goats remain.

However, the development of commercial goat farming with

stock prices related to profitability could encourage farmers,

who have feral goats on their properties, to develop some

controlled mating and management to provide better stock for

sale.

Animal health considerations largely preclude stock imports,

but these would not increase numbers significantly, and stock

quality of some breeds at least is fully up to world standards.

The opportunity to utilise the benefits of some foreign breeds

remains remote.

2. Looking at feeding, firstly of dairy goats, it is considered

that a reasonable estimate can be based on 2.5 milking does

with replacement stock per ha of roughly 50/50 pasture/browse.

By 1985, a national milking herd that could be 25 000 does would

utilise 10 000 ha. It is not difficult to see this on the existing

feed supply.

Meat and mohair prod uction can be considered together.

Assuming a diet of 50 per cent browse and five goats per ha on

the type of country envisaged, i. e. reverting hill country, the

potential carrying capacity is in the region of 1.5-2 m breeding

does plus replacements and slaughter stock.

All goat enterprises contain a competitive element with

other farmed stock in that pasture eaten by goats will not be

available for sheep and cattle. This replacement must be
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considered in the overall development of the industry, but in

practice dairy goat farming is likely to replace sheep and

cattle run inefficiently on smaller properties, and meat and

mohair production will be on properties that can often cope

with extra stock.

There is a pos sibility in feeding goats on food processing

wastes, but we have very little knowledge or expertise in this

field of animal nutrition. However, it should not be ignored as

horticultural development continues.

Weed control fits somewhere into this feed picture. While

it is obvious that positive weed control will not produce income

from goats themselves, it does feed the animals and presupposes

a breeding base that can provide better bred stock for other

purposes, such as female stock for milking, with wethers for

weed control.

3. Developing the necessary knowledge and skills depends to

some extent on time. As always it depends on research in

problem areas, the development of managerial practices on

farms and research areas and the dissemination of developing

information between these. For commercial goat farming

potential to be realised there must be some early research

into basic husbandry and management aspects to provide some

basic commercially oriented information on which the innova

tive and pastorally skilled New Zealand farmer can build.

There are all sorts of examples such as weaning age for kids,

stocking rates in relation to production, basic nutrition, dehorn

ing, parasite control, etc. An initial concentrated research

programme would give enough information on which farmers

and advisers could build successfully. Without this base,

farmers will spend many years slowly sorting out the answers

themselves and in isolation.
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4. The problem in developing any new commercial industry is

one of markets and the chicken/ egg situation of not having a

market until you have a product, and not having a product being

developed until a market is available. Financiers are therefore

reluctant to risk capital, particularly when the production end

is in the hands of unco-ordinated individuals. Market uncer

tainties and very small beginnings with production constraints

make it difficult for the industry to capitalise on government

developmental finance such as export incentives.

Production finance has been made available by the Rural

Banking and Finance Corporation to goat farmers under their

normal policies of experience, creditworthiness and profita

bility. It is to be hoped that the Rural Bank and other lending

institutions appreciate that the more producers there are, the

quicker a large enough production base can be established for

a viable industry.

Goat farmers currently are discriminated against in some

government finance schemes, and the Livestock Incentive Scheme

and headage payments are two notable areas. It is interesting

for example that the Chairman of the Dairy Board recently

cautioned against requesting further export incentive assistance

because the dairy industry is already in receipt of government

support in other ways. However, the dairy goat farmer does

not benefit from a minimum milk price and yet is tied to the

dairy industry by regulation.

The present fragmented production base of largely small

producers, often with little business background, often depend

on commercial firms who are willing to a greater or lesser

extent to become financially involved in the industry. It is
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interesting to note the emerging problems of this in relation

to the traditional independence of New Zealand farme rs.

CONCLUSIONS

We have a feed base sufficient for a goat industry large

enough to be viable. The pasture competitive element where

it occurs will be resolved mainly on profitability in relation to

other livestock enterprises. Farming goats on reverting land

provides another tier to our livestock farming systems that

can utilise dry matter production from scrub plants that in

some cases appears to be greater than pasture. Utilising this

feed base will be enhanced by research and development in goat

nutrition.

Some improvement in financial inputs would assist com

mercial goat farming development, but the industry must show

a more responsible attitude as a whole to be able to justify this.

In my view there is a strong need for all sectors of goat produc

tion to get together to facilitate interchange of information of

common interest, to present a unified voice to government in

discussions on areas such as finance, research, stock imports

and to marketeers and processors on supplies, products, etc.,

to develop joint activities in areas of mutual interest and to

capitalise on the opportunities presented by Lincoln College

in arranging this seminar/workshop. For example, all goat

producers are interested in meat and skin production yet the

N. Z. G. B. A. has recently altered its name to specifically

include the word DAIRY. Every production group is trying to

develop meat processing outlets in different ways and New

Zealand Goat Exports is busy slaughtering as many goats as

they can. Another example is the development of dairy
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production groups operating largely in isolation who may well

benefit from product grouping for export. I would hope that

one of the recommendations from this meeting will be that a

grouping of at least the production elements in the industry

should be established to investigate and form a goat industry

sec retariat.

The major factor that influences the potential growth of

commercial goat farming is lack of stock, and with biological

constraints, this must be kept in mind by anyone looking at

industry development. The problem of critical minimum

industry size that is especially important in goat dairying would

seem to be worthy of study, and assistance by some extra

encouragement to farmers and others to capture feral goats and

breed better stock from them. At the same time, thought should

be given to identifying and preserving some of the traits evident

in the feral herd that could be of benefit to the emerging industry.

I consider the lack of knowledge and skill in goat produc tion

as being relatively less important providing some research is

done urgently in some key areas.

In summary we have a potential industry. The production

base can develop commercially, as it has the land, the labour

and the capital, even if stock are an initial limiting factor.

Some more positive support, particularly through g::>vernment

acknowledgement of export potential, would be of assistance.

This is justified if the emerging industry itself demonstrates

commercial orientation and responsibility.
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ECONOMIC AND FARM MANAGEMENT

ASPECTS OF GOAT FARMING





ECONOMIC AND FARM MANAGEMENT ASPECTS

OF MEAT AND SKIN PRODUCTION AND WEED CONTROL

by M. Horgan
Farmer

Northern Hawkes Bay

INTRODUCTION

I am a North Island hill country farmer producing sheep,

beef, and goats. The farm consists of 453 hectares of steep

con.tour with approximately 20 hectares of flat. Rainfall is

approximately 1 400 mm (55 inches) annually - but erratic.

Because of a North West aspect, drying winds can cause very

dry summers. Stock numbers consist of 3063 Perendale breed

ing ewes, 1256 hoggets for replacements, 60 rams, 80 killers,

70 Hereford Aberdeen Angus cross cows, and 600 breeding does

with 200 young doe replacements. These equate to 11.6 stock

units per hectare when goats are taken at .7 of a stock unit.

Present Policy on Farm:

Perendale ewes breed own hogget replacements and all

wether lambs are sold fat or store before Christmas. Second

shearing is necessary because of blackberry. Ewes are rotated

from weaning to lambing, then set stocked. Store cattle are

bought in the autumn and sold in spring, basically to tidy any

rough pastures. Goats are kept for blackberry control, selling

surplus wethers and does for meat production and retaining the

best kid does for replacements. I am, basically, all grass

farming with myself as the labour unit. Fencing and shearing

are done by contract.

Problem Areas

(a) Blackberry is scattered over 320 hectares - an estimated

concentrated area of 121 hectares.

80.
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(b) Initial lack of fencing.

(c) Poor pasture composition - low yielding.

(d) Past application of super phosphate very low.

(e) Poor stock nutrition.

Methods of Improyement

(a) Blackberry control by goat grazing.

(b) 25 kilometres of four wire vertical electric fence erected

and still more planned.

(c) Over sowing of clovers and rye grass combined with

rotation.

(d) Application of super phosphate - heavy rates on newly

improved areas and maintenance rates overall.

(e) Better stock nutrition with more feed.

History of Farm Goats in Wairoa County and Farm Area

In 1975 a survey carried out by M. A. F. estimated in excess

of 100 000 goats free roaming in Wairoa county. Natural pop

ulations consisted of 50 per cent, sometimes 60 per cent billies

and the balance nannies. There has been very little control of

movement from farm to farm, mating is extended, and kidding

is from May to November. With a slight improvement in prices

farmer s have mustered and killed goats of all sizes for perks.

Many farmers consider them as pests as they wreck fences,

eat autumn saved pastures and smell strongly. However,

recently there has been an awarenes s of the improved value of

goats and some farmers are taking the first step to domestica

tion. They are culling the billies and retaining nannies only.

Domestication of Goats

Originally all goats were mustered on the farm. The billies

were trucked and killed and replacement nannie s were bought
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to make up the numbers. The nannies were contained in a small

paddock and periodically fed hay to quieten them. Smothering

was a problem initially but they soon responded to handling.

Research by M. A. F.

It was at this stage that I combined with the M. A. F. to

investigate the possibilities of goat farming. Geoff Crouchley

and his assistants are weighing the goats, drenching them

approximately six weekly with Nizzan and dipping when external

parasites are visible. A control is contained within the group.

Geoff has also photographed and noted vegetation in an area

retained for goats.

Farm Mana~ementAspects of Feral Goats

(a) Dipping for external parasites: Sucking and biting lice were

both observed. However, a shower dip in February and May

proved successful and there appeared to be a dramatic

improvement to their coats in visual appearance.

(b) Drenching for internal parasites: This was beneficial as

the initial drenched group gained 1.5 kg over the undrenched

group. In periods of stress the drenched animals did not

lose as much weight. It appears that goats are just as

susceptible to internal parasites as sheep.

(c) Handling: Cattle yards are an advantage. Drafting is

difficult, but horns can be used for holding.

(d) Foot trimming and foot rot do not appear to be a problem.

However, I have observed footrot in old billies.

(e) Earmarking is necessary for identification and the ear

marks may be registered.
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(f) Goats normally push under fences, so it is important that

conventional fences extend to ground level. However, an

electric wire is satisfactory at 2" to 4" from the ground.

Containment of goats would be the greate st problem ini tially

on hill country farms, so it is important to train them to

electric fencing inside a permanent fence.

(g) Yoking has been used as a means of containing goats inside

fences. In my district two types have been used - the

wooden yoke and the wire yoke. However, owing to the

difficult handling problem in yards with yokes I have pre

ferred to use electric fencing.

(h) Shelter must be provided from cold rain and winds. Natural

shelter provided by trees, scrub, gorse and blackberry seem

to be sufficient. At time s I have left the woolshed cove red

yards open and have found that the goats have crowded in

there for shelter. Kids need protection from bad weather

as their death rate is dramatic, particularly at a young age.

(i) Grazing Management: I have a polic y of c rushing out a

small area of blackberry and lightly grazing a large area

for containment. A stocking rate of 40 - 60 per hectare

on 12 hectare blocks for 4 - 6 weeks strips the blackberry

of greenery. The goats are then allowed light grazing in a

large mob.

Set stocking is not so practical as they naturally work in

herds grazing throughout the day, moving from one area

to another. Grazing in rotation with a large mob of ewes

is practical, but the goats only associate with themselves.

They graze blackberry while the sheep eat the grass.

Because the ewes pass by cliff faces in their rotation, the
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goats have to be drafted out. Except for kids, drafting

goats from sheep is relatively easy. Leave a hole under

a gate and let the goats drift to the back of the pen.

(j) Mob separation of young at weaning to attain a 2 a kg weight

or 15 - 18 month span to mating is necessary for bodyweight

improvements. The young goats are the difficult ones to

contain.

(k) Mating will be restricted to eight weeks in summer or late

autumn. It appears that the ferals kid from May to November.

This relates to mating in decreasing sunlight hours.

(1) Kidding is related to mating either for the autumn or spring.

After 3 - 4 days kids are very mobile and mis-mothering

does not appear to be a problem.

General Field Observations

(a) Goats appear to prefer grass in late spring, summer, and

late autumn - and winter. They do not like lush periods of

growth.

(b) They have a grazing pattern within a day, moving from one

area to another. At night they camp near a ridge top on the

sheltered side of the ridge.

(c) Abortion is common if under stress in late pregnancy.

(d) Amazingly very little scabby mouth.

(e) Kidding secretive; they initially plant and graze like cows.

(f) Don't like grazing clover - maybe possibility for lamb/goat

regime.
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Weed Control

r have a large blackberry problem with some gorse and

general thistle weeds. Goats browse all weeds, preferring

gorse after flowering and blackberry in the autumn and winter.

Young trees are most vulnerable to attack. My aim is to erad

icate blackberry with the goats.

Method of Control of Blackberry

Pick a small area and crush with a large number of goats

for eradication. Relieve the goats for a period and return them

when some greenery is appearing for a further quick browse.

r have found a fire useful when heavy grazing has been completed

after a dry summer. Oversowing and fertilizer must follow to

give competition to the blackberry.

Alternative

Spray by helicopter and knapsack follow-up with Tordon or

2.4.5. T. Burn and oversow. Blackberry that has been grazed

by goats is difficult to kill so Tordon is possibly necessary.

If not, the blackberry must be allowed to leaf up.

Adyantages and Disadvantages

Goats

(a) If goats are used as in farming livestock, there is no

extra cost. There should be a monetary return.

(b) No environmental damage by chemicals. Better chance

to establish clovers.

(c) A disadvantage of goats is that more attention is

necessary to fences.

Chemical

(a) Quick.

(b) Costly.

(c) May take period to establish clovers.
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The cost assessment for spraying the 121 hectares of

blackberry would be:

Cos t/ha

Tordon 520 brushkille r @ $1, 734/200 L or $ 8.67/ L: $190. 74

Apply 22 L/ha Chemical

Less 50% subsidy on chemical 95.37

Cost of application - helicopter

Total cost of application per hectare

95.37

55.00

$150.37

Taking 80% kill plus on follow- up ground spraying would require

20% of chemical required for aerial spraying:

Chemical 4.4 L/ha Tordon 520

Less 50% subsidy

Labour requirement:

1 hectare/two hours sale application

Hourly control rate $10/ha

Total cost of ground spraying

Total cost for initial spraying and follow-up

Total cost of spraying 121 Hectares:

$ 3 8.15

19.07

20.00

39.07

$189.44

$22,922.00
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Comparison of Returns with other Enterprises (ie Sheep & Cattle):

Stock Reconciliation
Goats

Openin~ Stock

Breeding does

Replacement does

Billys

Purchases

Billies

600

200

8

3

Closin~ Stock

Breeding doe s

Replacement does

Rams

Sales

Cull does

600

200

8

160

Births

300 kid does

9-12 month wether kids 280

9-12 month doe kids 90

300 kid wethers Deaths 83

Gros s Margin

Gross returns - 600 breeding does plus 200 replacements

160 cull does @ $8.00

280 9-12 month wether kid~ @ 45c Ikg $4.50

90 9-12 month doe kids @ 45c Ikg $4.50

Cos,ts:

Purchases - 2 billies

Animal health - 0.67 lB. doe

(6 drenchings for wether goats;
(3 drenchings for breeding goats and
(replacements, plus lic e control. )

No freight. Price ex- farm gate.

$2,810
800

$2,010 NETT

$1,280.00

1,215.00

315.00

$2,810.00

$ 400.00

400.00

$ 800.00
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Gross Income for Comparison With Sheep and Cattle

Taking breeding does @ • 7 and replacements

= 565 Stocking Units

= $4. 98/S. U.

Saving in weed control: 24 hectares annually @ $189.44

Total from income = $4,546.56 plus $2,810 = $7,356.56

565

= $13. 02 IS. U.

It must be noted that these chemical cost savings would be a

saving to the Nation in the form of subsidies as well as a saving

to myself.

Gross Returns from Sheep

Income:

1977

1978

$18.501 sheep S. U.

$15.00/sheep S. U. (wet year)

Gros s Returns from Cattle

1977

1978

$ 8.32/cattle S. U.

$ 6. 65/cattle S.U.

Total Farm Expenses IL. S. U.

1977 $ 7. 75

1978 $ 8.70

Assessing these figures in comparison, it would appear that

goats give a reasonable return in relation to this farming enter

prise. I would stress, however, if goats were not assessed for

their weed control value - they would not be profitable.

Future Improvements on Production of Feral Meat Goats on
this Farm

(a) Selection by bodyweight. It has been observed in our weighing

trials that full mouthed feral does var y in weight from 13 kg
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to 37 kg. This leaves room for quick improvement in

general body weights.

(b) Growing younger does to 20 kg plus, before mating, will

help body weights.

(c) Crossing with some of our heavier milking breeds to

improve body weight. Milking breed does are capable of

45 kg thus lifting our feral body weights. I have purchased

several milking breed billies to assess their value.

Areas of Doubt

Carcase size and demand is not clear to me. There is no

premium payment for younger animals of the 10 kg range.

Are kid markets obtainable thereby making two kiddings in one

year a real possibility, thus making the enterprise more profit

able? What are the potential for skins on our local market and

export? Who is responsible for co-ordinating the whole goat

industry?

Problems Outside the Farm Gate Affectin~ Me

(a) Low returns for meat and skins.

(b) General stigma of goats:

(i) affects local consumption

(ii) affects production by farmers

(c) No guidelines to carcase size, thus affecting general

management, planning for mating periods, etc.

(d) Lack of co-ordination between marketeers, processors,

and farmers.
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(e) Non acceptance by Rural Bank as a live stock unit for

incentive schemes.

Sugge s tions:

(a) Organise and co-ordinate market demands to farmer for

him to ascertain whether it is profitable to produce goats.

(i) Small carcase;

(ii) Large carcase;

(iii) Live carcase - maybe there are profitable markets

here. Many goat meat eaters prefer the whole animal 

not just frozen carcases.

(iv) Type of skin that is profitable.

(b) Investigation into palatability and flavour compared to

sheep meats.

(c) Skin grading in works to supply our leather industry.

(d) Acceptance from Noxious Weed Authorities for control of

weeds by goats.

(e) Put a submission forward as industry for acceptance from

Rural Bank.

(f) Co-ordinate all our local research as it comes to hand to

help in management of goat farming.

(g) Promotion of potential demand of end product.

(Example: Kiwi fruit industry promotes the product before

they have it to sell).

What processing is necessary?

What farmer production is necessary?



ECONOMIC AND FARM MANAGEMENT ASPECTS

OF MOHAIR PRODUCTION

By A. R o Aitken
Superintendent of Land Development

Lands and Survey Department
Whangarei

In introducing this subject I should point out that the

material presented is based on the figures and experience

gained with the Lands and Survey Department I s flock at

Waitangi. Management inputs have not been associated with

Mohair production alone but expendi ture quoted is for a full

trading year.

Brief History

The present flock of 142 does, 124 buck and doe kids, 90

wethers and 5 Angora bucks represents the end product following

11 years cross breeding and upgrading. Angora type bush feral

does were used with mainly imported Angora bucks to produce

the present flock and culling for essential features such as size,

feet, kempiness, colourisation in fleece etc have all been taken

into account. Build up in numbe r s has been slow when kidding

performance is considered. This has ranged from 133 per cent

up to 160 per cent in Angoras and from 1 75 per cent to 211 per

cent in crossbreds.

The flock has been relocated on two occasions to find the

most suitable area and is now sited on a property which will be

farmed in perpetuity at Wakelins adjoining Waitangi in the

Bay of Islands. In its present location it is established as a

full Angora unit under separate management from the sheep/

beef aspect of the block use and we can identify all associated

costs and labout inputs for the first time. Previously the goat

flock management was fitted in as and when othe r farming

operations would allow.

91.
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Economics

I would like to say at this stage no- one can put positive

figures on the economics of Angora Goat Farming in New Zealand

and in particular ona dominant mohair production basis. The

industry is being carried predominantly from the production of

quality stock because of shortage of this class of animal. All

that has happened in the past is that cottage industries have

provided a sufficient outlet for any quality fibre and this has

been able to service costs of any reasonably sized operation on

an extensive basis.

With the increased nationwide interest now showing, outlets

are being organised to offer our production of straight and cross

bred fibre. When we can pinpoint commercial usage and market

values we can then try to pinpoint direction and future for the

existing widespread cross-breeding and upgrading programmes.

Whether we are involved in fibre production or base quality

stock, it is imperative that the highest standards are maintained.

It is better to overskirt and class our fibre and be over zealous

with the rubber ring than attempt to cash in on an under supplied

market. We have a potential industry (at present in its infancy)

available to us as an economic form of land use in New Zealand

and its future is dependent on standards we establish at this

stage.

From my experience in the North, conditions are changing

and as numbers increase we must adjust our approach to current

needs. At all previous locations Angora goat farming by the

Department of Lands and Survey was a low input operation with

very little expense being incurred in mangement and seasonal

costs. Attention at kidding and shearing plus limited foot

trimming during the year accounted for the bulk of the labour

content.
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On the other hand mohair was disposed of to homespinners

at figures ranging over the period up to $7.00 per kg for adult

and $9.00 per kg for kid mohair. With the sale of a handful

of 2th bucks and any surplus does, the operation was self

supporting financially.

In the current season treIT1endous public interest in Angora

Goat Farming has seen the price of Mohair almost double

($14.00 per kg average) and the price paid for breeding stock

reach unbelievable levels. What was previously little more

than a hobbyist's field has now becoIT1e a widespread forIT1 of

land use which is only restricted by an inadequate supply of

quality animals.

This has led to extensive up- grading programmes throughout

New Zealand and will increase the quantity of crossbred fibre

available for disposal. Its positive classification so that true

mohair is not downgraded is very important to the future of

the industry.

Factors affecting economic s are:

1. Size of operation e. g. total number of animals involved.

2. Quality of animals involved and ages within flock.

3. Terrain and altitude of country plus climate and vegetation.

4. Shelter and kidding facili tie s.

5. Quality and quantity of labour.

1. Size of 0l?eration Like any other business, it is important

to spread base costs over a greater number of animals; this

provides best economic utilisation of facilities and labour. In

our eyes an intensively farmed unit would include 300 breeding

does with supporting stock with wethers being carried to a
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maximum age of 6ths and this would depend on the scope of the

unit otherwise they would be sold as 2ths following shearing.

2. Quality of Animals Quality must dictate whether the opera

tion is extensive or intensive and if numbers are great then

problems will arise because of the lack of labour with the

necessary expertise to sustain maximum returns. As in a stud

sheep flock situation the demands on labour are great and will

continue to be so, as records must be maintained if quality and

performance are to improve. We must all agree that in a new

industry the foundation is established by quality control and

this is no less true in the production of Angora goats and their

associated high quality fibre.

3. While these headings look out of place we must realise that

they provide a set of conditions which are applicable to the

major producing countries of the world. Basically, the terrain

should be suitable for adequate stock control, allow adequate

variation of contour to provide exercise and allow range of

browsing country, provide adequate shelter, shade and stock

camps and exclude drastic extremes if numbers are to increase

in the face of exis ting demand. Altitude range in over seas

countries is between 450 and 1 000 metres with associated low

rainfall throughout the year. If these factors do not exist

naturally then we must adjust our management and inputs to

correct the shortfall. This also applies particularly to climate

and vegetation as these relate directly to performance and where

they do not exist naturally we must provide a satisfactory

alternative.

4. Under New Zealand climatic conditions this is not just

important but must be considered essential as without suint
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and yoke in the fibre goats do not shed moisture as readily as

sheep and wet, cold conditions for long periods will not assist

in the production of heavy quality fleeces. At kidding time with

out adequat e shelter our present high kid crop would be reduced

to the levels achieved in mohair producing countrie s where

climatic conditions are more favourable than those we face In

New Zealand. If we accept overseas kidding performances for

New Zealand the growth of this new industry will be extremely

slow and we will not be in a position to economically capitalise

on the existing world shortfall in supply of mohair. Costs

involved in providing these facilities are ones which need to be

faced only once and if planning and management work as they

should, maximum utilisation of the facility makes it a manage

ment tool which is easily serviced.

5. Quality and experienced labour is one of the major require

ments in this young industry if it is to progress. Goats generally

have conjured a picture of intense personal association and

have never been associated in this country with standing and

affluence. The industry's problem is to select and train top

stock men in this field so that we can deal adequately with

management and health problems and overcome what is or has

been a social problem.

An experienced shepherd can only handle a limited number

of stock particularly as a stud master and to succeed, sympathy

and understanding of the animals under his control is essential

if the industry is to flourish. Those joining Angora farming

will profit by input and understanding of the animals under their

control and an inflexible standard in the pursuit of quality and

performance.
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Angoras are not as hardy as sheep and it is diffic ult to see

a very qualified and experienced individual handling a flock of

more than 300 does with normal supporting stock in an inten

sified system.

Admittedly the picture is clouded at the moment due to the

lack of quality animals and we are forced to concentrate on

ensuring highest survival levels of kids dropped to build numbers.

A total of 300 quality does would sustain a large flock of wethers

which do not require the same labout input and would provide

reasonable lines of works and sale stock.

Our current costs amount to $24.84 per SU converting goats

on a sirnilar basis as that used for sheep. These costs are set

out below:

Animal health

Wages

Repairs and Maintenance

Vehicle Repairs

Farm Stores

Shearing

Dips, Drenches & Miscellaneous

Fertiliser and Lime

Wintering Costs

Freight, Cartage

Telephone and Power

$1.64perSU

$15.18perSU

$1.57 per SU

$0.51 per SU

$0.41 per SU

$1.55 per SU

$1. 84 per SU

$0.56 per SU

$0.30 per SU

$0.32 per SU

$0.96 per SU

$24. 84 per SU

Mohair production - shearing twice per year (August 

February)
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Average Current Gross

Weight Seasons Receipts

Per Head Sales Per
Head

(kg) ($ ) ($ )

Kid Bucks 1.5 13.50 833

Kid Does 1. 20 10.80 680

2th Does 2.56 17.92 913

Dry Does 3.22 22.54 225

Bucks at 7 years of age 4.0 28.00 140

MIA Does approx. 3.0 21.00 2,268

Wethers 3.5 24.50 1, 935

Flock average of $18.54 giving a total of $6,994

From these figures it can be seen that our sale per head

figure could not meet our charges from Mohair alone but we

made a handsome profit from livestock sales of $368,444 gross.

When considering the per head performance, the age of the

flock must be taken into account. Old does are retained because

of the quality of their progeny, not for their mohair production,

and wi th the high kidding achieved a large number of young stock

are present in our flocks and the per head performance is

reduced.

Shearing costs have been assessed in the past at Ii times

the normal sheep shearing rate and as far as shearing gangs

have been concerned, the shearing of our Angoras has been

looked on as a day out or field day compared to conventional

sheep shearing. However, with increasing numbers, this

attitude is changing and our costs for this operation are unlikely
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to be reduced. It is necessary to use a 20 tooth comb to avoid

overheating and reduce the use of oil on the handpiece which

can add undesirable contamination to the fibre.

Management: General

The Angora is not as hardy an animal as mo st people imagine

under our climatic conditions which are wetter than other main

mohair producing areas of the world. This can and does affect

fibre production and directs management needs.

One of our problems is the need to shear in the Spring to

obtain the best quality fibre but the timing of this operation

must be carefully calculated as shorn Angoras are very prone

to pneumonia under cold weather and if in kid the stress from

cold weather shearing can cause does to abort. Regulating

kidding date to approximately two months after shearing will

allow sufficient fibre growth to give some protection against

adverse conditions. Also by ensuring that shed shelter of some

form (either by the provision of movable sheds or haybarns

which are usually partially empty by this stage) is available

will give the basic protection neces sary.

Angora does usually milk well enough to adequately feed

the kids dropped but it may pay to milk out those does with

tight udders during the first week or two to ensure that the

kids can feed.

Attention must be given to the class of feed available and

it is not necessary to have high quality rye/clover pasture

to achieve satisfactory results. Where they live under these

conditions, it is advisable to have good quality hay available

to provide a balance. Their preference is for mature pasture,
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weeds and woody species and they will readily select these if

held in a fairly tight rotational grazing pattern. Wethers can

be used effectively to control regeneration and regrowth but if

held too tight will not produce any quantity of quality mohair.

If grazing pres sure is too lax the fibre produced will tend

to be coarse. Like any other animal Angoras have to be

managed to obtain the best results. They tend to move in a

group or groups and do not readily integrate with other animals

but have an established family association with a definite peck

ing order.

Health

Health problems are similar to sheep with the need for a

regular drenching programme. It is found that the provision

of salt and stock licks is advisable and overcomes possible

deficiences such as iodine. If they are not essential they are

certainly accepted by the Angoras under our control. Dipping

is a must for lice control and creates little in the way of manage

ment problems.

The provison of supplements is advisable with early Spring

kidding and to help to build the bucks up after the mating season.

These would be limited to some grain or dairy type rations.

The cost involved is well worth while and has the advantage of

balancing exi sting feed and quietening the animals down for shed

or yard handling.

Feet Problems

Under Northland I s climatic conditions, feet care provides

the most constant chore for management as with long wet feed

and ground conditbns at all times except the drought prone
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summer and autumn periods, the feet are soft and scald can be

a problem. We are not worried with footrot but if constant

attention is not given this could be a management headache.

The animals certainly let you know if they are affected.

Shelter

Dry camps cannot be maintained unless shelter is provided

and this is very important particularly at kidding time. The

goats will soon seek out and use any hay barn or shed if it is

available and the kid is left in a warm dry camp while the doe

goes out to feed, returning to the kid towards evening. If they

can camp the kid down following kidding there appear s to be

virtually no mis-mothering.

The use of peat <;H sawdust as a pad gives good drainage and

an excellent bedding area which can be kept clean simply by

raking and is not difficult to clean out or replace. Where hay

barns are used, bales can form small individual pens at kidding

time and once the kid is placed in one of these temporary pens,

there is no competition for this allocated space by does which

have kidded.

Identification

Identification takes place at birth and kids are ear-tagged

and recorded at that stage with tattooing for lifetime identification

being carried out at about six months of age. If we are trying to

identify and select Angoras on which to base an industry the

following points should be borne in mind when dealing with the

selection problems. These guide lines are provided by J. Wickens

who has an extremely wide knowledge of these animals and is

responsible for the standard of stock in the Waitangi flock.

Es sential points to consider when looking for a good Angora:
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First and foremost is quality mohair fibre. The fibre must

be pure white in colour with uniformity and character of fleece

over the entire body. For any reliable assessment there shoula.

not be less than a four inch growth of fibre and shearing dates

should be based on this requirement.

The skin should not have any coloured pigmentation except

for a few black or blue freckles on the nose or ears. The jaw

should be checked for over and undershot defects. A slight

tolerance either way is acceptable but remember this is a

hereditary factor. The leg should be straight and well balanced

in relation to body confirmation - straight pasterns, not cow

hocked. The feet should not be twisted but well shaped and

sound like those of sheep, however, light in colour, similar

to that of the horns. The horns of the buck must be strong,

wide set and should slope backward then with a gentle curve

outwards. Those of the does set well apart on the head, slim

tapering, but not too sharp pointed at the tips and gently sloping

backwards. They should be of one colour - buff or similar

light brown shade. The ears must be of a good width and

definitely long and drooping. The body should have a strong,

straight back, good width of loin, also between pin bones.

There should be good depth of body wi th reas onable width between

the forelegs displaying thick deep brisket. The sc rotum of a

buck must not be divided for more than two-thirds of its length.

A doe should have a reasonable width between hindquarters

allowing adequate room for good sized full udder which should

have two well defined teats, set well apart.

Lustre is a natural characteristic feature of good Mohair

and obviously noticeable with adequately fed, good type Angoras.

Density is important when considering individual fleece weights.
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If a flat web style fleece, note the amount of skin exposed when

fleece is parted by using both hands and folding them out.

However, if ringlet style, judge the degree of firmness of the

lock naturally pressed between the fingers. A hard firm lock

will reveal density. Remember this is a guide to a good fleece,

not to fleece weight, because length adds to weight.

The style and type of forelock or headcover is quite

important and must be pure Mohair. The quality of forelock

cover gives good visual assessment as to the amount of kemp

fibre throughout the entire fleece. Do not compare a heavy

forelock cover of an Angora with wool blindness associated

with sheep. Because there will not be the same cheek cover as

with sheep affecting vision, consider the value the Angora fore

lock has of indicating the presence of kemp.

When assessing the visual signs of kemp in the fleece, feel

and look at the style of belly cover and the inner sides of the

legs. Then view the backline, paying particular attention to the

amount of hair on the forehead and the tail. The least amount

of hair visible in th ese areas, the lower the kemp content of the

entire fleece.

When culling or deciding on suitability always make a firm

decision. Usually the first impression is the best decision,

especially if all factors are considered when looking for a set

numbe r to keep. To feel doubtful about a certain animal leads

to confusion and likely a wrong decision.

It is very important to maintain size of the Angora. Evi

dence here and overseas shows that they lose size with the

overall improvement in the quality of the animal. While twin

ning increases numbers more rapidly than single, twins generally
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are finer boned and smaller, so that with a poor mother, and

many are, only one small kid will be reared. Unless the Angora

does produce and rear large size twins, as few do, it is not

advisable to select breeding does because of their ability to

produce twins, except in exceptional cases. If a serious view

is taken as to the future size of the Angora, especially when

s electing replacements or inc reasing capital herd numbe rs,

does producing single kids are preferable. Overseas some

stud breeders resort to cross breeding to improve the size and

vigour of their Angora. The Angoras of South Africa and Texas

were developed through cross breeding, but the crossing of

today's Angora is for the expert only because of the many com

plicated factor s to be conside red.



ECONOMIC AND FARM MANAGEMENT ASPECTS

OF DAIRY GOAT FARMING

By B. W. Rees
Farmer

Northland

Our farm is:' n Northland about forty-five kilometres south

of Kaitaia on State Highway No.1. We have a farm of 180 acres,

with 2.5 acres of river flats, the balance is mainly rolling with a

few steep faces and small gullies. We have about ten acres in

teatree and regenerating bush; the balance is in poor quality

pasture, mainly carpet grass and paspalum with some areas of

kikuyu. There are some patches of blackberry, penny royal,

a little gorse and in the beginning a lot of fern and tobacco weed.

We have a large number of totara trees, a good stand of mature

gum trees and various shelter belts of mature macrocarpa. Our

farm encompasses a small valley running almost due east to

west, with all the buildings and the house high up on the south

slope. Originally the farm was a small cream supply dairy farm

and for nine years previous to our purchase it was run as a dr y

stock unit for a supplementary income. There was a hi story of

no manure or lime; not a good farm but very much sui ted to our

pocket.

We bought the farm with the intention of re-establishing it

as a dairy farm and milking around 12.0 cows. However, the type

of pasture would have probably supported 75 to 80 cows, and to

apply sufficient lime and manure, start an immediate regrassing

programrne, erect new fences and races was beyond our financial

capabilities and if we borrowed the money required would give

us a debt loading the farm could not afford. Because of the size

of the farm we could not ente rtain the idea of dry stock farmi ng,

104.
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unless we entered into the stud stock side of farming and I did

not feel capable of raising sufficient stock of good quality to

gain a reliable income. We considered combining cash cropping,

with such mild winters and growing citrus fruit. But felt that

cash cropping could be risky and the future market for the type

of citrus fruit grown in the north was uncertain.

I have always known that my best work is done with live

stock and felt that our farm needed a type of animal that

produced an income from poor pasture and that would meet our

immediate needs. We could then improve our farm from income

where possible.

So we looked at GOATS. Our first enquiries showed pos-

sibilities as some people were making a living in part from goats

milk, on much smaller farms with poorer quality feed than ours.

An advertisement appeared in our local paper with Saanen does

for sale. We looked, liked and bought. At that stage we were

only looking at goats with a very open mind. We found them

completely different from any other animal we had ever owned.

First they have the ability to produce an income from poor

quality feed, are highly intelligent and friendly and proved to

be very responsive to good treatment. We now find the draw

back with goats is their intelligence and friendliness. It is

very difficult to erect fences or use a chainsaw when you have

a large mob of goats around you that insist on having a fuss

made. Sometimes when moving beef stock I suddenly have a

lot of working dogs, all white with very erect tails and ears.

Milking goats come in a large variety of breeds and size,

with the white Saanen being by far the most popular. I think

that the type of dairy goat milked is very much an individual
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choice and this choice does not relate to terrain, climate or

economics. At present we do not possess sufficient knowledge

to know which type of goat would be most suitable for each

individual need and research on this is very badly needed.

At this early stage of managing goats as a commercial

animal in New Zealand we have a very wide variation in individ

ual production. The present commercial herds are not capable

of showing individual production equal to that achieved by people

milking one or two goats in their backyard, nor do we wis h to.

Under a grass management scheme a goat producing 4 to 5

litres of milk a day for a 300 day lactation should be considered

a very valuable animal. To have 100 goats giving this type of

production would give an excellent income. Commercial herds

are now being culled mainly for lack of production, but unfor

tunately these culls are being used to establish new herds.

Even allowing that the progeny is better than the dam the improve

ment of our national herd will be retarded by this action. Hope

fully a quick increase in goat numbers will soon stop this practice.

Pedigree goats, as most pedigree animals, inherit their pedigree

from their sire and dam, not from th8ir production. While

many pedigree achievements are desirable to a commercial

farmer it is not a fact that a pedigree doe is most suited to

a farmer deriving his income from dairy goats. In our herd

I find some of the best producers are my grade Saanens and to

improve our herd I must select my bucks from these animals,

and tend to use a pedigree buck only over my pedigree does.

Because of this, while I hope to improve my average production,

I am only slowly increasing our pedigree numbers. I feel- that

the goat breeders association and the commercial associations

can achieve much by closer liason. I would hope that within

five years, between us, we can produce a goat that gives a good
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quantity of milk from average feed, is hardy, and is not suscept

ible to footrot, worms and virus pneumonia. This is not an

impossibility and with co-operation could be achieved in con

side rably Ie s s time.

I said earlier goats respond to good management quicker

than any other animal I know. Their health is very much a

matter of good management, and here the advice of a good vet

is invaluable. Goats are susceptible to all the ailments of

sheep, but because we insist on milking them twice a day we at

least double the magnitude of any problem we have, solely from

the stress of milking.

Foot trimming and treatment of footrot is a six-weekly

chore throughout the year. With regular treatment footrot can

be virtually eliminated, but we have found if we try to mi ss

out a treatment or even lengthen the period between treatments,

we have a higher incidence of footrot next time round. With

regular treatment we find only about two or three per cent of

the herd require treatment other than trimming. If herd

numbers are too great to do the herd all at once it is quite

simple to do eight or so a day after each milking. The most

important thing appears to be to hold a six weekly cycle. Foot

scald is a seasonal problem and should be treated as soon as it

is noticed. We keep a weak solution of formalin in a container

at the milk shed and treat any doe with footscald by putting her

foot into the container during milking. We treat footrot by

mixing bluestone with lard or vaseline and rubbing this into the

infected area.

Worms are a continuous problem and multiply rapidly in

warm or hot weather, particularly when wet or accompanied
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with a shortage of feed. From November until the first cold

nights it is advisable to drench at two or three weekly intervals.

This probably sounds excessive but time and money spent on

drenching is more than returned in the milk cheque. Some

drenches have withholding periods and must not be used where

milk is used for human consumption in any form, but there are

many drenches of the wide spectrum type that are available,

and these are quite satisfactory. Most noticeable signs of a

heavy worm burden are scouring, lack of colour pigment around

eyes, nose and even udder, and a swelling or puffiness around

the face and lower jaw.

Lice can produce stress and therefore affect milk produc

tion. The most obvious sign is when you see a bird sitting on

a doe's back; the bird is not tired, it is looking for a feed. Other

obvious signs are a roughness of coat and a few goats rubbing

against trees or mesh fencing around the yard. But remember

some goats enjoy a good scratch just for their own pleasure.

I know of only one treatment for lice on a lactating animal that

has no wi thholding period but it is available from any vet.

Trace element deficiencies can seriously upset milk

production and great care should be taken to ensure that the

whole herd is not deficient. The only satisfactory way to do

this is to conduct a series of blood tests. We use the two best

milkers, the two oldest and two average as a cross section and

a control. We treat the whole herd to the requirements of the se

six goats. While deficiencies vary in each area, copper and iodine

would probably be the commonest. They can both be put right

by ,lrenching or in the case of copper with an injection. We

give the whole herd a regular drench of all the trace elements

and a vitamin supplement and it appears to help the lactating
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does in particular. Lick blocks are a help but are not enough

on their own. We keep blocks available all year of copper and

seaweed and iodine at tupping time. As with sheep, vaccine

must be administered to does one month before kidding, and

where does are being put to the buck for the first time vaccine

must be administered at tupping time. The multi vaccines

are quite safe and the disease to really guard against is pulpy

kidney as this is absolutely terminal to any infected kid.

Does sometimes get a swelling about the size of a golf

ball along the side of their fac e or below the ear. I do not

know why these swellings form but find the treatment very

simple. I lance the swelling at its lowest point to allow it to

drain and paint it with iodine. Sometimes these swellings

contain a clear fluid under pressure and sometimes a thick

yellow paste that needs to be squeezed out.

Mastitis is very much a management and hygiene problem

and, providing the correct testing of does and cleaning of

plant is done regularly, very few cases of mastitis occur and

these are usually cleared up with penicillin treatment. When

we are in a position to cull animals with mas ti tis we should be

able to almost eliminate it in the national herd. Unless the

udder is dirty I do not wash before milking as is normal with

cows. Goats have a much higher udder temperature than cows

and as any water left on the udder evaporates it will reduce the

udder temperature and can possibly cause mastitis. Not wash

ing does not affect let down and does not affect our hygiene.

Our bug counts vary between 15 and 20,000; a count of 250,000

is classed as first grade in cows milk.

Black mastitis, while being extremely dangerous, is

seldom fatal. Providing the doe is isolated and only has it
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in one half of the udder it is fairly simple to treat and bring

the doe back into the herd the following season. While the doe

will only have half an udder she can still produce a similar

quantity as a doe with a complete udder.

Eczema is not a problem, probably because of the feeding

habits of goats. They will not eat rank or dead grass nor do

they like grass that is short, the favoured length is midway

between cattle and sheep. Bloat is also not a problem again

probably because of the goats 1 feeding habits. They sometimes

appear to get slight cases of bloat, but recover without any

treatment. Our goats frequently grazed paddocks where it

would be impossible to graze cows without first spraying the

paddock.

Shed management can also affect milk production if any

stress is caused during milking or while waiting to be milked.

Horned does and herd leaders should be milked first to get them

out of the yard area before they start to knock the rest of the

herd about.

Vacuum pressure and pulsation rate can also cause stress.

A vacuum pressure of between 8 and 12 lbs p. s. i. is satisfac

tory, the aim being to hold the c ups on but keep the pres sure

low enough so not to cause cup creep and to avoid blisters and

tissue damage. We find a slower than normal rate of pulsation

suits our herd, but re seach is badly needed on both vacuum

pressures and pulsation rates.

Management of the herd in the paddocks varies very much

from farm to farm. It depends on terrain, natural shelter,

climate and many other things. Shelter at this stage is one of

the most important considerations of commercial goat farming
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and will remain so until we can breed a hardier animal.

Shelter has many meanings. A farm that is well protected

from cold and prevailing winds has many advantages over

other types of farms; in other words natural shelter is the

best, as well as being the cheapest. The protective effect of

trees against wind, rain and sun is also ve ry important. Mos t

other animals have a hardier constitution and require better

quality feed so farmers look longingly at flat farms with a

cover of 100 per cent rye and clover. Goat farmers must

look at rolling or even hilly farms with trees or even scrub to

supply shelter and some of the goats' preferred foods. Most

mature trees are able to withstand the feeding habit of goats,

but any trees under five or six years old will require adequate

protection. Where no natural shelter is available sheds must

be made available. This is unfortunate because it entails

high capital cost for something that is seldom used. For a

herd of 100 goats a shelter about the size of a two bay half

round barn is required and, as goat droppings tend to be num

erous when they are confined, their shelter must be easily

cleaned. All goat farms will require one shelter to house the

herd in continuous bad weathe r, but the contour and tree s on

some farms give many advantages over bare, flat farms.

Depending on contour and type of management, fencing can

be a considerable cost. Contrary to popular belief very few

domesticated goats jump fences or climb stays, but they will

go under fences through impossibly small holes. Electric fences

work well, but do not appear to teach adult goats to respect

ordinary fences. I erect all new fences with six ::>r seven wires

and five battens between posts and the second and fourth wires

from the bottom electrified, and the bottom wire a maximum of

two inches above ground level. The first and third wires are
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used as earth wires. This type of fence works well for us and

seems to teach the goatlings and kids a respect for ordinary

fences. Netting type fences are reasonably goat proof. Sheep

netting is dangerous as the holes are large anough to allow

entry of the head but too small to allow the goat to withdraw

its head without assistance. Pig netting is better because the

hole size is graduated with the smaller size at the bottom.

I always bear in mind that whenever I have a goat proof

paddock the goats will prove me wrong inside one month, and

I put this down to their intelligence and not my bad workman

ship. I find on our farm that rotational grazing of goats is of

little use and cancreatestress. Because of their browsing

nature the paddock I may want them to graze might not have

the right balance of food for that day or might not have suffi

cient shelter for the weather on that day. On our farm we do

very little rotational grazing with goats but do rotate cattle

for pasture management. My aim is to divide the farm into

four goat proof paddocks with internal cattle fences. In this

way I can partly control their grazing and allow regeneration

of their favoured plants without causing stress. Without some

management I can see a time when I have insufficient roughage

to support my herd, without feeding large amounts of hay or

other types of roughage. Goats will eat anything if they are

forced, but to farm goats for milk production we find it very

inadvisable to force them. On our farm goats do not eat

sedge, Australian sedge, gorse or winged thistle. Their favour

ite foods are young shoots of blackberry, macrocarpa, willow,

tobacco weed and any crop except pumpkin or cucumber, but

apart from cropping their milk produc tion doe s not co me from

their favourite foods. It comes from the grass and clover in

the paddock. After morning mincing I like to see the goats

browse on their favourite foods and then get clown to the main
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business and start eating pasture. Although goats will produce

some income from any type of feed it is our experience that

good -=luality topdressed pasture is the most economic feed

for the return it produces. Without good pasture a larger

amount of dairy ration or other protein food will be used. We

feed dairy ration at every milking, solely to keep them occ u

pied. Our cost works out at 3c per doe per milking and I would

not expect to see an increase in production for this outlay.

Our return is in ease of handling during milking and getting

them into the yard. When the weather is cold and wet, goats

are reluctant to go out and feed so we feed hay to get them

started. They eat very little hay when fed out in the paddock

but enjoy hay when it is placed in a crib or hay rack. We use

small portable racks and normally only feed out one bale a

day, but if the weather is continuously wet and cold we feed hay

ad lib. At these times we still only use about three bales a

day. Our total hay requirements for 100 goats are between

250 and 300 bales a year. But these requirements are only

applicable with our type of management. Over drought periods

it is advisable to have silage or a high protein crop available.

Although drought conditions do not affect goats to the same

extent as cows we find they tend to loose condition while main

taining their production ~nless high protein food is available.

We prefer silage, mainly because of the high cost of cropping

and goat proof fencing for a paddock to grow a crop. Unlike

cows, goat milk production is not related to their water intake.

We have induced test goats to drink two gallons of water a day,

by adding molasses, and found no increase in their milk produc

tion after five da ys of this treatment. Goats prefe r warm, clean

water and we keep this available to them in the yard. We treat

the water with molasses, salt and iodine as required. This way
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does that require extra minerals beyond our drenches can get

them from the trough. 1£ we gave mineral drenches to the

requirements of the oldest or poorest goats it is quite possible

we could do more harm to the rest of the herd. The extra

treatments by trough seem to work in with our type of manage

ment. While goats graze anywhere during the day their habit

is to select a permanent night camp on high sloping ground.

The y prefer their camp to be the leeward side of th 2 hill, and

are not worried if there is no shelter. The only exception to

this is in wet weather and then they will stay in their shelter.

When siting the milk shed it is advisable to remember their

night camp and site the shed in close proximity to their camp.

We encourage their use of a permanent camp by placing lick

blocks at the site and for three years now they have returned

to this slope every night. Because of the close proximity of

our shed it takes us five minutes to muster and yard the goats

for the morning milking.

Kid rearing is an important part of goat farmi ng and when

done correctly greatly assists future management. Kids should

be taken from the doe at birth and placed in a warm dry shelter.

The first three days after birth the doe and her kids should be

brought together at the milking shed to allow the kid to use the

doe's colestrum. After the first three days the kids can be

raised successfully on goats milk, cows' milk or a milk sub

stitute. Kids require two feeds daily of one pint of fluid or less.

Care must be taken to adjust the liquid intake as kids scour

quickly when too much liquid is given. We administer minerals

and vitamins in their milk from two weeks of age and keep small

quantities of fresh hay available at all times. Kids will draft

at one day old, but although bucket rearing is much easier it

does cause problems. From a bucket the milK tends to enter
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the wrong stomach and the kids scour. It also tends to develop

pot bellies and stunts growth. A lamb feeder with bails gives

the kids individual quantities and is easily cleaned. We keep

the kids well housed on concrete with an outside concrete yard

for the fir st two weeks after birth, mainly so that we can hold

them in clean sterile conditions and harden them off with no

stress. At two weeks of age we put them in a paddock of about

one acre with plenty of grass and very well sheltered. They

remain in this paddock and the two adjacent ones for the next

ten weeks or so before weaning, as we wean by a weight of

40 lbs and not by age. When weaned, kids are introduced back

into the herd and yarded wi th the herd at eve ry milking. At

tupping all kids over 80 lb are left with the he rd and any under

80 lb are held in a separate paddock until they achieve this

weigh t. We aim at reaching 80 lb Iiveweight by the time the

kid is seven to eight months old. We cut off our mating period

at the end of June and any kids not served at this time are held

until the next year or sold. Rearing good kids takes considerable

time and to house them properly is expensive, until you con

sider that this year a doe kid at four days old is worth $200 and

a weaned doe kid is worth at least $250. I feel that any expense

or effort from us is well rewarded.

Our buck selection for the first two years was solely on

milk production. I found it difficult to relate production achieved

through bucks and dams from other producers with our farm

management due to different farm management practices. For

the same reason I am reluctant to use A.1. withont information

of the farm, feed and management. By thi s I mean I have

several does I can induce to produce over nine litres a day for

a full lactation by confinement" and a high protein diet. But I

am aiming at an economical grass farm where I have some
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control over my input costs. The price I receive for my milk

is fixed for twelve months in advance, so having worked out

my costs at the beginning of the year I cannot afford high cost

increases during the year.

I
I have budgeted next seasons income and expendi ture based

on this year's average production. I have allowed for increased

costs I am aware of, and increased all other costs by 10 per .cent

which is probably a little light. To offset this I have allowed

for an average herd lactation of 250 days which I know is under

average. As herd sizes vary considerably I have worked back

to a unit of one. A price of $4. 80 a kilogram of powder has

been agreed. I have allowed a 10 per cent solids figure as an

ave rage for the season.

Income

Doe produces 2.25 litres per day =$1.09/doe.

Doe produces 562.5 litres in season = $272. n/doe.

Production Costs

Meal

Power, shed and freezer

Collection

Manufacturing

Vet and Vet Supplies

This leaves a profit figure of

$

15.00

12.45

7.50

27.26

60.98

$123.19

$149.53/doe

From this figure must be deducted individual farm costs of:

Mortgage

Living

Vehicle

Tax

Manure

Phone

Depreciation

Insurance
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Added to this figure are revenue s from sale of exce s s goat

stock and beef support stock.

To try to make these figures a little clearer I have included

an average set of figures for a farm of 100 acres milking an

establishment herd of 50 does.

INCOME

Milk production

Sale of 10 doe kids at 3 days old

Sale of 50 yearling beef at $170

TOTAL INCOME

EXPENDITU RE

Production Costs

Mortgage of $50, 000 over 15 year s

Manure 4 cwt on 50 acres

Living

Phone

Vehicle

$

13,636.00

2,000.00

8,500.00

24,136.00

6,159.50

5,200.00

600.00

2,600.00

52 0.00

1,040.00

Depreciation on Buildings, House, shed and
barns 1,500.00

Depreciation on Machinery, Tractor and car 800.00

Insurance 1,000.00

50 Calves at $30.00 1,500.00

Rearing Calves 1,000.00

Hay 500 bales at 60 cents 300.00

TOTAL EXPENDITU RE 22,219.50

NET PROFIT $1,916.50
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This may not appear a very good year but as a first year

budget on an establishment herd the farm would be very much

understocked with room for considerable expansion.

In Northland this season we set up aDair y Company for

the supply and marketing of goats r milk. Thi s was done for

many reasons. Namely the company manufacturing goats I

milk powder was not happy with manufacturing powder for an

inc reasing numbe r of individuals, and proce s sing and collec t

ing individual accounts. As individuals we were not happy

with our very fragmented marketing set up and the possibility

we would shortly be competing wit h each other for the local

market. As individuals we felt we had no voice with any

Government Department and little bargaining power for the

sale of our product.

At present we operate out of an existing dairy company

and manufacture whole milk powder only with seven suppliers.

Next season, 1979/80, we will have approximately fifteen

suppliers and will still only produce powder. However, we

are very keen to start our own factory and produce other

products, cheese, yoghurt etc, as soon as we have the finance.

In conclusion I entered goat farming to enjoy the way of

life my family wanted and to obtain an adequate income. I

feel we have achieved our aim by milking 100 goats and by

increasing our herd number we can enjoy a good standard of

living. I feel that the market for goat products is very much

untapped and with considerable expansion we can become a

large new export industry for New Zealand.





PANEL DISCUSSION ON ECONOMIC AND

FARM MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF GOAT FARMING

By G. Goodger
Farmer

Central Otago

We farm a 3 500 ha property in the Lindis Pass area of

Central Otago; 1 000 ha is badly reverting to briar.

Large areas of Central Otago are reverting to briar since

the rabbits have been reduced in number since 1950. I believe

other areas in New Zealand have a similar problem, namely

Marlborough and parts of Canterbury. We also have other

woody weeds notably 5 Finger, a yellow leafless plant, and

Matagouri.

I decided to run a few goats about five years ago on some

of the small paddocks near the homestead to observe what

effect goats would have on briar. Prior to this we had used

chemicals by aerial application and results were not as good

as expected at the cost involved.

I was very impressed with the way the goats continually

attacked the bushes and was most surprised to see them strip

ping bark off the stems during the winter and dormant period

of the bushes growth.

This persistent grazing of the bushes has practically

eradicated the briar in one small paddock of about 3 ha. Last

October we purchased 200 ferals from the North Island. These

goats were put into a 15 ha paddock for 10 weeks that had some

parts of it almost over- grown with briar to the point of being

difficult to move through. This has been severely knocked

12 O.
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back by the goats to the extent that it is now eas y to walk about.

Now the growth has been eaten off; most of which was eaten in

the flower or green berry stage. But for all this only few of

the bushes and parts of others have actually died.

Only time will tell how long these bushes will persist

with this concentrated grazing of goats.

From observations so far it would appear the bushes are

most likely to die during dry periods in the early Autumn when

the moisture stress combined with defloration is too much for

the plant and it succ umbs.

I think that only when I have bred sufficient wethers to

hammer these areas even harder will I get an even quicker

eradication of briar. The use of wethers gives the breeding

stock a better chance to maintain condition.

Some local farmers have been most impressed by what

has been achieved in the short term and are considering

purchasing wether goats to control briar on their properties.

This may prove to be one of the main outlets for wether stock

in the fut ure. Of course this is nothing new for in the North

Island farmers have traditionally run goats to control other

woody weeds, mainly blackberry.

Fencing

Under intensified grazing (i. e. - 20 goats to the hectare)

one needs to have a very substantial fence as when the feed

becomes scarce the goats tend to pressure the fence line to get

at easier grazing outside the perimeter.

We have mostly rabbit netting well pegged along the bottom

or chain mesh type; however, goats need dehorning for this or
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. the stay wire s placed at 9" to 12 II spacings. Electric fencing

may be the answer here but I have not used it.

Effect on Pasture

During the period of concentrated grazing it was found

that the effect on the pasture was minimal; especially in that

clover appeared to be neglected.

Grazinii with other Animals

The goats have not been grazed with other stock up to this

time. Competition in briar eating would not be seriously

challenged as sheep rarely touch the weed and cattle eat only

the berries when ripe. Cattle tend to spread briar as the

seed survives their digestive system. Goats, however, seem

to grind the seed and so it does not appear in the faeces.





(i i) By Rae D. W. Adams
Farmer

"Coatbridge ", Blenheim

I farm 5 342 acres on the north bank of the Wairau Valley,

Marlborough. Annual rainfall varie s from 26 to 56 inches on

the property. The farm consists of approximately 450 acres

of medium to very stony flats; the rest of the property is

medium to steep hill country with a covering of native grass,

bracken fern, scrub manuka with a heavy covering of broom,

gorse, spanish heath and blackberry. About one-third of the

property is currently under development. Stock carried include

5 500 Perendale ewes and hoggets and 250 steers. Some crop

ping and forage crops are grown. Labour consists of two

permanent men as well as contractors. No grid power or tele

phone is on the farm. Both powe r and telephone come only to

the homestead section which is one mile from the main property.

The lack of grid power seriously limits the use of effective

electric fencing, especially for goat control.

Angora goats were originally imported by my grandfather,

William Adams, in 1904.

Some Difficulties in establishing my Angora goat flock

1. Making the decision to farm Angoras commercially in 1972.

Public acceptance of the idea was hard to establish, but among

the few enthusiasts were some influential and reassuring names 

Mrs Anr;e Lindesay of Keri Keri, Dan Studholme, Eketahuna,

Rod Polson, Palmerston North, Jim Wickens, Whangarei, and

Duncan McIntyre M. P., to name but a few.
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2. Obtaining quality stock.

It was diffic ult to find anyone who willingly confes sed to knowing

anything about goats and nearly all were very vague about Angoras.

I eventually procured two kids from the Lands and Survey,

Whangarei, and the rest came from the Palmerston North and

Wanganui areas with odd animals from Waiouru and Hawkes

Bay. It is interesting to note that nobody wanted to know any-

thing about goats or the subject of goats as they obviously

regarded them to be in the same rather socially inferior cat-

egory of pigs and poultry. As recently as eighteen months ago

the majority of people we re ignorant about Angora goats and

their whe reabouts throughout the country and yet, today,

nearly every doe that is sold is described as "bush Angora, "

part Angora, or coming from an area where they were once

farmed. In some case s this is true.

3. Learning to adapt sheep handling and husbandry methods

to suit the goats.

Domesticating, hand-feeding, drenching, dipping, shearing

and caring for their feet presented no problems. I consider

the testing of the goats to be the most important step I have

taken thus enabling me to is sue a signed certificate with ea'ch

animal sold. This protects both parties in a sale, but this

does not, however, include any guarantee as to the fertility

of the animal.

4. Fencing

Poor fences are disastrous for controlling goats, but good

quality sheep fencing is quite adequate. Goats are more

intelligent than sheep and quickly take advantage of any lack of

maintenance.
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Acceptance of Angora farming in its own right

It was difficult for neighbours and the farming community

generally to accept that Angoras had a place in the farming

scene. In addition difficulties facing other institutions included:

Stock Firms - To deal intelligently and seriously in this type

of stock and finance it on the same basis as other farm stock.

Transport Industry - Te> handle, consign with care and look

after animals in transit.

Finance Institutions - To realize the potential values of goats

and to make a realistic business approach to the financial

problems involved.

Forest Service - To realize that they did not have the sole

right to dictate to others whether they kept goats or not and

that they needed to be reasonable and much more diplomatic

in their approach to people farming them. In my experience

the Wild Life Division has been most co-operative and helpful.

M.A. F. - Lack of knowledge of the goat industry and the

attitude that they already had enough on their plate (with the

cattle testing scheme) has undergone a complete overhaul,

with personnel becomi.ng increasingly interested in serving

the new industry with correct and up-to-date information

and expertise. They also undertook the first testing of goats

and I appreciate their active participation and willing involve

ment at that stage.

Fair treatment from various bodies has been hard to obtain

The Police were not interested in tracing animals even

though tattooes. ear-tags. registered earmarks and tallies

were provided. They obviously regarded Angora goa ts of

little value and therefore beneath their dignity to investigate.
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Eighteen Angora goats were lost by me personally by their

reluctance to act. In contrast to this attitude a recently stolen

buck from the West Coast with my registered earmark was

traced within five days of the theft and the culprit heavily fined

and jailed.

Magistrate's Court

In one instance, even though the Police proved the theft

through a ballistics report and parts of the carcasses recovered

and posi tive identification of the men both of whom faced other

Court charges, the Magistrate fined them for the shooting of

the goats, but was not concerned with the value of the goats or

the offender I s records as he ordered the immediate return of

the rifles to the culprits much to the dismay of the Police.

Sportsmen

These people have generally been responsible with only

the occasional poacher.

Local Bodies

The Marlborough County Council has been reluctant to

allow the erection of additional road signs to help visiting public

to easily locate Angora stud breeders' properties.

General

Disposing of the mohair clip was a problem as initially the

only market was with spinners and weavers whose requirements

were small. Only quality mohair was sought after and all odd

ments were virtually waste and uneconomic. With a centralised

selling centre complete with binning facilities and competent

classers, buyers have keenly competed for all grades of the

produc t with a satisfactory return to the growe r. This method

enables the grower to dispose of his whole clip efficiently.
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Diffic ulty in getting surplus stock killed and skins pro

ces sed has been a problem; however, I may have had a break

through recently with the killing of the first consignment of

wether goats, to be cut and processed for local consumption.

These dressed out at between 8.5 and 37 kg and were passed

by the Meat Inspectors who commented on their attractive

appearance and considered the popular cuts would sell readily

with the remainder of the carcass being boned out for small

goods.

It appears now that Angoras will be completely accepted and

take their rightful place as fully dome sticated farm animals

and earners of overseas exchange. Also that they will pla.y

a complementary role on many farms contributing to weed and

pasture control while at the same time supplying extra income

from mohair, hide s, meat and surplus stock. I don It believe

Angoras have to be run on clean pasture to provide top quality

mohair. From my own experience adult Angoras can graze very

rough country without undue damage or loss of mohair.





(ii i) By Alison Harris
Farmer
Nelson

Tasman Goat Producers is a group of four goat owners

who began milking commercially last spring (1978). Their

aim was to make their own goats pay their way, optimistically

to produce some additi:mal income but principally to establish

a market for goats I milk in the Nelson/ Golden Bay area. Fetta

Cheese appeared to be the most suitable venture for the quantity

of milk available.

As a member, I bor rowed $10, 000 from the Rural Bank

for a dairy shed, fencing, and stock and milked 37 goats. I

supplied the factory with 500 kg fat or 12 600 litres of milk.

Milk at the beginning and end of the season was frozen for kid

rearing or used for domestic supply.

Production this year was low - an average of three pints

per goat per day. Half of the herd were first kidders and 14

of them were of unknown ance stry and had had minim om human

contact. Shifting the latter from paddock to shed was a major

undertaking and training them to the milking routine was time

consuming and exhausting. I would strongly recommend that

anyone contemplating goat milking begin with tractable does

giving a reasonable yield;

It is an understatement that goat husbandry requires a great

deal of experience. Goats are intelligent affectionate animals

needing individual care and attention. Dairy goat farming is

a 25 hour, 8 day a week job. Most dairy goat farmers are

prepared for this commitment out of love for their animals.
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However, much time can be saved by being 'well' organised

and having adequate facilities such as sheds, fencing and yards.

Mana~ement

Two systems of management seem pos sible - either free

range over a wide area or rotational grazing with a new break

of grass each day. Goats prefer good dairy pasture 4-6 inches

high or longer with a balance of roughage. They nip the tops

off the grass and are not keen on clover. Hay should be pro

vided in racks designed to prevent wastage. Roughage includ

ing blackberry, barberry, gorse and tree leaves is preferred

in the autumn and winter. However, dairy goats need to be

well fed all year round to build up reserves for their next

lactation.

Goats are easily controlled by electric fences- 4 wires

being adequate once they are trained. Pasture management

is complicated by the necessity to get back to shelter during

periods of wind and rain, by more complex fencing requirements

and by the necessity to maintain worm free pasture. Goats

will not eat grass they don't like. They will simply lose

condition and milk yield will drop. Goats are thin skinned

and need to keep warm. They do not like grazing in cold

windy conditions or exposed paddocks.

It is necessary to have some way of controlling excess

pasture growth during spring and summer. Cattle are ideal.

Autumn management is difficult; worm control is com

plicated by mating management, doe s become wilful and

obstinate, or leap fences with gay abandon. At this stage the

flock queen ma y choose to take the herd 'walk- about', finding

the herbage on the neighbouring property much more de sirable.
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Mating management needs to be well organised. Tasman

Goat Producers made a ruling that bucks were to be kept at

least 45 metres from dairy sheds to avoid the possibility of

buck odour contaminating the milk. To avoid mismatings it

is wise to house the bucks during the breeding season. This

means identifying the does on heat and taking them to the buck

for service. (Goat farmers I arms practically leave their

sockets. )

Dairy goats have higher mineral requirements than dairy

cows. We have experienced deficiencies in iodine, cobalt,

copper and perhaps selenium where these have not shown up

on sheep and cattle run on the same property. Salt licks were

inadequate in our situation. Goats are also sensitive to the

ratio of Calcium to Phosphorus in the diet. What minerals

they do require is the source of controversy. The M. A. F.

and vets have taken tests but at present we have few answers.

Another area of concern has been the nutritional require

ments of goats - whether they can produce well on pasture and

hay or whether supplementary feeding is necessary. Almost

all literature available states that dairy goats need additional

meal feeding. However, it may not be economical to do this.

There is need for research on goats under New Zealand farm

ing conditions to ascertain stocking rates for maximum produc

tion.

Health

There were no problems as sociated with kidding or kid

rearing, except, 20 per cent of the goats slipped their kids.

Some cases of mastitis occurred in the spring, pneumonia

during the drought, and foot scald during the autumn.
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Our vet has a Panacur grant to study goat health and has been

extremely helpful. We carry out monthly drenching and foot

trimming and have given vaccines for pulpy kidney and footrot.

Teat sprays are used to control mastitis and dry cow therapy

is used.

It seems important not to under dose goats when treating

them for an illness. Sick goats need immediate attention and

careful nursing ~ more so than any other animal.

Veterinary knowledge about goats is sadly lacking.

Fortunately this situation is changing but vets in New Zealand

definitely need more training in the gentle and subtle art of

goatery.

Milkin~ routine s

Goat milking sheds were designed by the M. A. F. with the

same dairy regulations as for cows. Most people prefer her

ring bones with raised platforms or step-up walk thrus.

I milk on a raised platform using five sets of cups. The

goats milk out quickly but I found it neces sary to hand strip

some goats that didn't milk out well on the machines.

The milk is stored in an insulated vat and either frozen or

refrigerated until pick-up. There is no shed designed at present

by the M. A. F. for those wanting to mi.lk a small number of goats

(under 20) either by hand or with a bucket plant. Most people

willing to join our group are in this category, trying desper

ately to build up numbers and unwilling to spend $10,000 or

more on the dairy shed for a few goats. The Dairy Division IS

policy seems to be to discourage people from milking small

numbers of goats even though the milk can be frozen. They are
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"boggled" by what they see as an administrative and super

visory nightmare. This is inhibiting the growth of our industry.

The organisation of goat milking needs to proceed along

different lines from cows' milk production. "Square pegs don It

go in round holes~ "

Buildin~ up Numbers

One of the major problems in our area is the shortage of

stock. Demand is tending to push the price of goats out of the

range of most potential goat milkers. A doe kid a few days

old is now fetching $150 - $2 00.

It is also impossible to buy enough goats to establish a

herd. It is a matter of acquiring one or two does and over a

period of years building up numbers or leasing from other

goat owners in a similar position. No goat owners in our area

are able to cull.

Weare breeding up by buying the be st bucks available.

There are a number of goats under herd test in New Zealand

but finding suitable bucks is a hit and mis s affair requiring a

lot of research and faith in the integrity of other breeders.

We have been fortunate to acquire some good stock for the

Nelson/ Golden Bay area.

It is well recognised that New Zealand has some of the

best dairy goats in the world. There is a tremendous potential

for breeders if a goat milking industry can be established.

Overseas, developing countries are showing an interest in our

dairy stock.

At present it is not possible to import semen from overseas.

Goats can be imported from Tasmania but there appear to be

very few goats there available for sale.
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Some feral-cross goats are worth considering but a lot

of culling is necessary. Breeding up from ferals is a very

slow way to build up a milking herd. More research is needed

in this area.

There is conflicting advice about the size of a goat milk

ing unit 100 - 200 goats often being quoted as a manageable

one man unit. Labour input for goats is high, and sheds and

fencing expensive. In my experience goats are best run in

groups of 30 or less. There is little written on this subject.

Future for Goat Milking in Nelson District

Next season nine suppliers intend to milk commercially

and a number of other herds are be ing built up. Intere st in

goat milking is high. People with many backgrounds of farm

ing experience have expressed an interest in goat farming as

a way to use reverting land or to provide job opportunities for

other members of the family.

In our area there are a number of small or uneconomic

farms which would make excellent goat units. The potential

for goat dairying seems limitless, providing a profitable

market can be found. At present a number of unrealistic

articles and budgets have appeared in the media giving people

a fake impression of the economics of goat milking. I believe

the situation in Northland, where milk is supplied for powder,

is much more promising.

The attitude in our area is a 'wait and see lone. Some

form of Government assistance may be necessary to get the

industry off the ground.
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Goats Milk as a Product

Few people in New Zealand have tasted goats' milk - the

general reaction seems to be one of agreeable surpri se or an

inability to distinguish it from cows' milk. When hygienically

produced and kept refrigerated, goats' milk has no discernable

flavour o

Goats' milk has gained a reputation as a health food because

of its digestibility and as a substitute for cows' milk to relieve

asthma, eczema and other allergies.

The Health Department is at present testing goats' milk

from our area to establish a standard.

We definitely need a promotional campaign to advertise

goats' milk as a quality product and to keep a steady supply

available to the public.

Finally

Although the members of our group have found the financial

return thi s season disappointing we are still highly optimistic

about the future. The key to success is obviously more milk

per goat and more goat milkers but most of all the need for

a profitable market.
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GENETIC IMPROVEMENT OF GOATS FOR

MEAT, MOHAIR AND MILK PRODUCTION

By G. A. Wickham
Sheep Husbandry Department

Massey University, Palmerston North

INTRODUCTION

Planning for the genetic improvement of goats involves

defining the objectives of the improvement schemes and then

devising the breeding systems that are likely to be most effec

tive in achieving these objectives. The lack of information on

the future economic importance of various goat products and

of genetic parameters applicable to goats in New Zealand makes

it unlikely that decisions made at this stage will be highly accurate.

Nevertheless it appears there is considerable genetic potential

available and progress can be made if resources are used in

goat improvement.

The goat population available appears to have come from a

varied base and probably contains most of the material required

to provide an adequate gene pool for genetic improvement.

In addition many years of natural selection has resulted in

adaptation to the local environment. However, there has been

little effective selection carried out on this goat population and

the New Zealand goats are probably much inferior to goats in

some other countries in their inherent levels of production.

This is particularly the case with mohair production where

there has probably been considerable natural selection against

high levels of mohair production during the period when the

goats were not being shorn.
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GROUPS OF IMPROVEMENT OBJECTIVES

The definition of aims and objectives for a breeding scheme

depends primarily on the relative economic values of the different

products but needs also to take into account factors which

influence costs of production and whether it is possible to achieve

worthwhile improvements in the characeristics which may be

included in the objective. Because it is extremely difficult to

improve a large number of unrelated traits all at once it is

frequently a good policy to set up different breeds and strains

and then concentrate on a limited number of characteri stics

in each breed or strain. Later these breeds or strains may

be crossed to blend the traits together. Thus in sheep there

are different selection objectives in the breeds which contri-

bute the bulk of the national ewe flock (Romney, Coopworth,

Perendale) to those which are used to provide terminal-crossing

sires (Southdown, Suffolk, etc.).

There is a clear need for at least two and possibly three

types of goat:

1. The milk producing goats.

2. The goats which have mohair production as their

prime function but in which meat production and

weed control are secondary objective s.

3. Perhaps a hardy goat which is a specialised meat

producer and scrub controller is also required.

METHODS OF GENETIC IMPROVEMENT

Three methods of genetic improvement are available to

the goat industry.

Importation

The importation of goats, embryos or semen offers the
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.opportunity for a major improvement of the genetic potential

of the goats in this country. Mohair production in particular

could be boosted tremendously by the importation of fresh

genetic material from U. S. A. or South Africa, countries where

the Angora goats were still being selected for mohair production

at a time when natural selection was reducing the amount of

mohair on the New Zealand goats. Also there is a very narrow

genetic base to the dairy breeds in this country and the relatively

sophisticated recording schemes in some countries should have

resulted in their milking goats being genetically superior to

those in New Zealand. Importation of new material from these

countries would be beneficial.

Unfortunately quarantine restrictions seem to rule out any

prospects of importation from worthwhile sources in the near

future. Goats can carry both scrapie and blue tongue. If the

fear of importation of scrapie is sufficient to prevent the sheep

industry importing new genetic material it seems most unlikely

that the same risks will be run in importing goats where the

potential benefits to the country do not seem so great. While

it is thought unlikely that scrapie would be transmitted via

semen there is no conclusive proof and there does not appear to

be any research underway to establish this. When the wide

variety of sources of the goats originally introduced into New

Zealand is considered it seems surprising that scrapie was not

introduced with them.

Crossbreeding

Crossbreeding can be used in a variety of ways to bring

about improvements of production. Just at present the form

of crossbreeding that is proving most useful is grading up.

Bucks with high levels of Angora ancestry are being spread
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through wider proportion of the population. After about 4 to

5 generations of this process few of the characteristics of the

original does will remain and the population established will

have almost all the characeristics of the breed used for top

crossing (the Angoras). This means that it does not matter

much what sort of does are used initially. Their influence on

the genetic makeup of the graded up population will be relatively

insignificant. If a proportion of the characteristics of the

original does is desired the topcrossing must not carryon for

more than 2 to 3 generations. After one, two or three gener

ations of topcrossing the crossbreds should then be mated

together (interbred).

Crossbreeding can be used to introduce new genes into a

population. Selection will only work if genes for the character

istic desired are present in the flock or breed to be improved.

Thus certain people in New Zealand are trying to produce a black

mohair producing goat. This will only work if the gene for self

colour & and the gene for black l} is present in the population.

The & gene is not normally found in Angoras and would have to

be introduced by crossing. Others are interested in producing

a polled Angora and the poll gene would have to be introduced

(hopefully without the gene resulting in infertility which apparently

resides on the same chromosome as the poll gene in many goats).

Crossbreeding frequently results in hybrid vigour, par

ticularly in fertility, survival and growth rate. This hybrid

vigour tends to occur to the greatest extent in the first cross of

breeds that have been genetically isolated for some time, par

ticularly if there has been a degree of inbreeding in the

establishment of the parent breeds. It is, however, rather

hazardous to try and predict how much hybrid vigour will be

present if there have been no experimental crossings.
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Selection

Selection has been and will continue to be the main basis

of long-term animal improvement. In domestic animals two

lypes of selection operate. Natural selection where the less

hardy, less-well-developed animals die before they reach

breeding age and artificial selection where man intentionally

keeps certain types of animals for breeding from. The end

result is that the genes present in the animals that are not able

to breed are eliminated from the population and there is a

gradual increase in the gsnes that lead to better adaptation and

the type of animal desired.

The goat population of New Zealand has evolved more as a

result of natural selection than artificial selection. For arti

ficial selection to be highly effective it is usually necessary

that the animals be individually identified and, if numbers are

large, records of performance kept. Selection tends to be far

more effective in large flocks but there are major difficulties

in keeping good individual records of large flocks of goats. In

the past there has not been sufficient motivation for these

difficulties to be surmounted.

IMPROVEMENT OF MEAT PRODUCTION

By far the most important factor in determining the efficiency

with which animal feeds are converted into meat is the repro

ductive rate of the female (Dickerson, 1970, 1978). If the

reproductive rate is not high, much of the food required is used

in maintaining the breeding females. If most does produce twins

rather than single kids this will result in a very marked improve

ment in the amount of meat produced per hectare grazed. The

ideal goat meat production system would involve mating a doe

with low feed requirements to a buck which sired fast-growing
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kids. The does should produce and rear 2 to 3 kids which would

grow nearly as large or larger than the does within 4 to 5 months.

Unfortunately this system is many years away. Clearly, however,

the fertility of the does must occupy a very important place in the

selection objectives for goats that are being selected for meat

production.

Fortunately many of the goats available in New Zealand appear

to have quite a high twinning rate already. If any effort is to

be put into improving the efficiency of goat meat production in

this country one of the first steps should be to identify the

most fertile strains of goats available.

Along with the identification of fertile strains selection for

greater fertility will improve efficiency. There is little infor

mation to aid in the planning of fertility selection schemes for

goats but it seems that selection on the basis of darn's fertility

should result in slow but steady improvement in twinning rate,

just as it is doing in sheep. Unfortunately this is not easy to

carry out and involves identifying the progeny of the most

fertile darns. At present this is only carried out in flocks of

dairy goats and Angoras and it would be a daunting task in many

of the flocks ueed for the weed control-meat production function.

There is little information on indirect methods of improving

the fertility of goats. However, U. S. research results indicate

that the open-faced Angora is far more fertile than the covered

faced doe and has similar fleece weights (Shelton, 1959).

The next most important factor determining the efficiency

of conversion of fodder to meat is the growth rate of the young

animal. Ideally the young goat should grow rapidly \0 its

slaughte.r weight and those animals which are not slaughtered
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should not grow much larger. Unfortunately the feral and

Angora goats in New Zealand grow slowly and do not reach their

mature body size until they are about three years old. The

most desirable type of growth pattern would see the goats

reaching their mature body size at less than one year old;

ideally probably about six months and not growing thereafter.

While it is unlikely that this growth pattern can be achieved in

the foreseeable future it should be possible to make considerable

improvement in the early growth rate if selection is aimed at

thi s.

Crossbreeding with dairy breeds usually results in con

siderable improvement in the growth rate. This improvement

appears to come both from the inherent ability of the dairy

breeds to grow and also, in the ·case of kids being reared by

dairy-crossbred does, from the greater milk supply available

to the kids.

With regard to meat quality, goat meat is generally

characterised by a high lean to fat ratio. When laying down

fat the goat tends to incorporate this fat around the viscera

rather than in subcutaneous and intermuscular areas (McDowell

and Bove, 1977). This characteristic is a major advantage for

certain markets and selection policies that would change it

should be examined carefully. The rather weak muscularity of

goat carcasses is a deficiency. However, it is unlikely that

selection for a more meaty-looking body shape is justified.

Frequently such selection does little to change muscularity but

results in more subcutaneous fat. Selection for growth rate

may result in a more meaty-looking carcass but selection for

weight at an early age in small laboratory animals has led to

more carcass fat (Baker et al., 1979). Whether selection for

growth rate in goats would have a similar effect is not clear.
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IMPROVEMENT OF MILK PRODUCTION

While the goat milk production pattern in New Zealand is

changing rapidly at pre sent the industry has been based on a

number of relatively small herds scattered through the country.

Many of these herds have been kept by 'fanciers' rather than

commercially-oriented producers. Much of the selection has

been based on vis ual appraisal of the goats rather than produc

tion figures. Those breeders who have been interested in

selecting on production have been frequently limited in their

ability to do this by small numbers and the lack of facilities

for milk testing. While certain Livestock Improvement

Associations have provided a valuable service others have seen

requests for testing milking goat herds as an impediment to

their main objective of improving dairy cattle.

Artificial inseITlination using frozen Semen is a viable

method in the goat and seems very appropriate in dairy goat

breeding. The importation of semen from European countries

that have well established milking goat improvement programmes

would be desirable if the goat milk production industry is to

grow. Failing this the industry will need to establish more

efficient techniques of identifying genetically- superior bucks

within the country and then using semen from these bucks more

widely. To do this the adoption of methods akin to the sire

selection methods in dairy cattle breeding seems necessary.

However, in view of the narrow genetic base more attention will

have to be paid to the level of inbreeding induced if a small

number of bucks is used widely.

The major objectives for improvement would appear to be

increased milk production, solids not fat content of the milk

and milking speed. Genetic studies of goats in Norway
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(Rhnningen, 1965) and France (Bouillon and Ricordeau, 1975)

indicate a high heritability of milk production (0.40-0.68).

Unfortunately high milk production appears to be genetically

related to low protein content (Bouillon and Ricordeau, 1975)

and slow milking speed (Bouillon, 1975) but nevertheless it

appears that it should be the main factor in selection. Some

attention should also be paid to ease of handling (temperament,

udder form, etc).

There is some doubt as to whether the present breed

structure should be maintained. The number of dairy goats

other than those of the Saanen breed is so small that for the

commercially-oriented producer there does not seem to be

any justification for trying to maintain them as separate breeds.

The degree of inbreeding must be very high already in these

breeds.

IMPROVEMENT OF MOHAIR PRODUCTION

Of the two types of textile fibres produced by the goat the

mohair fibre appears the only one with prospects for economic

production in New Zealand. Toward the end of the 19th century

Angora goat flocks were established in a number of areas.

Unfortunately the lack of adaptation of these animals to the

environment and periodic low prices for mohair led to the

abandoning of all these flocks. The descendants of these flocks

have continued in the feral state since then, particularly in

North Auckland and Northern Hawke's Bay, but often the feral

Angoras interbred with other feral goats. It is these descend

ants which form the basis of the flocks which are today being

expanded with the objective of producing mohair.

Unfortunately goats which were producing large amounts of

long mohair would have been unlikely to survive during the
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period when they were not being shorn. Consequently there

was probably considerable natural selection for a type of goat

with a light sparse fleece and the ability to shed its fleece.

Some of these feral Angoras have mohair of acceptable quality

for processing but their fleece weights are very low. However,

there have also been some benefits from natural selection and

the surviving Angoras are probably far better adapted to wet

conditions than the original immigrants.

In the last 10 to 15 years there have been a number of

importations of Angoras from Australia. The history of the

Angora in Australia is, however, very similar to that in New

Zealand and these also have fleece weights 'Hell below that of

the average Angora goat in U.S.A. or South Africa. Also with

some there have been major problems with lack of adaptation

to New Zealand conditions.

If there is to be a future for mohair production in New Zealand

the immediate priorities appear to be to get a larger number of

goats carrying genes of Angora origin and to bring about a sub

stantial increase in the weight of reasonable quality mohair

produced by each goat.

Grading up vs interbreeding

The first of these objectives must be met by using Angora

bucks on a considerable number of feral does and then improving

the progeny either by continuing to topcross with Angoras or by

selection within the interbred crossbreds. At what stage the

topcrossing with Angoras should ceaSe and the interbreeding of

the crcssbreds should begin is not at all clear. Grading up to

15/16 or 31/32 Angora will take many years and a programme

of relying on grading up for improvement will mean that the
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rate of improvement will be limited by the genetic gain a.chieyed

wi thin the s mall population and the limi ted gene pool of the

'purebred' Angoras. Conversely if crossbred bucks are

selected at an early stage and interbreeding practiced then

there will be a greater choice of bucks and greater variation

will be introduced.

It seems that for the small flocks the grading up process

should continue for a number of generations but in large flocks,

where there is more scope for selection, then the grading up

should cease when bucks approaching acceptable standard begin

to appear amongst those bred within the flock.

When interbreeding at an early stage is envisaged then the

type of goat used to provide the original female base is far mOre

important. In this situation probably a wide variety of goats

including dairy breeds (to give milk production and growth rate)

should be included.

Improvement of fleece weight

While breeders use a number of visual criteria as indicators

of fleece weight it seems that most of these are relatively

inaccurate and selection on the basis of weight of the first two

fleeces (assuming the goats are shorn twice yearly) is the best

method of increasing mohair production.

None of the indirect indicators of mohair produc tion have

proved very accurate. Staple length is not closely related to

fleece weight (Shelton and Bassett, 1970) while fibre density

in the skin has proved notoriously difficult to assess by hand

and eye appraisaL Some Angoras have a considerable propor

tion of the belly poorly covered by mohair and this is associated

with low fleece weight.
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Improvement of mohair guality

American and South African breeders have relied heavily

on staple characteristic s of the mohair as indicators of mohair

value. Similar procedures have been used by sheep breeders

but recent research has indicated that the staple characteristics

of wool are not closely related to fibre characteristics and

processing performance is determined by fibre characteristics

rather than staple characteristics since the staples are broken

up during processing. While the equivalent research has not

been carried out with mohair, it appears that fibre and staple

characteristics are not closely related with this material.

Thus style (staple size) and character (staple crimp) which

have been important selection criteria in America and South

Africa should probably not be considered major selection

objectives in New Zealand. There are other traits which appear

more important and using selection on less important things

will reduce the selection pressure on the main traits.

In the initial phase of improvement by grading up or inter

breeding the principle problem with mohair quality is the presence

of coarse medullated fibres. The extent to which these can be

tolerated varies with different types of end products and pro

cessing systems but they must be considered a disadvantage in

almost all situations and frequently they cannot be tolerated

at all. These fibres show up to the greatest extent along the

back. There are two types of medullated fibres. Those that

only grow for short periods and eventually moult (kemps) and

the longer but slightly finer fibres that grow more continuously.

There are indications that the inheritance of kemp densi ty is

relatively simple.
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In the later stages of the improvement programme, as the

medullation and kemp problem is reduced to minor proportions,

the important characteristics to consider are lustre, fineness

and softne ss.

It is the degree of lustre of mohair which to a large extent

distinguishes it from wool. This lustre enables fabrics with

special finishes to be manufactured from mohair.

Fineness and softness are closely as sociated. Mohair is

usually soft unless there is ahigh degree of medullation. Finer

fibres result in a softer handle and also allow the production of

finer yarns and fabrics.

Another objective in improving mohair is to overcome the

seasonal pattern of fibre growth which has become far more

marked in the New Zealand Angoras, apparently as a mechanism

of allowing the annual los s of a large proportion of the fibre s

when the goats are not being shorn. This fibre loss results in

the fleece becoming badly matted if the goats are not being

shorn in winter or in early spring. Presumably selection for

fleece weight will help overCOme this problem just as selection

for fleece weight in sheep results in a correlated inc rease in

resistance to cotting (Chopra et al., 1979). In most circum'stances

white mohair is desired. This is usually no difficulty since the

inheritance of coat pigmentation in goats (Berge, 1966) seems

almost identical to that in sheep (Adalsteinsson, 1979) and white

is dominant to all other colours except tan which appears in

some crossbreds. The policy of American and South African

breeders to select goats with pink hoof and horn, apparently

in the belief that this is likely to be associated with white mohair,

seems to be a waste of selection potential.
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There is a lack of genetic paramet.ers that will allow predic

tions to be made of the rate of improvement of these mohair

production traits in New Zealand goats. Preliminary estimates

of the heritability of mohair production traits of U. S. Angoras

are presented in Table 1. It is clear that progress from selec

tion will be relatively slow, in comparison with the gains that

could be made if it was pos sible to import semen from high

producing bucks bred in U. S. A. or South Africa.

TABLE 1 Estimates of Heritability for Various Traits in U.S.

Angora Goats. *

Trait

Live weight

Greasy fleece weight

Clean fleece weight

Yield

Fibre diameter

StapIe length

Face cover

Belly cover

Kemp score

'" From Shelton and Bassett (1970)

CONCLUSIONS

Heritability

0.50

0.40

0.20

0.48

0.12

0.79

0.31

0.02

0.43

It seems that most of the genetic improvement of the goat

population in New Zealand will have to come through selection.

As far as the milking goats are concerned there is a need

for the provision of soundly-based systems to aid in the selection

of the bucks with the best genotypes for milk production, milk
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solids content, milking speed arid temperament. There would

be some advantages in having a supply of frozen semen from

well proven bucks available perhaps from the Livestock

Improvement Association. There is, however, a risk that

increasing use of A.1. could aggravate the problem of inbreeding

in the milking goat population unless semen could be introduced

from other countries.

The most important immediate step for improving the New

Zealand Angora population is to get larger numbers of goats

unde-r selection. The immediate objectives of this selection

should be to improve fleece weights and to reduce the proportion

of kemps and other medullated fibres. Other objectives of

mohair improvement are to increase lustre, softness and fibre

fineriess and to reduce the tendency for fibres to shed in late

winter-early spring. A reasonable level of fertility is also

required in the Angora both to provide surplus animals for sale

and also to allow more scope for selection. Faster growth rat.e

wo uld also be a worthwhile objective since the Angora has a .meat

production function as well as mohair production. Also Some

selection for temperament and resistance to footrot may be

desirable as bad temperament and footrot problems could add

considerably to the costs and troubles of farming Angoras.

There is a considerable risk of reaching high levels of

inbreeding in the New Zealan:l Angora population if the grading

up process is used exclusively for the improvement process.

About 4 to 5 bucks figure very largely in the ancestry of the

present small Angora population.

There is Some doubt whether a specialist meat-proc1ucing

goat.is justified but, if it is, the main selection objectives appear
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to be high fertility and fast growth associated;with greater case

of handling than is normally found in the majority of goats used

for meat production in New Zealand.

There is a major need for an edl.;lcation.programrne in

aspects of goat improvement if the gains possible by selection

are to be realised. While goats are not the easiest animals

to keep accurate records on there is an urgent need for breeders

to keep more accurate production records and .to use .these

records to a greater extent.in their selection.
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A ROLE FOR THE GOAT IN NEW ZEALAND AGRICULTURE

IN THE 1980's

By J. M. W. Ritchie and A. H. Kirton
Ruakura Agricultural Resea'rch Centre

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Hamilton

We were invited to give this paper in the knowledge that it

would take someone with very much better production and

marketing information than we have available to attempt an

adequate answer to the questions posed. The reason that we

were asked is that we have prepared a report "A Role for the

Goat in New Zealand Agriculture" (1979) which has attempted

to summarise published New Zealand information on goats and

undertake an economic analysis to act as a background docu

ment for MAF Research Division Directors to assist them when

deciding whether to support goat projects. This report is con

fidential and is currently being discussed within the Ministry.

However, it is likely it will cease to be so regarded in about

three months I time. The major problem in preparing the report

was the absence of reliable production and marketing information

on the types of goat and goat products available in New Zealand.

For all goat products we have a chicken and egg situation.

Until Someone is prepared to produce a product it is difficult

to find someone else or an organisation interested in marketing

it. Until there are markets that will take a product at known

and profitable prices to the producer it is difficult to find suffi

cient producers and product to warrant any marketing effort.

With papers on "production potential" and "marketing potential"

earlier in the programme and noting that it is an Economics

and Marketing group that is sponsoring this workshop, we are

1 53.
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hopeful that methods of overcoming the problems mentioned will

be described before the workshop is complete or that we will

have decided that some avenues of goat production do not warrant

pursuing further.

With current numbers of Angora goats estimated at around

1 000, and of milking goats between 6 400 and 14 000, with the

lower figure regarded as being more likely, and with something

over 400 000 feral goats, it will be some years before a moderate

sized goat industry could be built up for milk or mohair produc

tion in particular, if this was considered to be desirable.

Importation of live goats from Tasmania is again possible (since

April 1979) for animals which were born and have resided con

tinuously in that country, but because of cost factors this is

unlikely to have much effect on New Zealand goat numbers.

A major determinant of the future role, if any, of goat

farming in New Zealand agriculture is its profitability relative

to other land uses. As part of an internal MAF assessment of

the value of the goat as a farm animal we have prepared a serie s

of gross margins based on the best production and price irtfor

mation (as at January 1979) available. Many of the figures used

come from budgets prepared by other people and we have encour

aged comments from those more closely associated with the

various sections of the goat industry than we are. The anticipated

economic performance of the goat relative to other farm animals

will provide some guidance as to the likely future role of the

goat. However, the long term future of goat farming will also

depend on how successfully export markets for goat products

can be developed and production efforts geared towards meeting

the requirements of our customers in those -narkets.
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mortality during the wet season from pneumonia and in colder

climates housingjs apparer>tly recommended. Goats are repoJ,"ted

to be rath"r serisitive «)the cold and this could well b" animport-
; :,

ant ,c;onsider,ation f0J:" freshly shorn Angora goats. The need or

otherwise fortheprovision of shelter for goats and if needed,

the minimum shelter, necessary to meet requirements would seem

to be topics for research if goats are to be farmed in New,Zealand

3. Disease

Goats are reported to be relatively free of tuberculosis and

contagious abortion, are affected by external and internal par'a~

sites (the latter interchangeable with those of sheep) and suffer

m<;<ny othe r problems in' commOn with sheep and milking cows

(AgLink FPP 22/3, 1977). However, until recently, there has

been little study of the specific disease [Jroblems of goats in

New Zealand.

4. Management

Goats require some different management techniques to

sheep and cattle and because some goats are smaller and most

are more agile they can be more difficult to restrain. Farmers

cur fently running goats in New Zealand may well have more

answers to these problems than are presently recorded in pub

lications on thi's topic. ,Methods of producing goat proof ferice~

are known and the Lands and Survey Department finds a normal'

standard 8 wire fence satisfactory for Angoras.

5. Small base, population oJ milking and Angora goats

A major impediment to the rapid expansion of milking and

Angora goat flocks, if this were considered desirable, is the

small base population from which this expansion must come.
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There would appear'to be an imbalance between market

potential for New Zealand goat products and current marketing

effort. This is especially true with goat meat which in most

cases is not marketed at all. Rather, to date we have had an

irregular disposal of alow valued product to the cou.n.tries shown

ipTable 1.

Table 1 Markets and Returns from Goat Meat Exports (June years)

De s tinations

Caribbean

Fiji

EEC - Italy

France

Other

Other - Japan

Sweden

Other

Total

Mean price/kg

1975-76 1976-77 1977-78

tonnes $f.o.b. tonnes $f.o.b. tonnes $f. o. b.

599 459,849 400 384,259 810 789,038

181 140,394 161 153,977 162 161,849

97 82,635 170 161,063 98 104,797

24 17, 504 28 26,452 78 78, 858

5 2,922 25 52, 813 38 38,340

25 20,982 10 10,970 3 2,796

29 26,718 14 16, 501

26 22,976 17 17,355

931 724,286 849 839,228 1,220 1,209,534

$0.78 $0.99 $0.99

Chevon consumers in these countries are in general the price

conscious members of low income sectors and sophisticated

product promotion and marketing techniques are probably not

warranted. However, cert..in basic marketing principles such

as supplying what the customer wants and supplying it regularly

must stin be valid.

F. O. B. prices for chevon have been approximately $1 /kg

in recent seasonS which, coupled with the relatively high killing
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must still be valid.

F. O. B. prices for chevon have been approximately $1 /kg

in recent seasonS which, coupled with the relatively high killing
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and proce ssing charges for goats {see Table 2}, means that the

gross contribution from exporting carcasses within the preferred

weight range of 10-15 kg, is heavily dependent on volume. Skins

return a price to the goat processing firm of about $3 each wet

salted •.

Table 2 Per Carcass Exporting Costs for N. Z. Chevon and Lamb

Item Chevon Lamh PM
$ % $ %

Purchase from farmer 3.00 13 10.43 24

Freight to works 0.60 3 0.38 1

Killing, processing and
other charges to f. o. b. 7.40 32 6.42 15

Total costs to f. o. b.
Auckland 11.00 48 17.23 40

Freight to Fiji/UK 3.00 13 5.25 12

EEC Tariff 4.70 11

Interest, port rates,
insurance, comlnission,
wholesale and retail margins 9.00 39 16.10 37

Total ex New Zealand costs 12.00 52 26.05 60

TOtAL TO RETAIL 23.00 100 43.28 100

The table indicates the relatively higher (i. e. as percentage

of retail value) killing charges for chevon and the muc;h lower

share of the retail value received by the farmer for chevon com-

pared wi th lamh.

At current prices, the farming of goats for chevon produc

tion i~ only very marginally profitable. AFFCO quotes a

schedule of 40 c/kg although we are doubtful that they are
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currently taking goats. The Waitaki - New Zealand Refrigeration

Company at Wair,oa quotes 50 c/kg for carcasses over 4 kg.

For other works that will slaughter goats 9- guarantee of s uffi

cient carcasses to fill a container may be required. New Zealand

Goat Meat Exporters pay approximately $5/goat at farm gate

and also pay freight to the Aotearoa works at Cambridge. This

is the only company currently taking goats all year round.

At $5/head the farming of goats for meat production (as

distinct from the occasional round-up of feral goats On your

property) is not worthwhile unless a considerable scrub clearing

role is achieved simultaneously (see Table 3).

Unlike chevon production, th 3 farming of Angora goats is

currently extremely profitable if one has surplus stock for sale.

In our analysis, 94 per cent of the gros s revenue from a 100

purebred doe enterprise came from stock sales, and only 6

per cent from mohair.

Because of the rapidly growing interest in Angora farming

and the scarcity of purebred stock, Angora prices although

currently high, are still increasing dramatically. Twenty

months ago, a good Angora buck cost about $550. Eight months

ago at a Whangarei sale the top buck sold for $2,050; four months

later at the Department of Lands and Survey sale atWaitangi the

top buck fetched $17,000 and a 4th cross Angora cross feral doe

was sold for $7,100. Such prices are probably far from realistic

in terms of the likely returns from mohair. and are therefore

unlikely to persist in an established, relatively stable industry.

In an attempt to predict the likely profitability of Angora

farming in.an established industry, stock prices were assumed

to relate to mohair 'Yalues. as sheep price shave to wool values.
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during the past decade. While this substantially reduced the

gross margins for both Angora x feral cross and purebred

Angora enterprises, these still remained competitive with a

breeding ewe enterprise of the same scale (see Table 3).

Under !'established industry" assumptions 65 per cent of the

gross revenue from a 100 purebred doe enterprise came from

mohair sales and only 35 per cent from stock sales.

A major outlet for mohair has been to homespinners and

exports to date have been practically non-existent. Certain

Bradford firms are apparently interested in New Zealand mohair

because of the political situation in some traditional exporting

countries such as South Africa. The world market demand for

mohair fluctuates markedly and is largely dictated by fashion

trends.

Dairy goats are also profitable provided that you are in an

area where milk collection and proces sing has been organised,

although some produc er s are selling goats milk direct to the

public. However, the high initia~ capital requirements (e. g.

$12,000 for a freezer unit and around $15,000 for a new milking

shed) may prove inhibitive in many cases.

Goat milk currently commands a high price compared with

cows'milk. However, if in a more established dairy goat

industry an increased supply of milk meant that the price paid

to the farmer was similar to that for cows; milk, then the profit

ability of dairy goat farming would be greatly reduced (see Table

3) •

In Northland, eight producers (milking 400-500 goats) supply

milk to the Hikurangi Dairy Co. for processing into milk powder.

Approximately eight tonnes of powder were produced in 1977/78
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and this year's production is expected to be 12-16 tonnes.

Producers'payout is currently about 34.3 ell. Five farms in

the Nelson region sell goats' milk to the Golden Bay Dairy Co.

for manufacture into fetta cheese. Approximately five tonnes

were produced in 1978.

Export markets for goat milk powder exist in the Pacific

region and Taiwan but present goat numbers are probably

inadequate to maintain supply in the face of drought and other

such circumstances. The problem of goat numbers also arises

when considering the feasibility of fetta cheese exports to, for

example, the Middle East. Estimates vary but with current

production levels approximately 1 000 milking does would be

required to supply a fetta cheese factory.

Gross margins for several goat farming options are sum

marised in Table 3 and compared with breeding ewe and factory

supply dairy cow enterprises. The details of each analysis,
,

including the different requirements for set up capital, are given

in our report "A Role for the Goat in New Zealand Agriculture'~

We emphasise that the gross margins indicate the current

relative but not necessarily absolute, profitabilities of the various

enterprises. In New Zealand at present there are few production

statistics for any type of goat farming and those that are avail

able lack consistency. The prices paid for Angora, and to a

lesser extent, milking goats are rising at each sale. Hence the

choice of representative prices and production levels to include

in economic analyses is largely a matter of intuition.
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Table 3 Annual Gross Margin Per 100 Breeding Females and
. a

Supporhng Stock

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Enterprise

Annual round!5'p of fe:r:al goats, no
management.

Farming feral goats for meat production

Farming feral goats for meat with 5 ha
sc rub control.

Crossbred (4th yr. from ferals),f-ngora
flock with moderate production.

e
As in 4 but with high production.

As in 4 but wilh established industry
ass umptions.

Purebred Angora flock with moderate
production. g

As in 7 but wiBh established industry
ass umptions.

Milking goats with moderate production
1

and 34.3 cll milk payment.

As in 9 but wi th 8. 94 c /l milk payment.

As in 9 but wi th high production. J

As in 11 but with 8.94 cll milk payment.

Breeding ewe flock selling weth'1{ lambs
2-tooth and cull ewes plus wool.

. 1
Factory supply daIry cow herd.

Gross Margin

($ )

250

220

380

3,350

5,190

2,560

71, 040

6,140

13, 550

1,380

26,210

5,670

1,690

20,800

a In all gross margins a 10 per cent capital charge is levied

on breeding stock. All gross margins have been rounded

to the nearest $10.

b $5/head at farm gate is the price used in all goat meat

analyses.
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c Without goats, the 5 ha would require spraying ($1 54/ha)

at 4 yearly intervals.

d 11 0 per cent weaning, 2. 5 kg poor quality ($5 /kg) mohai r

per doe, crossbred yearling does (Culls) selling for $lOO/hd.

e 140 per cent weaning, 3 kg poor quality mohair per doe.

f Crossbred yearling does (culls) selling for $25/hd.

g 110 per cent weaning, 3.5 kg high quality ($1 O/kg) mohair

per doe, Angora bucks worth $1500, cull does $600.

h Angora bucks worth $175, cull does $45.

i 110 per cent weaning, 21 milk/doe/day for 8 months, cull

does selling for $60/hd.

J 160 per cent weaning 31/ doe / day for 9 months.

k 90 per cent weaning, 6.5 kg wool ($1. 85/kg net) per ewe

and supporting stock, $1,690 per 100 ewes and supporting

stock is equivalent to $13.18 per stock unit.

1 136 kg milkfat/cow/season ($1. 80/kg), Bobby calves selling

for $14, cull cows for $176.

These analyses take no account of potential stocking rate

differences between enterprises. The smaller size, particularly

of feral and Angora goats implies that it should be possible to

run more goats than ewes (or dairy cows) per hectare. If this

is true then the figures in Table 3 understate the relative

financial advantage of goat farming assuming that land is a

limited, expensive resource. However, optimum carrying

capacities for maximum per hectare production under the dif

ferent types of goat farming have yet to be investigated and

established. The available evidence does not suggest that goat
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farmers are currently stocking at higher rates than sheep

farmers. Therefore the analyses have been based on equal

numbers of breeding stock rather than on equal land areas.

However, using the gross margins given in Table 3 we have

attempted to assesS the scale of goat farming (i. e. numbers

of breeding does with replacement stock) required to produce

an annual income typical of more conventional livestock enter

prises. Assuming that a typical sheep farm runs about 2200

sheep stock units with a gross margin of $I3.18/su (see Table 3,

footnote k) implie s a total annUall gros s margin from sheep of

$29,000. This is not a true net income figure because items

such as wages, fertiliser, rates, maintenance, etc are not

included. However, it is comparable to the gross margins as

calculated for the various types of goat farming.

Table 4 Numbers of Breeding Does (with supporting stock)
Required to Yield the same Annual Gross Margin as
1971 Breeding Ewes (2201 su's) i.e. $29,000 in 1978-79

Enterprise

1. Farming feral goats for meat production and
5 ha sc rub control.

No. of does

7 632

2. Crossbred (4th year from ferals) Angora flock
with moderate production levels 860

3. As in (2) but with high production levels

4. As in (2) but incorporating established industry
as sumptions

557

1 134

5. Purebred Angora flock with moderate production
levels 41

6. As in (5) but incorporating established industry
as sumptions 472

7. Milking goats with moderate production levels

8. As in (7) but with high production levels

9. As in (7) but assuming 8.94 cll milk payment

10. As in (8) but assuming 8.94 cll milk payment

214

III

2 101

512
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For milking goats,acomparison-Withdairy farming rria'ybe

more appropriate. A factory supply herd of 115 cows (the New

Zealand average over 3 recent seasons) each producing f36 kg

milkfat per season currently gives a total gross margin of

$23,900.

Table 5 Numbers of Milking Does (with supporting stock)
f:"quired to Yield the Same Annual Gross Margin as
115 Factory Supply Cows i.e. $23,900 in 1978-79.

Enterprise No. of does

1 • Milking goats with moderate production
levels 1 76

2. As in (1) but with high produc tion levels 91

3. As in (l) but assuming 8.94 c /1 milk payment 1 732

4. As in (2) but as suming 8.94 c /1 milk payment 422

The results in the preceding tables show that from the

producers I viewpoints, the economics of A-'lgora and dairy goat

farming currently compare favourably with those for sheep and

dairying. This suggests that Angora and dairy goat farming

could playa growing role in New Zealand agriculture. However,

the uncertainties over export markets for goat products and the

small base of purebred stock are likely to place severe restric

tions on the rate of this growth.

Feral goats may well play an increasing role in scrub clear

ing and control programmes with any meat production acting as

a bonus. However, at current prices it is extremely unlikely

that goats will be farmed solely for meat production on developed

land.

Angora cross - breeding programmes provide an exciting

opportunity for scrub clearing and/or meat production by the

feral,first and maybe second cross stock, with later crosses
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being farmed for fibre production on the cleared land.

ADVANTAGES

For the goat to have a future as a farm animal, its advantages

will have to outweigh the disadvantages or alternatively, some

of the problems listed as disadvantages will have to be overcome.

The following advantages of the goat can be listed:

1. Economic

The material presented earlier offers hope that the goat

can compete profitably with sheep and dairy cows as a producer

of fibre or milk respectively, provided the production figures

used in the analyses are realistic and the goat products main

tain their relative premium over their alternatives. If the

economic possibilities were not present we would need go no

fur the r.

2. Diversification

The benefits of diversifying agricultural exports from '\lew

Zealand are well known because of problems when major products

(e. g. butter, cheese, beef) are shut out from, or accepted

only in limited or reducing quantities by, what were previously

main markets. Because of its reputation as a health food and

distinctive products such as cheeses, goat milk may not com

pete directly with dairy cow products. Mohair containing

products are distinctive from those made from wool, and chevon

(goat meat) is mainly sold to different markets than those taking

beef and lamb with barriers being prejudice or lack of ability

to pay profitable prices, rather than tariffs or quantitative

restrictions.

3 • Weed Control

Farmers in many parts of New Zealand have since early

this century run goats in some cases almost solely for their
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ability to control some weeds, a function recognised in the

second workshop of this conference. Periodically, surplus

stock may be harvested for meat. Their use for the control of .

blackberry (Fawcett, 1925, Guthrie-Smith, 1929, Hill, 1939,

Laing, 1947, Rennie, 1976, Scott, 1924, and Wright, 1927)

gorse (Leighton, 1978 and Wright, 1927) and bracken fern

(Wright, 1927) has been recognised for many years and their

liking for native trees and shrubs has contributed to their desig

nation as a noxious animal. It is known they can live almost

entirely on browse (Scott, 1924); what is not known is the pro

portion of the diet that can be provided in this form to milking

and Angora goats without adversely affecting the product of

interest. A body of evidence is growing to suggest (Devendra,

1978) "Co-grazing with other species has definite merits since

this is associated with benefits to the vegetation and also increased

total animal production from the grazed area. This system can

be exploited more fully." References to back these conclusions

are given by Devendra (1978) in his review and related to sit

uations where feed quality was very poor and fibrous and there

is brush requiring control.

If the use of chemical sprays such as 2,4, 5-T were to be

restricted or banned, or the cost of fuel used in the course of

their application rises too high, the use of biological control

measures (e. g. goats) could become increasingly important.

4. Efficiency of production

Devendra has reviewed evidence indicating that goats have

a similar efficiency of food conversion (product output/unit of

input) to sheep and cattle for meat production but goats are

more efficient for milk production. Goats are very much more

efficient than sheep for fibre production. While th",se efficiencies
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are of importance on diets which canbe eaten by all the animals

being compared, on more fibrous diets not normally eaten by

other ruminants or not accessable to them there is no measure

of efficiency but the advantage of the goat is obviously even

greater.

5. Suitability for small scale operations?

With a recent proliferation of 10 acre blocks and alterna

tive life styles, more labour intensive operations such as those

associated with milking and managing goats (in comparison with

dairy cows) may have a place. The higher efficiency of the

goat coupled with the higher prices of mohair and goat milk

relative to wool or cow milk make the goat an attractive animal

if the differentials remain and the goat product can be marketed.

DISADVANTAGES

1. Lack of Knowledi:e

In comparison with other farming enterprises, very little

written information is available on the goat and very few people

other than those running goats and learning by trial and error

are competent to give advice. Requests for advice on goats

are currently so common that more members of the Farm

Advisory Division of MAF are being forced to join the very

few advisory officers who have taken an interest in goats over

the years. Very little research has been undertaken on goats

as farm animals in New Zealand or even overseas when com

pared with cattle, sheep, pigs or poultry. For example, to

what extent must goats be given a higher proportion of roughage

in their diet than sheep or cattle?

2. The need for shelter?

Even in the tropics shelter may be required to prevent
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This ismanifested in inflated prices currently being paid for

breeding stock, Outside stock can at present only be imported

from Tasmania. Inability to obtain female milking goats is.

claimed to be holding back the development of a viable cheese

production unit in Northland and the shortage of high producing

bucks the development of an Angora industry. To overcome

this .problem many goat breeders are crossing Angora or milk

ing bucks over feral does and backcrossing the progeny to the

purebreed of interest and continuing this backcrossing pro

gramme as one method of attempting to build up numbers.

There is little genetic information available on the best.and

fastest method of achieving high producing goats of the type of

interest from ferals.

6. Absence of developed markets for products

The establishment of an organised commercial system

which can return to the producer a reasonable proportion of the

value of the final product at point of sale is essential if a goat

industry is to be established. This point appears to have been

reached in Some localities in New Zealand for milk production;

in other area the marketing of the product is a major problem.

Current low prices to the farmer for goat meat and the low

proportion of the final retail price received will not .encourage

meat production. Better markets are needed if goat meat pro

duction is to expand other than as a by-product of other goat

enterprises. Prices for the small quantities of mohair currently

produced are at present satisfactory and it appears that mohair

may be fitted relatively easily into organised fibre marketing

channels.

7. Labour input relative to out.>Ut

A r.eason given for the decline of the Angora goat numbers
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in South Africa was the relatively high labour requirements.

In New Zealand the opinion has been expressed that about 150

milking goats is the limit that one person can handle which is

no more than is possible with milking cows which yield more

milk/';nimal. The higher labour requirements of goats per

unit output is offset at present by the relatively higher prices

for the goat products.

8. Vegetable matter in Angora fleeces

Angora goat production is apparently not suited to areas

with either a grass seed problem or presumably with plants

such as bidi bidi or with very thick scrub (blackberry, gorse?).

Vegetable matter in the mohair is supposedly very difficult to

comb out during processing. Because of this, mohair contain

ing such matter suffers a heavy price penalty. In dense scrub

the long mohair can become entangled and can be pulled out or

alternatively the goat can become trapped and will die if not

rescued.

These matters would have to be considered in relation to

using Angoras for weed control.

9. Getting goats slaughtered for meat

Some might regard this as a part of the marketing problem.

While presumably, Jame packing houses will take shot, eviscer

ated goats on a year round basis, the only freezing works

accepting live goats on a year round basis is Aotearoa Meats Ltd,

Cambridge, handling goats for New Zealand Goat Exporters Ltd,

Mt Maunganui. The small number of other works which will

take goats for slaugher usually do so only for a very limited

part of the season after the lamb kill for the season has been

completed. In one or two new areas meat companies have
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indicated they are pre pared to handle goats provided at 'lea.st

400 animals are sent. This number will apparently makeup

a container load. It seemS that to date very few surplus milk"

ing goat m;"les have found their way into commercial channels.

The higher killing charges for goats relative to sheep is a

disadvantage.

The seasonalnature of goat slaughter unrelated to farm

management requirements is a major disadvantage to goat farm

ing in most parts of New Zealand.

10. Susceptibility to theft

Because of their small size and with current inflated prices,

Angora goats are partie ularly susceptible to theft because·of ease

of transport. Permanent identification is desirable to help

overcome this problem.

CONCLUSIONS

Goat farmers in New Zealand clearly believe that the

advantages of running Angora or milking animals outweigh the

disadvantages as evidenced by the present demand resulting in

very high prices for breeding stock. Our economic analyses

would tend to support their conclusions that goat farming could

well have a future role to play, although we would note that

prices being paid for such animals are far higher than the

market prices for their products would justify. Current infor

mation suggests there will be a rapid expansion in numbers of

Angora and dairy goats over the next few years from. minimal

numbers at the present time. A rapid ;)ercentage expansion

will still leave small numbers in absolute terms.
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Economic analyses suggest that Angora and milking goat

enterprises (once established) may be highly profitable to the

farmer relative to the alternative of farming sheep but farming

goats solely for meat production will not, at present prices.

Because of the absence of reliable production, and for the Angora,

marketing data, such analyses must be viewed with extreme

caution. In particular, we place reasonable reliance on the

dairy goat figures and least reliance on the Angora goat figures

where future prices for livestock can only be guessed. If goats'

milk can maintain its present (Northland) premium over cows'

milk then high producing milking goats could be as profitable

per head as dairy cows. These results suggest that goat farm

ing offers a potentially profitable means of diversifying the

animal products available for sale from New Zealand (except

for meat) and rna y be especially suited to smaller blocks of

land or weed infested land.

However, the conclusions from these analyses are only as

reliable as the production and marketing figures on which they

are based. There is a shortage or absence of published produc

tion and marketing data in New Zealand on all types of goat in

routine production situations. Angora flocks in New Zealand

have in the past been disbanded because of the lack of profita

bility relative to sheep, and dairy goat farmers today away

from established goat milk processing areas have major prob

lems marketing their milk. These goat milk marketing problems

are only likely to be overcome in the 1980's if goat numbers

expand in the collection areas of those factories prepared to

process goat milk, and if suitable market outlets are available

where the products can be marketed at prices profitable to all

in the industry.
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Marketing efforts will be required to return the farmer

a higher price for goat meat (and skins) before farming for this

product will be seriously considered, unless the costs of

alternative forms of·weed control currently in use rise greatly,

The role of the goat in weed control would appear to justify

further research.

Finally, the future of the Angora will depend on the ability

of this breed to survive and reproduce under practical farming

conditions and for the fibre to maintain its role as a component

of the fashion industry so that world demand remains high and

mohair continues to fetch a premium over wool. Past experience

suggests that these conditions will be hard to guarantee although

the outlook might be improved if enough mohair was produced to

justify a positive marketing programme.

We will be surprised if goat production does not expand in

the 1980's.
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INTRODUCTION

The second day of the Seminar /Workshop on the goat

industry was devoted to a series of group discussions on a

selected number of subject areas. The subject areas in the

morning workshop were concerned with marketing and extension:

1. The processing and marketing of meat.

2. The processing and marketing of mohair.

3. The processing and marketing of milk.

4. The processing and marketing of skins.

5. Extension in the goat industry.

Each discussion group covered one of these subject areas.

This allowed participants to join the group discussing the subject

area of particular interest to them. About 15 participants were

in each group and each group was under the control of a Chairman

assisted by a Secretary.

The aim of the discussion Groups was to allow discussion

within the subject areas, to identify problems within the subject

areas, and to attempt to draw out conclusions and future guidelines

concerning each area.

Towards the end of the morning, all groups were brought

together and a plenary discussion period was held where the five

Chairmen summarised the discussion held and conclusions reached

by the individual groups. A plenary discussion then took place

on each subject area.

1

In the afternoon this procedure was repeated with individual

groups discussing and reporting back on a further four subject

areas:

175.
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1, Meat farming and Weed Control (two separate discussion

groups),

2 0 Milk Farming.

3. Research.

4. Government Assistance.

The following is an account of the discussion and conclusions

reported back from each individual group to the plenary group.

Where discussion took place within the plenary group, it is

reported here within the appropriate subject area.

In total there were nine subject areas discussed and the

proceedings are reported here by subject area.



PROCESSING

AND

MARKETING

1 77.





THE PROCESSING AND MARKETING OF MEAT

Chairman: Mr R. L. Sheppard
Secretary: Mr p. J. McCartin

1. Background Information and Discussion

(i) MARKETING:

It was generally accepted by the group that long term

markets for goat meat do exist and that the New Zealand product

can be made acceptable to those :markets. This was so to the

extent that all goat meat produced in New Zealand over the for

seeable future would be able to be sold in the pre sent markets

available.

The markets are characterised by significant price sensi-

tivity in relation to competing suppliers and this means that for

this relatively homogenous product, severe price competition

is experienced. However, this has not resulted in New Zealand

exporters assuminga positionas 'price-takers' in the market

as supplies are often withheld in order to achieve a more sat

isfactory return.

At least three segments can be distinguished in the goat

meat market. They are the large carcass segment, the small

carcass segment, and the cubed meat segment with cubed meat

receiving the highest price per kilogram and large carcasses

the lowest.

The carcass product required by the market is characterised

by leanness, full meat covering, and good conformation.

Four main market areas are available which are typified

by the type of product required. The Fijian and West Indian

178.
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markets have a preference for cubed goat meat but are also

ready markets for carcass meat at relatively lower prices.

The French market exhibits a preference for carcasses of

around 15 kg while the Italian market (which is very seasonal)

requires "a small carcass of around 9 kg. The Japanese market

is available for sales ofboneless meat, while the South East

Asian area has a demand for goat meat that has not been skinned.

Halal killed meat is generally required in the Asian area.

The group was of the opinion that as a result of the natural

prejudice against goat meat, a viable New Zealand market for

goat meat would not be able to be established, but the use of

goat meat in processed meat products was considered to be an

area of potential for future development.

(ii) PROCESSING:

The type of carcass required by the market is obtained

from animals slaughtered in the period from December through

February when goats have reasonable feed supplies and are

therefore generally well covered with meat. Slaughtering

facilities are usually not available at this time of the season,

however, as goats have to compete with lambs for killing

space. (An exception to this is Aotearoa Meats at Cambridge

where goat killing space is offered ona year round basis).

The main problem with goat meat processing is therefore to

obtain killing space at the most appropriate time to produce

the type of carcass required. In addition, the gaining of killing

space at any time is also difficult as many freezing companies

will not handle goats at all. Other companies will slaughter

goats at the end of the lamb kill and prior to the bobby calf

kill. As a result of these problems, a significant proportion

of goats are being slaughtered on the farm and processed through

Game Packing Houses.
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Further processing difficulties are encountered concernirg

the freezing of the carcasses as, to produce tender meat, the

carcasses must be aged and conditioned before freezing. This

adds to the cost of processing and means that ageing and con

ditioni~g facilities should be available at the place of slaughter.

Killing and freezing charges are levied on a per head basis

for goats (as for other stock). As there is a wide variation in

the size of animals being slaughered, the charge per kilogram

of meat produced therefore varies significantly with the smaller

animals carrying the highest cost per kilogram. As the market

price is low relative to other meats, this variation in the pro

cessing cost per kilogram becomes extremely important.

Although a premium is paid in world markets for smaller car

casses, this premium is not sufficient to off-set the higher

processing charge per kilogram of meat from the smaller car

cass and, therefore, net returns to the farmer from smaller

carcasses will often be less than for larger animals. While

this cost/price structure exists, it is therefore in the interests

of the farmer to produce larger animals, although this produc t

is not preferred by the market.

A further problem area is obtaining suitable shipping and

at reasonable cost. Goat meat is at present exported mainly

in carcass form by container. The shipping companies require

a minimum container weight and freight rates are set on this

basis. This minimum weight is able to be achieved with carcass

meat but space utilisation is not optimal. However, for cubed

meat the minimum container weight set (which is higher than

for carcass meat) is not able to be met and therefore substan

tial freight penalties are incurred in transporting the cubed

product. This offsets the premium achieved in the market for
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this product and therefore tends to enc.ourage exporters not to

supply cubed meat.

Therefore, there are two 'processing factors' which will

tend to offset the apparent market preference for cubed meat

and secondly for small carcasses. In this situation the larger

carcass will continue to be the most remunerative to the farmer

but production and marketing of this product will place New

Zealand at a disadvantage in export markets and, if customers

become more product conscious, may lead to the exclusion of

New Zealand from the present market areas where the various

types of goat meat product compete directly.

2. Conclusions

(i) MARKETING

It was considered by the group that while problems with

obtaining the correct product were being experienced, the

potential for substantial marketing activity was limited. As

supplies of goat meat are still very limited, New Zealand does

not have a strong base to work from in the marketing field as

any attempts at promotion of the product would probably result

in a rapid development of excess demand (versus supply) and

the marketing effort would therefore accrue to the benefit of

those competitors who have the ability to supply.

It was also considered that there was no need for a market

ing authority to oversee the development of goat meat markets

and the marketing of the product as the supply base is too small

to justify such an organisation. The group generally considered

that sufficient competition existed in the present industry to

ensure maximum returns were achieved by farmers although

in the South Island the difficulty in having stock slaughtered and

processed meant that such competition was limited.
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(ii) PROCESSING

Th",gro\,-pcon.sider.ed that .utg",ntat;tio:q was required on

the revision of Jreightrate se'ttingproc"dures and that ,the

revisi~noffreight ri3.tes/containerminima would contribute

significantly to the achievement of better returns for the

expo,tter ,alld farmer.•

The .gellerallack of available killing and processing facilities,

especially .at the best times for slaughter , was an area \Vb. ere

the group thought f,\;lrtheturgent action was necessary. Action

in terms of specifying a requirement for goat slaughtering

facilities within export licences was suggested and it was also

, sugge sted that the regulations (as laid down by M :A. F.) regarding
. -, - . -

goat slaughter and the export of goat 'meat were too strict arid

that in view of the problems experienced in obtaining slaughtering

facilities, M. A. F. may be persuaded to allow goat meat exports

from local abattoirs.

In the opinion of the group, the method of setting killing

and freezing charges also needs revision. At present the

product preferred by the market is being penalised through

the setting of killing and freezing charges on a per head basis

and it's recommended that the charge be changed to a per

kilogram basis to ensure equal cost structures for both large

and small carcasses.

The group considered the need for a grading system but

felt that with the present largely unsophisticated market demand,

the cost of a detailed system would not be recovered in addi

tional returns. Continuation of the present individual system

where exporters prepared orders according to customer

specification, was therefore thought desirable.
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A formal grading system w,:-s considered a desirable

possibility when volumes increased significantly and customers

became more selectiv

3. Plenary Comments

Comments regarding the killing and freezing charges were

received and it was suggested that as. there are not many goats

slaughtered, the charge set is probably fairly arbritary. This

could therefore be substantially revised when goat slaughter

numbers increase. The charges set by Game Packing Houses

are lower than for other processing works as the Game Packing

Houses do not slaughter the goats. In addition, it was suggested

that in fact the killing and processing of goats in meat. export

works is considered illegal by the Meat Division of M. A. F.

and there is therefore the need for Some revision of policy in

this area.



THE PROCESSING AND MARKETING OF SKINS

Chairman: Mr R. D. Plank

Secretary: Ms S. L. Young

1. Backli'round Information and Discussion

Dressed goat skins fall into four main categories: hair-on

and tanned kid skins (slaughtered before one week old), and hair

on and tanned mature goat skins.

Tanned skins are used for footwear uppers and leather and

suede clothing and accessories. Hair-on skins is used for coats,

floor rugs and handbags. Approximately 75 000 goat skins are

produced in New Zealand each year and about 80 per cent of these

are exported as salted skins with Europe, Korea and Japan as

the main export markets.

It is often suggested that skins be further processed in

New Zealand. While this adds value prior to exporting, the

cost of further processing is too high at present relative to the

increased return. Because of its low output relative to the total

world goat skin market, New Zealand is a "price-taker" in the

export goat skin m'arket.

Approximately 20 per cent of skins produced are tanned

and processed locally. The more mature, coarse-grained skins

are processed into a glace kid for shoe uppers. Fine kid leather

is used for the manufacture of kid gloves and, skins with bad

grains, for clothing and shoe suede.

A major problem with both the exported and locally tanned

skins is the wide variation in quality. This variation creates

184.
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processing problems. New Zealand kid skins are coarse haired

and poor-wearing and must compete with the world's finest kid

skins from Ethiopia, which are currently selling at $US40-45

per dozen.

In order to assess the export market potential for New

Zealand kid hair skins, a Dunedin furrier sent a sample (from

the Nelson district) to his London broker. The response was

generally unenthusiastic and no offers were made for the skins.

Although the size of skin and style of dressing were considered

suitable, the hair was too long and coarse.

To conclude, natural kid skins are currently a low priced,

bulk trade in the fashion market. New Zealand lacks both the

volume and the quality to compete with other exporting countries.

One alternative may be to develop a market within New Zealand

selling kid skins to tourists and for small numbers of skins this

is a realistic alternative. However, the important point is. that

the market price of kid skins is low and unlikely to improve in

the near future. Adult goat hair-on skins are of a highly variable

quality and the reject rate is approximately 50 per cent. New

Zealand r s competitor in this area is China, who floods the world

market wi th its floor rugs of long, dense, silky hair which

fetch $20 per large floor mat. New Zealand has nothing of

comparable value.

2. Conclusions

The major problem for New Zealand, both in the processing

and marketing of goat skins, is the low volume and variation

in quality. In view of this unsuitability for international markets,

it was recommended that the maximum possible number of

skins be used locally in "small- run" and tourist industry

applications.
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Skins not required on the local market should be disposed'

of on the world market through merchants at the going price.

In the longer term it was recommended that local processing

of an increased volume of skins be encouraged; however,

because of the limited number of skins available for processing

at present, it was felt that only a few selected processors be

encouraged to process goat skins in order to achieve higher

quality through more concentrated efforts.

It was concluded that New Zealand goat skins are currently

a low quality, low valued by-product, providing only a small

return to the producer. New Zealand is and will remain a

"price-taker" in the world goat skin market while the production

base is small and quality poor.

3. Plenary Comments

A Christchurch exporter claimed that New Zealand was not

a "price- taker" in the export of goat skins. In reply to this

comment, it was emphasised that the price received for goat

skins is largely determined by market trends which are beyond

the New Zealand producers' control.

A brief discussion on the suitability of the bobby calf

system for rationalising the processing of goat skins was held

and it was concluded that this would not be suitable because of

the small numbers of goat skins available at present.

It was noted that Angora goat skins make inferior leather.

Consequently, future upgrading of the Angora goat may have

adverse effects on the overall quality of New Zealand goat skins.

The final questionner asked if it was worthwhile skinning
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kids this year. One reply indicated that London was offering

no price for New Zealand kid skins this year because the hair

is too long. The alternative is to try and market the skins in

New Zealand. It is. unlikely that the producer would receive

more than $1 - $2 per skin.



THE PROCESSING AND MARKETING OF MOHAIR

Chairman: Dr P.D. Chudleigh

Secretary: Ms S. K. Martin

1. Background Information and Discussion

(i) Information Systems

Information on world mohair prices appears to be available,

but it was felt by the group that it was not too important for

these prices to be regularly reported at this stage of development

of the mohair industry in New Zealand. Projections of the

New.Zealand supply situation seemed to differ partly because

of uncertainty as to the actual number of Angora goats, and

partly because of the problem of deciding what range of cross

bred fibre currently produced should be defined as mohair.

It appears that the domestic craft industry could take all

pure mohair offered in the foreseeable future. However, the

demand situation for crossbred fibre is less clear, and the end

use of this product needs to be more clearly ascertained.

In general, it was felt that a considerable amount of

information on the mohair market was available, but that much

of this information has not been disseminated to interested

parties in a comprehensive manner.

(ii) Product Objectives

In the long- term, New Zealand should be aiming for the

production of top quality mohair. In the interim, however, it

is necessary to consider an end use for the crossbred fibre,

since very little information is available on how best to process

and use those fibres.
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At this stage, it doe s not appear to be a good idea to

recommend that goats be bred for a specific fibre diameter,

since it appears that the market cannot be segmented sufficiently

at pre sent to determine whether it is more appropriate to aim

for the f';'shion or furnishing segment of the market. In addi

tion' the large difference in fibre diameter between young and

older animals would tend to give a wide range of fibre fineness

anyway.

It was felt that the crossbred fibre currently produced

should .!lQ.t be identified as poor quality mohair but should be

distinguished by a different name which stresses that it is

crossbred. An adequate grading system could facilitate this

product identification.

(iii) Sellin~ System

Given the small volume of mohair fibre currently produced,

it was felt that an appropriate selling system would be one in

which the small amounts of fibre currently supplied by individ

ual producers would be assembled in one or two selling centres.

Thi s would facili tate grading and allow the building of lots of

respectable sizes, thereby aiding buyers. In this connection,

Auckland and Christchurch emerged as potential selling centres.

The method of selling could be undertaken in a number of

ways. An auction system similar to the current wool selling

system was snggested. Alternatively, some type of direct

selling agreement with a contact overseas (in the United Kingdom

for example) was mentioned. Selling at Melbourne or Bradford

auctions was considered, but discounted in general by the group

with a preference being expressed for auctions to take place in

New Zealand, rather than overseas.
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It was yery strongly f",lt that the introduction of a grading
. ... .' ,-.' , .

system would be extremely beneficial. Such a measure would

be an invaluable aid in product identification fore ros sbred

neece. The workshop felt, therefore, that a recom'TIendation

should he made that brokers, the Mohair Producers' Association,

and technical experts, should form a group to <:o-ordihate .an

assessment of th", Australian and South African grading systems

with a vi",w to setting upa syst",m applicable to New Zealand.

lt was suggested that the Mohair Producers' Association should

take the initiative in fonning such a group. The group strongly

supported the suggestion that Mr Bruce Tinnock of Lincoln

Col1ege be a member of such a group.

Processing of mohair was not an issue of concern at this

stage, since the group felt users will carry out their own specific

processing and blending according to end use requirements.

The potential relationship between the mohair producers

and the New Zealand Wool Board (NZWB) was considered.

Although a NZWB spokesma.n mentioned that the NZWB was not

interested in becoming involved in promotional aspects of

mohair marketing, he did point out that the Board would be

prepared to assist with market information where possible.

Links with the International Mohair Association were discussed,

but it was pointed out that New Zealand did not produce or

market sufficient mohair to gain membership of this organisation.

2. Conclusions

. (1) An end product definitioh is required for the crossbred

fibre currently produced,

(ii) At this stage, there is no need for a specific fineness

objective in breeding.
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(iii.) It would be de sirable td rationali~e or resti-ictselIing

. ·points to one or two.

(iv) There is an urgent need for a grading system. In this

respect the workshop suggested that brokers, the Mohair

Producer s I Association and technical experts should form

a group to assess the Australian and South 'African grading

systems with a view to setting up a sistem applicable to

New Zealand. It was suggested that the Mohair Producers'

Association take the iniHative in forming such a group and

that Mr Bruce Tinnock of Liilcoln College be·a member of

such·a group.

3. Plenary Comments

It was commented that since we have very little idea of the

types of fleece we have available, it is somewhat premature to

even be considering breeding with a fineness objective in mind.

The Chairman agreed, and reiterated the point that we will have

a range in micron diameter anyway, because of.age differentials,

and pointed out that we do not have much idea of the relative

stability of demand.for the fibre for different end uses. It was

pointed out that the price differential between ad.ult and kid far

outweighs any breed differential.

It was maintained that an end product definition of the cross

bred fibre could be incorporated with the grading system. The

Chairman agreed and added that it was still necessary to know

where this fibre would be used. It was pointed out that even

Bradford mills are often uncertain as to end use when buying.

Mr Horten, of M. A. F. Advisory Services, adcled that

Dalgetys are currentlytrying to formulate a grading system

for New Zealand mohair.



THE PROCESSING AND MARKETING OF MILK

Chairman: Mr To p. Hughes

Secretary: Ms D. K. O'DonneIl

I. Background Info·rmation and Discussion

(i) Adyantae-es of Goats' Milk

It was noted that goat milk is regarded as being higher

in vitamins than cows' milk, especiaIly in vitamin D. It has a

smaller fat globule size and the finer curd enables goat milk

to be digested more easily than cows' milko In addition, a

large number of people use goat milk for aIlergy conditions.

The main advantage of the New Zealand goat milk producer on

the export market (as compared with the products of other

countries), is that it is higher in solubility and dispersibility.

Oi) Hye-iene

The Kikurangi Dairy Company tests for antibiotics and

bacteria with the same standards as used for cows' milk. It

was noted that goat milk wiIl keep fresh up to nine days if

chiIled at 4
0

C. However, even at seven days, the bacterial

count is below New Zealand standards for cows' milk. At

present there is no requirement for goat milk to be pasteurised

for liquid supply, but for cheese production pasteurisation is

always used. The Health Department has recommended that

all milk be pasteurised and the Food Standards Committee is

currently considering the need for the necessary legislation

to be introduced. Producers were very concerned at the pos

sible requirements for pasteurisation as this was thought

(wrongly by some) to reduce the value of goat milk.
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(iii) Freezing and Transport

To accumulate sufficient milk for. a dried milk production

run, goat milk is frozen by the producers until adequate supplies

are available. Te Puke producers are currently freezing their

milk and transporting it to the Hikurangi Dairy Company. It

was suggested that Takaka producers also freeze and transport

milk to Hikurangi instead of producing fetta cheese.

The blocks, it was claimed, last indefinitely and reconstitute

well especially if blast frozen. In Northland, blocks are collected

every three weks by truck and the thawing time has been reduced

to 24 hours.

(iv) Marketing

Milk Powder: 95 per cent is being exported and no market demand

problem is envisaged for at least the next five years. The major

problem is to produce sufficient bulk to make producer marketing

profitable. The domestic market for dried goat milk powder

consists of those people who are unable to buy fresh goaI milk.

Milk powder is the most lucrative product from goat milk.

Fresh Milk: It was agreed that considerable growth potential

exists in this market. Producers are rnoving' towards' freezing

the milk to ensure continuous supply through supermarkets.

Fetta Cheese: Fetta cheese is not easy to market domestically

in the face of competing products from the dairy and sheep

industries. However, the export market may be very large at

an acceptable price provir!ed that container loads can be pro

ducer!. Nevertheless, there. are prospects .of sending small

batches of 1-2 tonnes to Sydney.
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(v)Pr()d9stipB "ndp!"()? e~ ~i~~

Dried Milk Powder: f!ikllrangi Dairy c:ompany is the only com

PaIlY with, .. ~pray drier small enough, tq process the volume of

goat mqk wh,ich is ..v .. il..hle.

F\'ltta. Cheese: Fett.. chfeSeS differ all round the world and the

New Zealand go..t fftta may not appeal in all markets. It is

possi!:>le to add about 20 per cent of cows I milk to goat milk

and stilll..hel the (Cheese .. s "goat milk cheese ".

(vi) Board Involvement

Both the New Ze ..land Dairy Board and the New Zealand

Milk Board were unwilling to interfere in goat milk marketing

unless they were specifically asked for help by producers. The

Dairy Board representative considered that so long as go.. t

m'.lk products were not in competition with the Board's products,

or were of a standard which would reflect detrimentally on New

Zealand dairy produce, then the Bo..rd woUld remain neutral.

It w .. s, h,owever, not!"d that hecause the industry is vulnerable

tq being taken over by the D..iry Board or Milk Board, this may

act as a harrifr to market development by firms with initiative.

(Vii) Marketin~ Rationalisation

Two production and m ..rketing methods were suggested:

(a) Current production should be used to supply tpe local

market 365 days/year, with the surplus to be frozen

..nd sent tq Northland for drying ..nd e"port, As produc

tion grows fetta cheese could be considered. The major

prohlem with this method could he that New Zealand

sllPpliers may not achiev!" a constant supply which may

be important to e"port development.
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(b) Some producers, especially those close to large

centres, supply the local market throughout the year.

The other producers freight surplus milk as froze,:

blocks to Northland for drying and export. Again, as

production grows, fetta cheese could be considered.

For both methods it was suggested there be price rational

isation as exists with the dairy cow industry.

2. Conclusions

(i) There is a need for well-defined hygiene control if

producers are to avoid legislation on pasteurisation.

(ii) Resources should be pooled into milk powder production

as this is the most lucrative. Fetta cheese is the bulk

side of the market.

(iii) A combined approach is needed on the export market.

Producers should freeze their milk and transport it ·to

Northland for drying a.nd marketing.

(iv) A scheme should be developed to enable a com:non price

to be paid to all producers irrespective of transport coAts.

3. Plenary Comments·

It was questioned whether price rationalisation is feasible.

Indications of price differentials were given as:

Town Supply 60. Oc /l

. Powder 42.3c/l

Fetta 17.9c/l

(The town supply value does not include transport). The freight

cost of frozen products from Nelson to Auckland was given at 10c/kg

which could make it profitable under current price differentials for

Nelson producers to supply Auckland with frozen milk.



MEAT FARMING AND WEED CONTROL

Chairmen: Dr W. A. N. Brown
Mr B.J.P. Ryde

Sec retarys: Mr A. M. M. Thompson
Mr M. B. Baker

1. Backl];round Information and Discussion

The workshop groups noted the low returns on goat meat

compared with lamb (50 cents and 125 cents per kilogram

respectively). Off season killing in the meat works of animals

in poor condition, low boning out weights (and thus high unit

killing charges), lack of killing facilities and grading schemes

reflected the inefficiencies of processing of goat meat products.

Currently, these inefficiencies reduce returns on goat meat to

the producer and exclude entry to the local market.

Producers admitted uncertainty over the market prefeJ;"ence

fOJ;" fat or lean meat and the target carcass size.

Concern was shown that even the farmed goat was discrim

inated against both legally (as a noxious animal) and by Government

policy which paid subsidies on other stock farmed, and On

chemical herbicides for weed control. The legal query was

corrected since goats used for w",ed control are exempted from

the list of nO'l;ious animals under the Wild Animal Control Act

1977 •

Goats perform much better in weed control than sheep;

fleece entanglement is l",ss and fleece contamination is not

sucha problem as overseas experience suggested. For scrub

or bush control goats ar", more effective due to their wider

ranging diets; as stocking rates are increased the control of

197.
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weeds is greater up to the point of weed eradication. However,

the poor feed does result in a fall off of meat andrri;lk production

and can greatly affect the fertility of breeding does and infant

m'::>rtality'rates. By easing stocking rates, weed and bush can

be contrdlledwhilst production parameters increase through

heavier bodyweights and raised fertility (suggested up to three

kids in two years per doe). Once weeds have been controlled

in the paddock, or bush has be'e'ifcTe'ared,'the gb:rts W'ouldtni;

removed to let other stock utilise the improved cleared grazing.

Regrowth is controlled by low rates of two to three goats per

hectare grazing (suggested) in conjunction with other stbck.

This policy shows the complementa:ry use of goats with other

stock, a feature which gross margin c'omparisons'does not "show.

In this policy goats are not substitutes, since 'they <iie not co'rri

peting with stock for feed. Their cont;ibtitionis land clearanc~,

pasture improvement, herbicide cos'( savings 0'(th a return in

addition to that of other enterprises. Adoption of a goat

equivalent measure would aid comparisons with other enterprises

and would create a more accurate understanding of the value of

goat systems to stock farmers.

2. Conclusions

Four areas were isolated as' being of importance to the develop

mentof the goat industry.

(i) The use of goats in weed control activities has clear cost

and environmental advantages over chemicals. The subsidy on

chemical herbicides is a disincentive to use goats, Government

should remove this disincentive; the, most effect ive method

suggested would be a subsidy on the cost of temporary electric

fencing to farmer s, using goatsAor weed control. One' bene,"

fic ial spinoff effec tof introducing gove rnments ubsidies' to
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theg-oat industry would he offiCial recognition which may stim

utah;' greater ihterest and support from the goat product pro

cessbfS and could raise business expectations throughout the

industry.

(ii) To give the goat producers parity with other livestock tyPes,

thegbat should be introduced into the Livestock Incentive Scheme,

just as deer recently have been, Farmers currently find more

incentive under the present support arrangements to use sheep

for weed and bush control although the yare more inefficient

at this than goats. This situation should be remedied.

(iii) In efforts to encourage the farmer to consider the benefits

Of farming goats, the emphasis should be placed on the com

plementarity between goats and existing sheep and cattle enter

prises. The correct management of goats can provide returns

to supplement, not supplant the revenues from sheep and cattle

systems, The idea of goats as a substitute alternative is

encouraged by the current measurements of relative value (gross

margins) which suggest to the farmer One activity is better than

(and should thus be substituted for) any other system. This

problem should be resolved with a different valuation method

which emphasises the increased benefits over and above current

returns from the complementary introduction of goats. Further

more, the expression of goat stocking rates and feed. require

ments based on ewe equivalents also suggests competition

exists hetween sheep and goats. This is also misleading,

since in the case of feed for example, goats will eat scrub

weeds which sheep,or cattle, would not. This competitive

impression would be alleviated by the introduction of a stand

ardised goat equivalent.
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(iv) The last area of importance to gOiltindustry growth,c()n

cerns the development of manage,ment systems to encourage"

production to meet, market requirements. Farm goat systems

will be different in the future, especially when the meat market

is better' understood by producers. Broadly, meat production

is low because producers prefer to cull male kids at birth in

view of the costs and poor returns of Car rying them through to

heavier weights before slaughter. More attention should be

given to locating market outlets and to reduce the uncertainties

in the goat meat marketing system. When this occurs, goat

farmers will make changes in production in responsetd higher

returns and sure markets. The results will be a lower waste

of kids as potential meat animals, and goat producers are likely

to produce larger goats for meat than the present stocks of

feral and feral crossbreds.

3. Plenar y Comments

One producer supported the workshop view that kid males

were more costly to keep than to de stroy. Problems with

indiscriminate breeding are exacerbated with numbers of young

bucks on the property; unless a prearranged buyer is found,

male kids on this farm are destroyed at birth and sent for kid

skin.

There was a general request for research programmes to

genera te new data: and for g reate r in1ormation di semination and

farmer education efforts by Advisory Services and all1armer

contact organisations. lt was suggested that the Forest Se'rvice

have 'had experience with control of feral goats and this could

be valuable' information for a goat promotion campaign.



MILK FARMING

Chairman: Mr A. R. McIvor

Secretary: Mr R. G. Moffitt

I. Backe-round Information and Discussion

(i) Size of Unit

(a) Most milking goat farms at present are being run as a

secondary occupation. However, the.re :was one member of

the group who is running a goat l)1ilking unit as his principle

source of income, on a 8 hectare block of fertile land in the

South Auckland region. Seven of the available 8 hectares

are being used for 50 milking goats.

The group agreed that 50 goats for a town supply farm were

enough for one man to handle. A greater number than this

may lead to lower per head production and increased prob

lems of herd health. Rather than increase the numbers of

animals, the farmer was ai:ning at increasing the quali ty

of his stock.

The farmer kept 10-14 replacements each year. After one

year half of these replacements were mated. The heavier

kids were selected for the early mating. The kids prefer

ably had a bodyweight of approximate. y 36-45 kg (80-100 lbs)

at the first mating. To help ensure a continuous supply of

milk over 305 days a year, the matings were staggered.

The total quantity .of milk obtained from the South Auckland

herd averages out at 4.5 litres. (1 gallon) per animal per

day, over a 305 day lactation. These figures were considered

to be high; others in the group averaged 1.7 t()2.25 litres

(3 -4 pints) per animal per day. Near Christchurch 2.25

litres per animal per day was considered to be very good.

201.
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There appears to be an under supply of goat milk for the

urban population and a number of the farmers present

stated that there is difficulty in maintaining supply during

the winter months.

(b) Factory supply - milk powder and cheese supply:

One participant farmed goats and supplied the milk to a

local dairy company near Takaka. The herd consisted of

37 milkers and 22 kids on 6.5 hectares of land. The high

number of kids was because the owner was building up stock.

The maximum number of animals which one person coule!

comfortably handle was limited by the high labour require

ments for tasks such as monthly drenching and foot trimming.

Participants agreed that goats respond to individual handling.

A figure of 50 milking does was the suggested maximum for

the Takaka region. In addition to the goats some cattle

were a useful addition to help graze the pastures of excess

grass in the spring and summer"

Problems in the marketing of fetta cheese, both within

New Zealand and overseas, were mentioned. Fetta cheese

is not liked by perhaps 95 per cent of New Zealanders.

Cheese factories in New Zealand need $4 per kilogram for

fetta cheese at the factory gate. Overseas, fetta cheese

on the World Market is often sold for less.

The Company representatives expressed concern over the

problem "f goat milk collection. It was hoped that a more

efficient collection service could be worked out.

The payment received by the farmer for goat milk supplied

to dairy companies ranged from 17.6 cents/litre for fetta
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cheese production to 43 cents/litre for dried milk as com

pared to 60-65 cents/litre earnt by some town milk suppliers.

The location of farms, however, determines the supply

option.

(ii) Facilities on the Farm

A milking shed with milking machines is the first require

ment. Hay barns and a night shed or loafing barn to provide

shelter was also considered to be important. Shelter is needed

for kid rearing.

A separate buck containment is essential. Often double

fencing is needed to keep the does away from the bucks. It is

also important to keep the bucks at least 45 metres away from

the milking shed to prevent odour contamination of the milk.

The size of the hay barn will depend on the locality of the

farm and the fertility of the land. An Auckland town milk

supplier feeds out 300 bales of hay each year. A South Island

farmer fed his goats barley and oat straw as supplementary

feed instead of hay. Many of the goat farmers are practising

all grass wintering, but with the animals having access to

shelter at all times.

The income earned during the first few years of establishing

a goat enterprise is low. The development expenses may be

written off against any income with some tax benefits. Most

goat farms are established as a secondary enterprise. The

stock numbers are slowly inc rea sed and the cash received

from the sale of surplus animals is an important source of

income. The capital requirements for buildings and plant is

very similar to a normal dairy unit except for the added

refrigeration and storage units.
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The standards of hygiene within the goat industry are thought

to be high. To date there are no Government hygiene regulations

applicable to the handling and selling of goat milk. Some concern

was voiced about the diminished nutritional and vitamin content

of goat ";'ilk after it has been pasteurised. The farmers present

preferred to maintain high standards of hygiene within their

milking sheds as an alternativetopa"teurisation.

(iii) Research Needs

(a) Breeding:

An efficient method of identifying the better quality bucks

is needed, There are already changes occurring in the

herd testing system. It is understood that goat breed

identification is being introduced within the herd test. The

minimum quantity to be tested is being changed from 0.5

litres to 0.25 litres.

(b) Freezing:

Some concern was voiced over the difficulties encountered

with the freezing of goat milk. Occasionally the milk sep

arates when being frozen. The group considered that there

should be research into areas such as techniques of freezing,

the maximum time after milking before freezing should

commence, and the best type of freezing equipment to use.

(c) Processing and Regulation:

Research was requested to determine the effect of process

ing on raw milk, and the extent to which regulation govern

ing production of milk was desirable.

(d) Management and Husbandry Systems:

Research into both husbandry ,and management systems was
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requested, not only on the developing lands of North Auckland,

but also on the developed and intensively farmed areas

elsewhere in New Zealand.

(e)' Capital and Seasonal Finance Requir.ements:

Research into the optimum size of a dairy gpat unit and

the lending policy of the Rural Bank. regarding establi shm·cnt

and development needs of the industry was recommended.

2. Conclusions

(i) The number of mUking goats which one'man could'com

fortably handle was around 50 animals;

(ii) It is difficult to maintain a continuous supply of milk.

(iii) The quantity of milk usually produced per animal per day

on milking goat farms averaged!. 7 to 2.25 litre;; (3-4

pints) although one producer was achieving 4.5 litres

(1 gallon) per animal per day.

(iv) One current problem with the production of goat milk

for fetta cheese production is the low prices being received.

(v) An essential requirement for kid raising is a farm build

ing for shelte r.

(vi) Secure buck containment is needed to prevent both milk

odour contamination and to separate the does from the

bucks.

(vii) At present the standards of hygiene on goat milking units

are high. Because compulsory pasteurisation may reduce

the quality of goat milk, the group supported a policy of

trying to maintain the high standards of hygiene so that

there will be no need for pasteurisation.
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(viii) The group felt that there was a need for further re search

into breeding, the freezing of goat milk, and optimum

stocking rates.

(ix) The need for better financial information was identified

in order to provide better back-up for applications to the

Rural Bank for finance.

(x) The present very limited availability of suitable mllking

does was identified as a problem.

(xi) Mqre herd testing information was requested to enable

better informed stock purchase decisions.

3. Plenary Comments
" I··

It was suggested by another dairy goat farmer that com

mercial herd numbers could be muchhigher than the 50 does

mentioned and that this was being done overseas. Yields per

doe per day of 1.7 to 2.25 litres could be achieved even with

greater herd numbers.
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EXTENSION IN THE GOAT INDUSTRY

Chairman: Mr R. Plu.mmer

Secreta'ry: Mr G. T. Harris

1. Background Information and Discussion

The group began its discussion by accepting the following

brief definition of extension, viz, 'a process which helps facilitate

desirable change to meet individual and group needs and objectives'.

The rollowing aspec ts of the extension proc e s s we re identified

as being particularly relevant to the goat industry at its present

stage of development:

~:~ training and education

,;- public relations/publicity

,;, advisory (with respect to specific problems)

-,- policy (e. g. encouraging research effort)

These were taken up by the group in subsequent discussion.

(i) What are the existing resources and sources of information?

(a) The group recognised that there was a large body of

overseas material on goat management, but expressed con

siderable caution over applying it too rapidly to New Zealand

conditions. Collation of overseas material, selected accord

ing to its relevance to New Zealand, was an important need.

Marketing data was considered more likely to be relevant

to New Zealand than management data.

(b) The group emphasised the importance of collating New

Zealand on-farm data, at present scattered throughout the

country. Some examples of New Zealand based data:

2 08.
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" data on performance etc. held by individual goat farmers,

which tends to be highly localised.

" dairy goat herd testing data (held by the Dairy Board).

,;, the extensive production data helq by the Goat Breeders

Association and Livestock Improvement Association.

,;, some data had been already released by M. A. F. through

its Ag Link series.

,;, veterinary surgeons are a chief source of local knowledge

on goat breeding. Dr Turbott of the Department of Lands

and Survey has trained one local vet in aspects of goat

breeding.

',' the Breeding Centre (KaiapoiJ is very interested in

artificial insemination of goats.

~;: M. A. F. advi sors had no training, in goat management

and their activity depended solely on their personal

interest.

,;, consultants were not interested in goats because of the

lack of available information.

,;, firms' trading in goat products were interested in buying

and selling but tended to give no lead in anyone other

respect. One exception to this is Wats~)lls of Invercargill

who organised a promotional seminar. Most firms

appear to view the industry as a rrseveTI; day wond~rll.

Overall, the group considered that goats represent a unique

extension si tua tion, wi th rela ti vely Ii ttle data available and
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a chronic lack of applied research. It is noted that the

Research Division of M. A. F. was to hold a meeting in late

July at Ruakura to consider these types of issues.

(ii) Who is the audience for goat extension work. and what are
their information needs?

" government departments, especially Lands and Survey

,:,. farmers

,;, advi Bar s

':' the servicing sector firms

~, politicians

':' Livestock Improvement Associations and their field workers

':' students

The group considered the major emphasis to be threefold.

',' production and management

':' education/attitude change

':' marketing,

with particular emphasis on the first two.

The group expressed concern that many people consider goat

farmers are cranks (although this view was changing rapidly),

and that respectability/acceptance by the community was an

important aim. The virtue of economic success was discussed;

it was pointed out the Rural Bank in Northland was more favour

ably disposed towards lending for goat enterprises, compared

with branches elsewhere in the country.

On the production and management side, the group considered

it desirable to concentrate more on those presently involved

rather than those who would be in the fu.ture. This was in view
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of the need to raise the quality of present management practices,

from which new entrants would benefit.

(iii) Who is involved (or should -be) in extension to the goat

industry?

The following groups were identified as current extension

agents:

(a) Mohair Producers' Association which produces news

letters/pamphlets containing extracts of (mainly over

seas) relevant information; the Association also sells

Angora goat information "packs" at a price of about $10.

(b) Goat Breeders Association whose activities are similar

to (a).

(c) M.A.F. Research Division conference papers.

(d) M. A. F. Advisory Services Division

':' local advisory officers

':~ short courses

~~ Telford cour se

NOTE: These tend to be very localised.

(e) Vets (not M.A. F. vets)

(f) stock firms

(g) Department of Lands and Survey in answering requests

for information.

(h)

( .)
J .

(k)

(1)

Livestock Improvement Associations

County Council Noxious Plants Officers

D. S. 1. R. Wildlife Division

Semen retailers and processors

Individual breeders.
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2. Conclusions

(i) The major feature of the goat industry is the lack of New

Zealand production and management data. Therefore, it

is a priority that present knowledge be gathered, collated

and widely disseminated with priority being given to:

(a) Production/Management

(b) Education

(c) Marketing

Uil That the collated information be made available to producers

through the Breed Association's publicity and journal

outlets;

(a) Mohair Producers Association

(b) New Zealand Goat Breeders Association

as well as other publicity outlets.

(ili) That Advisory Services Division, Department of Lands and

Survey, Rural Bank and Livestock Improvement As sociations

have a policy of, and give a degree of priori ty to, extension

to existing goat farmers in 1979/80 so as to enable that

industry to become established throughout New Zealand

and to consolidate on its present position.

(iv) That Livestock Improvement Associations through their

federation, should actively promote the availability of

their herd testing service for dairy goat breeders to

promote better herd management and provide more

statistical information for research and extension.

(v) Recognising th.at mohair, milk and meat producers have

certain problems/needs in common, it is recommended

that there should be a combined approach to small group

extensiOn activities, e. g. co-operation at field days.
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(vi) That an information booklet be compiled by The Advisof y

Services Division of M. A. F. listing all information

sources and data on goats in New Zealand.

(vii) In e'stablishing an extension service to the goat industry,

it is important to involve both Government and priVate

personnel, ensuring that within each group thepe'ople

servicing the industry are fully informed.

(viii) All extension officers should take an educati6nal and

leadership role in changing community attitudes to"'goat

farming, particularly aiming at servicing sectors such

as stock firms.

(ix) That county councils be encouraged to include goat farm

ing as part of the training for Noxious Plant officers.

(x) Reliable information on goats should be made available

for students through regular or occasional courses, e. g.

Flock House, Telford, Technical Institutes, andUniversity

veterinarycour se s.

(xi) Recommendation to Research Divisions of M. A. F. and

D.S.I.R.: Given the limited knowledge on farming goats

for their various products, there is a real need for research

at a basic level on goat farm management. ThereJore the

group recommended that the research Divi si.on commence

re search .in the gene ral area of goat mana,gement, with a

major priority in the areas of feed supply and demand

throughout the year, and disease control.

(xii) That a working group (consisting of, say, two representatives

from M. A. F., and one each representing the Moha.ir
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Producers Association, the Goat Breeders Association,

Veterinary surgeons and the Department of Lands and

Survey, and a commercial firm) be formed to assist in

aetioning these recommendations.

The working group could be set up initially on a short

term basis, but it is vital that the right people are chosen

as members. That is, members must have a good work

ing knowledge of some aspect of the goat industry, be

personally interested, and have some decision/policy

making influence in their respective organisations.

3. Plenary Comments

There were no divergent opinions expressed but general

support for conclusion (xii) vias apparent.





GOAT RESEARCH

Chairman: Prof. A. Syke s

Secretary: Mr M. Rich

1. Background Information and Discussion

The group recognised the lack of basic statistical infor

mation on goats. For example, there was no recognised factual

data on the total goat population, the relative numerical impor

tance of the different breeds of purebred goats, feral goats and

crossbred goats. Similarly, there were no reliable performance

figures available on parameters such as the average kidding

rate, survival rate, growth rate, milk production and fleece

weight. It was mentioned that some of these performance

figures were already collected by the Mohair Breeders and at

least one Dairy Company that processes milk. The view was

expressed that exercises should be carried out on these data,

though inadequate, to determine the priori ty for research in

these areas.

The need for information about maintenance feed require

ments and grazing preferences under different stocking rates,

was mentioned by the group. The view was expressed that

some of this information may be derived from sheep research

findings, were it established that goats and sheep have similar

nutritional requirements.

The group acknowledged that nutritional research was

needed, if overseas information on this topic proved inadequate.

Mineral requirements and normal tissue mineral levels for

healthy goats are required.
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The need to establish water requirements for goats was

mentioned, but the majority of the group felt that this sort of

research was of low priority, given adequate Australian data

on water requirements in arid conditions.

The need for milking shed information on, for example,

the optimum vacuum level and pulsation rate for successful

m\lking, was raised. An extensive bibliography being prepared

by the Agricultural Economics Research Unit would, however,

provide information sources on milking shed requirements.

The group felt that disease orientated research was also

needed into problems concerning parisitology, epidemiology,

pneumonia, footrot, and footscald. The point was made that a

start on this aspect of research could be made by reading the

documented Australian research on disease in Angora goats.

Reproductive problems were also identified as a reseach

priority. It would be useful to establish the breeding seasons,

especially for feral goats. Also it would be of benefit to have

factual information available on artificial insemination, its

associated semen storage problems, reproductive wastage and

perinatal survival.

The group recognised the need for research, at a farm

management level, into the shelter requirements oJ goats

especially :0 answer questions such as "where and how,much

shelter should there be on the farm? "

A member of the group mentioned the importance of

economic research into marketing costs, transport costs and"

processing costs past the farm gate.
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The discussion concluded with the group recognising the

impetus for initial goat research must come from farmers

the:mselves because the supply of anilTIals and finance will not

be readily available frolTI official channels.

2. Conclusions

(i) AcculTIulation of basic statistical inforlTIation is needed.

(ii) Research is needed into:

(a) feed requirelTIents

(b) nutrition

(c) disease

(d) reproduc tion

(e) shelter

(iii) Research will only successfully advance if farlTIers COlTI

lTIunicate with and support the efforts of these scientists

who become involved in the goat industry.

3. Plenary ComlTIents

DisappointlTIent was expressed that no recomlTIendation

had been put forward concerning econolTIic research past the

farlTI gate, particularly into the lTIarketing, transport and

processing costs of goats.

A delegate lTIentioned that an area of research which had

not been lTIentioned was ova transplantation. However, another

delegate replied that this was costly and a relatively expensive

way of increasing the goat numbers of those breeds which are

sought after in New Zealand today.





POLICY

Cha.irfuari: Mr J. W. Wood

Secretary: Mr L. Hubbard

1, Background Information and Discussion

At the start of this workshop the chairman outlin,ed the

economic arguments that are conventionally put forward as

reasons for Government assistance in what are essentially

areas of private enterprise. In the case of the goat industry

the two most likely arguments in favour of Government assist

ance were firstly, the infant industry argument, where ,the

Government supports a new industry in its formative stages

and then withdraws this support as the industry matures, and

secondly, the need for co"ordinated research anddeveIopment.

It was suggested that these were two areas that warranted the

attention of the workshop.

It was felt that since research and development and extension

was being covered separately by another workshop, it would be

sufficient for the present workshop simply to endorse any recom

mendations pertaining to research, development an,d, extension,

that were likely to be proposed elsewhere. The goat industry

seemed to be well recognised as an area for further research

fund s.

With ~egards to the infant industry argument,the question

was raised as to whether the goat industry was progressing

fast enough of its own accord. 1£ it was, then there was little

need for immediate Government assistance. This line of

thought became a main theme throughout the workshop, and

when applied to financial assistance, the point was made that

owing to the limited supply of both Angora and milking goats in

21 8.
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New Zealand, an inc reased demand for them stimulated by

Government assistance, may simply result in increased stock

prices with little or no real benefit to the goat industry.

There was a general feeling that goat farming should not

be disadvantaged vis-a-vis other livestock. To this end it

was agreed that goats should be included in the livestock

incentive scheme along with sheep, cattle and deer, and this

was formalised in a recommendation.

The use, and potential use, of goats in weed control was

then discussed, apd it was the feeling of those present that

goats be eligible for noxious weed and plant control subsidie s

on appropriate classes of land. The latter phrase "las added

to the recommendation after some concern had been expressed

about the possible deleterious effects of using goats on erosion

prone land. It was also suggested that to speed up action on

this, and other recommendations, a back-up paper should be

prepared. In answer to this, it was suggested that the present

conference and resulting publication would serve this end.

Alternatively, it was further suggested that perhaps a regulatory

document could be drawn up on similar lines to the one in

existance for kiwi fruit and that this, whilst not. wanting to be

restrictive in nature, could offer private enterprise a frame

work for development within which to operate. It was pointed

out that to produce a satisfactory document would probably

take IZ months.

On the question of export subsidies, itwas felt that those

in existence were probably adequate. Milk powder was eligible

for export subsidies as were processed cheeses. However, it

was felt that relevant organisations, perhaps the producer

associations, should be encouraged to look into and make full
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us·e of the export subsidies that are available.

The workshop also felt that the Rural Bank should continue

to favourably consider goat farming for lending purposes. It

was pointed out by a representative of the Rural Bank that the

Bank was already doing this and would continue to do so but was

a little concerned about the short term stock problem, and the

possibility of increased lending simply leading to increased

stock prices.

In summary, the feeling of those attending the workshop

was that apart from needs for research and extension, little

direct government assistance was necessary at the pre sent

time as the industry seemed to be progressing at a satisfactory

rate of development under its own steam. In the short term

the main problem appeared to be one of a shortage of stock,

but this would be overcome in time, possibly with the aid of

imports from Australia.

2. Conclusions

(i) That farmed goats (earmarked) be included in the livestock

incentive scheme along with sheep, cattle and deer.

(ii) Itwasstrongly suggested that goats be eligible for noxious

weed and plant control subsidies in appropriate classes

of country and that District Noxious Plant Authorities

should consider the goat for subsidy purposes.

(iii) Recognising the 'infant status' of the goat industry, it

was suggested that the Rural Bank should favourably

consider the role of goat farming for lending purposes,

and that the Bank should develop polic y guidelines for

such lending.
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(iv) That relevant organisations be enGouraged to make full

use of existing export incentive schemes.

3. Plenary Comments

In the plenary session that followed the workshop, it was

pointed out that exporting organisations required a minimum

of 45 tonnes of cheese to be eligible for export inGentives;

as yet this supply Gould not be met.



STATEMENT BY G. J. BATTEN

AT CLOSING OF SEMINAR/WORKSHOP

I was accused of being one of the prime movers of this

seminar/workshop and if you feel that you have wasted your

time in the last couple of days, you can blame me and I will

be quite happy to take the blame. However, from my own

point of view, and from people I have spoken to, it has been a

worth while exercise.

Yesterday we were cautioned by Professor Langer when

he welcomed us all here to be sober and realistic; this has been

rather difficult I think because of the enthusiasm that's amongst

you. Our first endeavour is to develop sensible and reasonable

policies for the future and as Alan Kirton said last night, 1979

being the year of the goat, it is a good year to do this. So .what

have we achieved in this last couple of days? We've had a lot

of contributions yesterday on what producers and marketeers

are doing, we've had assessments of production and market

potential and .we rve had very authoritative statements on all

sorts of things which havepromptlybeen contradicted by subse

quent speakers. This latter activity is healthy I think because

it shows that the industry is a dynamic one; it is growing and

people are questioning the things that are being said, the things

that are being done. So the question I pose to you is can this

infant industry grow further? There have been policy recommen

dations to a greater or lesser extent, from the workshops this

morning and this afternoon. What happens to those recommenda

tions? Are they going to be enshrined in the booklet the AERU

is going to produce and distribute widely to be forgotten, or

are you going to take them up? Through all these discussions,

there seems to me to have been some threads of common
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interest to all; to the n;lOhair producers, the milk farmers, the

meat farmers,thepeople who are interested in controlling

weeds; the people who are processing products, marketing

them and selling them. One problem that has been raised

frequently is the problem of insufficient goats; another has been

the need for research; another has been the desirability for

outside support; there has been a number of matters that have

been common to all - but what do we do about them?

Lincoln College has spent a lot of money bringing you here

for the last two days. The seminar has given you a forum to

discuss the subject both formally and informally. You ha',",

discussed it and it is really up to you what you do from here.

Personally, I would be disappointed if you don't make use of

the investment that the College has put into the industry at

this stage by taking up these areas of common interest and

deciding to do something about them. Where we go from here

is up to you.
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